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the country, will play a picked
legitimate purposes and one who buys it
from Ellsworth at Wyman park j mb a substitute for liquor, and if the store*
M >.ulay, July
NI.W
mi- .v
v l»v ki;iid >i
N •
j continue to sell he will prosecute the proI
Mrs. Dora Hopkins and daughter, Miss | prietors.
P.W Richardson et aU—Commissioner*’ no*
(ten
Blanche, of Bangor, are spending a week I A distinct earthquake shock was felt in
Exec n «U:e—!•>« »©hn c Nlch« In.
in Ellsworth, the guests of A. M. Hopkins Ellsworth at 5.10 o’clock last Saturday
Voiim^ ft Do* II m I '* 100I1,
and wife. Their many Ellsworth friends ! morning. It was not to be compared here
Eli DiHue—aikiUiienfy
K J 'V'nluh—{JIokIiu "lit m)c.
are pleased to see them.
with the “shake” of March last year, but
Floyd ft
vne —Me.i- f|*n and irowrlf*.
Patrick Kv<irn»—44roc'ft «•, canoed goods, etc.
Rev. P. A. A. Kiilam, of the Baptist was quite a respectable shake, nevertheBanook:
less, with an accompanying rumble as of
church, will

j
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Bunk in

only Sivinjjs

exchange pulpits Sunday
evening with R. N. Jessup, of Brooklyn, j subterranean thunder. The earthquake
State
N.
i
who
;
Y.,
supplying the pulpit at was quite general throughout the
Ellsworth Falls for the summer.
j and into New Hampshire seeming to

Eastern Maine S»ate Fair.
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May I,

Ellsworth,
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under the super-

vision of thi* Bank Examiner.
lias paid sixty-four (til) semi-annual dividends.

effect
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President,
WHITCOMB,
of
Whitcomb, Ilaym*s

F.

from

Cumber,

CARROLL BURRILL,

BURNHAM,

of

F.

B. Burrill has had

five-horse

put

power

a

new

engine

in

his

power

Mrs. J. A. Calnane, of St. Louis, Mo., is
of

mother,

her

Mrs.

Mary

The new hose wagons for the Ellsworth
fire department will lie here the first of

L.

MASON,

There

next week.
The ladies’ aid

will give

society

not

from

were none

sufficiently

been

Bass
ex-

adver-

tised.

launch.

—

&

The schooner Willie L. Maxwell, Capt.
J. A. Bowden, is discharging coal at Mt.

cursion had

Norn—'Those desiring Home Savings Hanks will be supplied with them j the guest
Calnane.
application. Correspondence solicited.

W.

only.

today.
Miss Marion Wooster, of West Franklin,
Tin rbor or West Tremont, where the
was in Ellsworth
this week falling on
Charles

CHAS. C BURRILL, Treasurer.
CHAS- R. BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.

C.

the house.

mal service at the church in

friends.

Attorney- at-Law,

on

occupying

lantic

N. B. COOLIDGE-

of

the Baptist
vestry

j

few

a

Capt. Bowden has been
M'»9 Essie Douglass, of Old Town, la ■jPesert Ferry.
spending a few days at home. He will
visiting fri *nds here.
ToacLstone at Sullivan for Philadelphia.
Miss Bernice Eldridgo left Saturday for
The Steamer Percy V. brought an exa visit of two weeks with
relatives in
cursion of thirty-eight people from AtDexter.

Attornej-at Law,

A. F.

tHally, except Monday.
§ 'ally, except Saturday.
••For points «>n \Vn*idi.gton County UR
; Mi Ilesert llraneti and War Harbor onh

who is

of

Rev. P. A. A. Killatn conducted baptisHancock last
Sunday afternoon. Four candidates were
baptized, and received the right hand of
I
fellowshi .at the afternoon service.

in.

:

& Co.,

on

bury,

Wwt- I : 0 a m, §1 *ft ami •» p m.
E vat—.**7 a m, *•} 4\ t 80 anil |f I p
•1'irlindntf Sunday*,

here from

are

Brockton, Mass., for a visit
weeks. They are stopping at
home

i4oin»,

Deposits in this bank are exempt
municipal taxation to depositors.
JOHN F.

ro.

MAIL CLOAKS AT riwn -‘iKKlor.
d"iNu

TRUSTEES

!

center near WaServille. In the western
! part of the State it was more severe than
the earthquake of last year in that sectheir old j
tion.
Third street with F. B. Kings- |

A. F. Burnham and wife

|

A, INt'A-

June

!

The merry party which, chaperoned by
Mrs. Charles A. Bellatty, has been spend-

ing

weeks at the

and

the Misses Nellie and Edith Franklin

to Boston Sunday.
j| returned
in the party during part
were

Others who
of the

stay

the cottage were F. C. Friend, wife and
child, of Boston; Miss Emma Hinckley,
of Bluehill, Miss Hazel Knowltou and
Miss Lulu W. Eppes, of Ellsworth, and
J. J. Lee, of Bucksport.
at

Leah Friend has received the appointment as teacher of Greek, Latin and
German at the Coney high school, Augusta.
Miss Friend went to Augusta last week,
and after ty ing put through a rigid examination by the several school trustees,
was immediately engaged.
Miss Friend
has taught in York the past two years,
with success and to the satisfaction of
Miss

Nieolls and wife, !Jobn Billings
wife, of Woonsocket, R. I., and Miss
Nora Higgins, of this city, returned Monda;/ from a short cruise ar.mnd Mt. Discrt
Island in the yacht Lorelei, with Capt. school board and
principal, as shown by
Frank 9. Lord.
their hearty testimonials. Her election to
The lady jerks at C. L. Morang’s store i a larger school is cause for congratulation
Louis

and

—

Misses Carrie Baker, Sibyl Fields, Marion ! by her many friends in Ellsworth.
Joy and Caroline Harrington, together
Good Will council, J. O. A. M., installed
with Mi
s Harriet Baker and Kate Mcofficers last evening, Deputy State Coun-

Donald, spent last Sunday at the Dorgan cillor George T. Royal, of Ellsworth, was
to-night.
cottage, Pleasant Beach, Bavside.
installing officer. The officer*} are as folMrs. Ada W. I’nrnh, national organizer lows:
Councillor, Charles M. Brooks;
George F. Newman, assistant-postmaster
at Ellsworth, has return d from a fifteenof the W. (
T. U„ and one t>f the best
vice-councillor, Milton Beckwith; recordFIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH. ME
days’ vacation.
sfwakers in the organization, will speak in ing secretary, Freeman S. Wheelden; asMrs. W. H. Parker and son Harry are the Baptist vestry next Monday evening, sistant recording secretary, Morris Bowthe guests of Miss Annie Stock bridge at July 21. Admission is free, but a collec- den, jr.; treasurer, Charles B. Moore;
financial secretary, Charles W. Pierson;
tion will be taken to defray expenses.
Content ion Cove.
Mrs. A. W. Hatchings and son Pearl conductor, Everett L. Brown; warden,
Insurance does not cost hut a trifle compared with the
O. P. Torrence has be*n confined to the
J. Bragdon; inner guard, Harry L.
house for the past week with a serious went to Bangor Tuesday evening to join Roy
\alue of the property insured.
Why go without it?
Ira J. Barnes; trustee,
Capt. Hutchings, who is discharging his ! Pio; outer guard,
disease of one eye.
Write or call ou
vessel, the Melissa Tjrask, there. Capt. John A. Lord.
F. J. Welsh is selling out the stock in!
Hutching- will bring his vessel here to
W. TA RLE! Y,
Ellsworth.
nev. Aioeri o.
O
imrn, lormeny oi jmishis hoot and shoe store, preparatory to
load staves for New York for Charles J.
worth, now pastor oMhe First Congregaof
business.
out
going
Tre w orgy.
tional church at Meriden, Conn., on SunHarry L. Vincent and wife, of Malden,
Judge John B. Redman’s residence on day, July 9, occupied the pulpit of
are the guests of Mr-. Vincent's parents,
Bridge hill is occupied by his sisters, Mrs. Plymouth church, Brooklyn, N. Y., made
Arthur W. Austin and wife.
dL F. Ktand her daughter, Miss famous by the long and distinguished
Miss Catherine Simonton is spending a
Bessi<-, and .Mrs. C. A. Cole, of Pawtucket, pastorate of Henry Ward Beeeher. Mr.
short time at Northport with friends from
Hi. I. Mrs. Cc»le who has been seriously Lord preached in exchange with the
DRY GOODS, SHALL WARES,
Bangor, occupying a cottage.
ill, is, her many friends will be glad to assistant pastor of the church, Rev.
E. A. Stap! a and wife, of
Portland, c?arn, much improved.
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, HATTING.
William P. Harmon. His subject wan:
Mrs
visited
Staples’ mother, Mrs. A. P.
Dr. F. K. Bennett, of Presque Isle, “The Sacrament of Service.” The text
a
few
Eehenagucia,
days last week.
helped
arrived in Ellsworth yesterday afternoon, was from Isaiah xli:6: ‘-They
John 11. McDonald and wife have gone joining his wife.who lias been here the past
every one his neighbor, and every one said
to Twin Mountain, N. II.
Mr. McDonald, week the guest of Mrs. Berth Jo;, Thomp- to his brother, ‘Be of good courage.’
who has been in j>oor health, is improving. son. Dr. and Mrs. Bennett left to-day for The Brooklyn Eagle, which printed the
We recognize the fact that if there is one thing people are parBar Harbor for a visit of a few days before sermon m full, says: “Mr. Lord hadagood
Freeman 8. Whoelden, of this city, is
ticular about, it is the sweetness and cleanliness of the meat
audience and preached an excellent serreceiving treatment at Bangor for an returning to Presque Isle.
of
on
the
this
ourselves
cleanliness
We
eat.
departpride
mon.” The sermon is reprinted elsewhere
they
abs.-ess which threatens the sight of one
We have the Neatest
During the vacation necessary repairs in this issue. Mr. Lord, with his wife and
ment, and ttie care we give our meats.
are being made on several of the schooleye.
Meat-Cutting Koum in tlie City! Entirely new; [ierlittle son, is now’ in Ellsworth visiting
1*. H. I/mgfellow, of Machias, clerk of houses of the city. At the west side and
fectly screened.
Mrs. Lord’s parents, H. B. Phillips and
courts of Washington county, was in School street grammar school buildings,
wife.
The schoolEllsworth
of Clerk-of- new floors are being laid.
wheguest
yesterday,
EVERYTHING FOR THE HAYMAKERS.
houses at Branch Pond, Bayside, BeechCourts Knowlton.
MOt'TI! OF THE KIVKK.
land and the Shore road are being reThe opening of bids for the building
Capt. Jed Pray is home for a short vacaof the proposed new Methodist church, painted.
church

GENERAL INSURANCE.

supper at the

n

NOTICE.

WHITING

BROS.

MEAT DEPARTMENT
_

Crash

on

Wusll-

Day, of Ellsworth, clerk in the
service, was among the ina crash on the Washington County railroad last Haturday night. Mr. Day
mail

the face and bruised about
first internal injuries of a
serious nature were feared, but it is now
believed there are no complications.
Mr. Day is now at the St. Croix hotel,
Calais, where he was taken after the acci
dent, and a letter from Mrs. Day, who is
with him, says h3 probably will be
cut about

was

the body.

brought

At

Friday

horn?

Saturday.

or

The collision occurred Saturday evening,
about one and one-half miles east of
Charlotte station. The train which left
Washington Junction at 4.35 p. m. bound
cast, met a locomotive which was runing

Bellatty cottage,
Cove, “broke camp” last Friday. Charles E. Bellatty, Leslie Beckwith light
two

Contention

a

Pearl B.

railway
jured in

J

Bank

in

ington County Kail road.

The

on special
engine had

bound

express

slight trouble with machintaking another siding to
for the express, the engineer tried
make Charlotte on too narrow a margin,

layed by
ery.
wait
to

orders to go to Eastport.
orders to pass the east
at Charlotte, but wras de-

some

Instead of

and the collision resulted.
The train met the locomotive

on a

sharp

curve, and was upon it before the engineer
had time to slacken speed. The light
locomotive

demolished, the*

almost

was

locomotive of

the express

somewhat

was

damaged, and the combination baggage
and smoking car was partially telescoped.
The engineer and firemen of the light
Locomotive jumped and escaped injury.
Engineer Louis Stayer and Fireman Merr it hew, of the express, stuck to their posts,
and escaped with slight cuts. Angus
Kilby, express messenger, saw the locomotive coming and jumped, receiving severe
cuts.
No passengers were
seriously
injured.
Postal Clerk Day was in the forward end
of the car which was telescoped and was
the
most
seriously injured. He wan
thrown against the mail racks, and the
wreckage of the boxes and car piled upon
him. In the confusion immediately following the accident, it was thought he
had jumped from the car, and it was forty
minutes after the accident before he was
found. He was then unconscious, and it
was more than an hour afterward that he
regain consciousness.
The cuts about the face were slight, one
in his forehead

requiring
injurry

The most serious

several stitches.

strain in the hip.
went to Calais Monday.

a

bruise

Mrs.

or

< 0>1IN<;

to

now seems

be

Day

EVENT*.

Wednesday evening, July 19, at Baptist
vestry-Supper, 15 cents.
Wednesday, July 26-Ex ursion to Herrick's Landing by steamer Percy V., under
auspices of the Congregational society.
Tickets (limited to seventy-five), 50 cents
each; for sale at E. F. Robinson's jewelry
store.

July 31, Aug. 1 and 2, at Hancock
Fielding Co.

hall—

The Pauline

There isn't

much

hope for

a

man

who

do just

will lie when the truth would

a.«

well.

_

Rakes, Forks, Scythes, Snaiths,
WHITING BROS., General Store.
ALMOST EVERYTHING.

KEEP

has

guest of Mrs. C. A. Hanscom for a
Mr. Hanscom arrived Fritime.

day

I

They

some

point

along Eggemoggin

tion with his

family.

Phillips, of Boston, is the
steamer Percy V. on Wednes- guest of Mrs. Sue Pray.
Sunday school Reach, by
under auspices of the ConMiss Tillie Marks, of Bluehill, is visitclosed Sunday, until the first Sunday in day. July 26,
gregational society. This excursion is ing her cousin, Mrs. Oscar Reinick.
September. The church will be closed
open to all, but the number of tickets is
Mrs. George Murch has gone to Bangor
during the month of August.
limited to seventy-five. Tickets will be
fora week’s visit with her husband on
Miss Lillian Ilarmison, of Baltimore, is
on sale at E. F. Robinson’s store.
the

look good :
taste good:
ARE good.

to

an excursion

spend a

to

The

month’s vacation.

Methodist and Baptist societies

planning

for their annual

union

will be somewhere about

August

are

Sunday

10.

will be held on Wednesday evening, August 2, probably at the American house.
Mrs. U. G. Hodgkins has moved her
stock of dry and fancy goods from her

selling

out at her home

Charles H. Knox and

Ellsworth,
on

and

is

Water street.

wife,

of

Chester,

Miss Antha

board the schooner

L. Gould, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Gould, of Ellsworth, who graduArthur

Medical

of

Bangor

after tak-

the State board

ing the examination
registration of medicine.
before

Eastern

school this

Ellsworth,

year, has returned to

the

The anuual reunion and banquet of the
Ellsworth high school alumni association

Harbor to

or

ated from the Maine

school excursion down the bay. The date

store at Bar

Swan’s Island

on

short

They
They

There will be

been

postponed for one week.
The
Congregational

At Lowest Cash Prices.

WE

advertised for last Saturday,

He will enter

general hospital

Maine

at

month for practice.

next

plate glass front is being put in
the store on Water street occupied by the
A

new

County Supply Co.,
Doyle, proprietors.
being made
and the

on

extend

will also be made

Mass., and Hollis C. Joy and little son, of
Boston, are visiting Calvin P. Joy and

store.

wife, the parents of Mrs. Knox and Mr.

in Ellsworth

the

on

interior of

first wireless message ever received
was received by Capt. S. L.
Joy.
Lord, last week. It was from his son, E.
The power launch Jeresty, owned by; W. Lord,who has just returned to his duties
Harvard Jordan and H. B. Estey, which as assistant commissioner of education in
has been at their Green Lake camp all the Porto Rico after a visit of several weeks

spring,

was

brought

down and

put in the

I

greatest “refreshers”
a summer appetite can

Girls Champion Ladies’ Base Ball Club of the World”, which

the

Don’t You Need

a

SUmcrtisnnenta.

know

We shall have

a

good

Mrs. Sarah

worth,

Several

new

Wagons.

find

Also

diggers.

Instalment

plan

S.
SOUTH

a

or

luge stock
a

at my

place,

at the lowest

I_.

STREET.ELLSWORTH.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

“WAY DOWN”

Hock wood &

Co.

prices quite

bit below “the

and one-half

pounds,
Thursday night yr Friday
morning.
one

Monday,

THE CAMPAIGN

hours out.

Funeral

Rev.

Rrooklin,

where she

services

J. P. Simonton,

was

built.

She

fitted here with a sixteen-horse
power Walker engine, and judging from
model and the power should be one of the
swiftest of the Union

DRUGGIST.
CORNER OPP. THE POSTOFFICE, ELLSWORTH,

long,

river fleet.

seven

house. She was
Sherman, of Rrooklin.
roomy

Sheriff
who

Mayo

have

been

has

notified

selling

She is

beam, with a
built by E. M.

feet

storekeepers
ginger

Jamaica

other preparations containing alcohol that they must not sell anjT more of
the stuff to be used as a beverage. The
sheriff says that
for the
it is easy
storekeepers to discriminate between the
person who buys Jamaica ginger for
and

E. G. MOORE,

feet

goods,

at

other fellow’s” lowest!

J. Johnson, of North Ells-

the

thirty

a

in

1-lb.

can

R.

AGAINST

Bugs,

Blight,

Worms,

will soon be open.
the munitions of

1-2 lb.

We have all
war such as

BORDEAUX MIXTURE,

&

Co.

Cocoa,

Co.

Cocoa,

Co.

Cocoa,

35c.
can

R. &

20c.

HELLEBORE

KIRO BUG POTATO GROWER,
SULPHATE

COPPER,

PARIS GREEN,
INSECT

BLUE VITRIOL

LONDON

POWDER,

PURPLE,

1-4 lb.

FOR SALE

Parcher’s
Telephone

can

R. &

10c.

PLANT FOOL
AT

will be

great variety of desirable second-hand

LORD,

was

the

Methodist church, officiating.
George Haynes’ new power launch, without the power, was towed here last week

prices.

easy terms.

while she

Ellsworth.

held

were

from
can

from

QUALITY;

died

North

of
of

OR SOME WHEELS, AXLES OK OTHER PARTS ?
If you do you

message

sent

Saturday night at her home
in North Ells vorth, aged seventy-two
years. Mrs. Johnson leaves one son, living
in Colorado, one sister,
Mrs. Haney, of
stock
Penobscot, and a brother, Hillman Heath,

of

New Carriage

was

Pennsylvania,
gulf stream, twelve

river last week.

steamer

The “Star Bloomer

These are three of the

The

IN

Here’s a tempting Cocoa and
Chocolate offer—a big special invoice of the famous

the

The

here.

“WAY UP"

the

Improvements

entire front of the store.

COCOA,

IN PRICE.

street,

across

AND

SRftcrtinnuiua.

entrance is

corner

the side toward Main

windows

new

Waltham, Mass.
Capt. Allen Holt, who has command of
the Cape Elizabeth lighthouse, has sent
for his family and they will close their
house here and join him at once. They
will be greatly missed.

CHOCOLATE

has returned tc

D. H. Tribou and T. F.
A

C. C. Lane.

Rita Milliken, who has been visiting her parents, Fred Milliken and wife,
Miss

aubfTttsnnnua.

Drug
Call,

No.

Store.

53-4.

Store open Sundays from 8 a in. to
Remember our free delivery.

8

p.

Milk

Chocolate,

3c.,

oe.T

10c. per bar.

m

TAX NOTICE!
If you wish to save interest and extra cost you must settle your taxe*
by Aug. 1, 1905.
J. H. Bresnaelah,
Tax Collector for 1905.

Cooking
1-2

Chocolate,

per

lb., 17c.

Patrick Kearns,
Main Street, Ellsworth.

I

2ttri)crtisrmcntfl.

fllutual Benefit Coluinu.

KNDKAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

COUNTY NEWS.

THE SUMMER BABY.

hmypr Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning July 2.*t.

IDITkl) BY “AUNT

By REV. S H. DOYLE
Topic.
Preparing for our heavenly
borne.—Phil. 1U. 20, 21; Heb. xi. 8-10. 13-16.
Clrrlst came to bring “life and immortality to light tlirougb the gospel.”

It»

Motto:

“Helpful

—

to

the first fruit < if them that slept
and thereby demonstrated that all
should rise again. This Is one of the
mo-t
important truths revealed in
word.

Life

means

infinitely

that death does
id all.
Men had dreamed of im
not
mortality, and lmd hoped and longed
for it. but no one was able to prove it
urn I ’'hrlst came. He not only proved
It by Ills testimony, as one riming
the other world, but actually
fro;
det; castrated it by rising from the
There need be no d >ubt now
de i.
about the future life.
The future life of the Christina has
be, it set forth under 'many different
To de -rilio it
figures anil symbols.
more

since

literally Is,

we

know

dent,

deeply impressed upon
hence to give us any conception
most

tt

a

wind

wo

the
spurn these gloom pursuing mortals,
worry seeking man;
Know no trouble til it strikes you-sing of
shun

:

early
applied the patient seldom survives

-essary to use types
heaven, it
anil symbols. It is called a city—“the
New Jerusalem;" it is also

Holy City.

called a land—“the land of Canaan,
flowing with milk and honey:" it lias
■Iso been likened to a temple.

w

bile JOU

can.

—Selected

by Alexia.

*

Perhaps or an me symotns uy
beaven is represented the sweetest and
best loved is that of ••home'*—our
•heavenly home.” Christ Himself thus
h »use
ppeaks of it: “In My Father's
When the closmxe many mansions.”
ing hours of life come and we are
drawing near to the end of life the
Idea of heaven that attracts us most
fel not that of the splendid city or of a
poontry, however blessed, but that of
borne. Then more than any other time
ore feel that we are absent from our
peal home, and. being tired and weagled, we want to go home. How of!on
■t such times we hear the words from
paints about to depart: ”1 want to g»
borne,” “I am only waiting t > g *
borne!” Let us keep this i lea of heavIt is to be our eternal
en before us.
borne. The remembrance of this fact
will strengthen and cheer ns amid
life's active duties and greatly comfort
ns in the declining days of lif»>.
Heaven being our eternal home, we
should In this life prepare for It. If we
wore going to change our place of residence we would prepare more or less
for the new home. The people in n >
two places live exactly alike. Houses,
furniture, customs, are all different,
and every one in moving takes these
So as we
things into consideration.
took forward to a new life* under vastly different circumstances we should
In heaven we are t *
prepare for it.
live in closest fellowship with God and
We
should therefore
with Christ.
commune with them much in this life.
In heaven there is to be no sin; hence
we should by the grace of God try to
In heaven we an'
overcome sin here.
to live in peace and harmony with all
about us. Let us therefore try to know
each other better on earth and live
“Our
more peaceably together here.
citizenship Is in heaven.” Let us therefore strive to live here as citizens of
the heavenly country.
BIBLE

HEADINGS.

Gen. xxviil. 20-22; Ps. viii, 1-8; Eccl.
Kli, 1-5; Luke xxiii, 42. 43; John xiv,
II Cor. v, 1; Matt. vi. 19-21; Epb.
Ill, 14-21; I Tet. i. 3-5; Rev. xxi. 1-4.

jb8;

Dr. Clark

oh

Coa«fcr»tion.

If you owe anything to Christian Endeavor, fellow Endeavorer, the best
•way to begin to discharge your debt is
to consecrate your life to the work of
God through Christian Endeavor.
In the early days of the society far
wftener than now we used to hear
pome such phrase as this at the roll
call meeting: “I wish to renew my consecration to the service of God.” The
phrase became stereotyped, and we
largely dropped it. Let us take it up
again and put new life and meaning
Into it.
Will you not say with me tonight as your name is called:
“I will consecrate myself to greater
faithfulness to my covenant pledge.”
“I will consecrate myself to more
•elf sacrificing work on my committee.”
“I will consecrate myself to an effort to lead some one else to Christ
and into His church this winter.”—
Rev. Francis E. Clark, D. D.
Tlie

Two

Pit*.

[A message to the Christian Endeavorof LoiBsiana published in their state
paper.]
«rs

A toiler bent a patient back
Above a yawning pit.
And time and strength and love and
wealth
He shoveled into It.
And still, though many years he toiled
And bitterly he cursed.
The pit remained a hollow hole.
As empty as at first.
bent his back
Above a second pit.
and
time
And
strength and love and
wealth
He shoveled into it.
And. lo, before his sun wadset
The pit was brimming o’er
With ruddy gold and Jewels rare,
A vast, exhaustless store!
A

I

second)workman

Oh, toiler In the field of life,
•Tls not the work you do.
But where you do lt and for what
Means bane or bliss for you I
Alike into a yawning pit
May go yovr strength, your pelf.
But one pit t« th> church of God,
The other is—yourself.
—Amos E. Wells.

J

Dear M. B. Friend*:
Our poem says more sunshine and I
shall add still more by some quotations
from

one

of Aunt Maria's letters.

It

will

hardly do for me to share with you the
warming, illuminating rays she showered
upon your Aunt Madg2 in appreciation of
the ideas I expressed on the necessity of
preparing food of some kind to meet the
needs of humans.

She says:

This is a fine v-ool morn lug, ant I will j »-i
talk a little at«t get mi the work
My gnrdeii Is
coming on flue; I’ve lovely vines now—and the
roses—I’ve unit one kind—are tplendld, but
don’t I hive to fi.*ht. for ever ythlng that grow*
has a bug or wui ui on It. I’ve only five to c*H g
for now, b .t m xt week shall have seven—but
; I love to cook. I’ve some luctou* sir aw ben y
pies now, and the Fourth we had banana pies.
Oh, they are li' Ciu-h or rift nice ripe bananas
! and mix with t*g.s. *ugar and nice cnatny
or pumpkin,
| milk ju*t as you would ►
only don’t use any fl »vorlng. bake In deep t ns
and—well—just try them.
Hanantts are always ready for pies or sauce
or puudtngs. Yes.
I'm still shouting lovely
June, for we bud seventeen fair days and the
wet ones made u* a L<lg hay crop; and my vines
were never so prttty. and our surroundings look
I liner than common. Everything ha* grown so
j and then we have a chicken yard for the Ur>t
time; so our yard lsu't run over.
Everything
1 all right. Aunt Madge, let me u-ll you I’ve a
I
plant :n my front sitting room window that Is
lour fe**i irom top to bottom.
I.. the pot U a
fuchsia and a yew; the fuchsia grows across
the window and the yew hang* down.
It's a
Ami now It 1* budded; It will be more
j jy
than splendid.
We are haying, and hnjing 1*
such a busy, happy time ; don't you think so?
We
ought to have forty-live or fifty tons this year,
|
l it all pans out like the fields near the house,
but 1 hate to have the grass cut. It 1* so pretty.
We had a real good time the Fourth; had all
sorts of goodies to eat and drink, and tot out
doors, and no < ue wa« tick, and that's good
enough. Now 1 ruu^t say good-day; and I wish
1 could pat you on the hack.
Y’ours very truly,
AUhT Makia.

!

|

_

the column, think what your
Aunt Madge has gained through the openSisters of

hen once the disease is fastened upon
her. Lydia E. Pinkharn* Vegetable
Compound is the most efficient treatment for kidney troubles of women,
and is the only medicine especially
prepared for this purpose.
When a woman is troubled with pain
or weight in loins, backache, frequent,
painful or scalding urination, swelling
of limbs or feet, swelling under the
eyes, an uneasy, tired feeling in the
region of the kidneys or notice* a brick
dust sediment in the nruie, she should
lose no time in commencing treatment
with Lydia E. Pinkliam s Vegetable
Compound, as it may be the means of
saving her life
For proof, read what Lydia E. Pink
ham s Vegetable Compound did for Mrs
w

every line;
Sing awhile—no soulful sonnet with successive
sob a rd whine—
Sing a song that sends the sunrhlne to the soul
of striving man;
Laugh *r Lts lute huger longer—«o be jolly

was no

1

Sawyer.

fear not express the terrible suffering 1
A derangement of T be temale
had to endure.
*•

j
j

orgnns developed nervjnis prostration and n
The doctor attended
serious kidnov trouble
me for a year, but 1 kept getting worse, until
I was unable to do anything, and I made up
finally dividcil
my mind I could not live
to try Lydia E. Pins ham’* Vegetable Corn
am to-day a well
and
I
as
a
last
resort,
pound
woman.
I cannot praise it too highly, and 1
tell every suffering woman about my case.'1
Mrs. Emma Sawyer, Conyers, (la.
Mrs. Pinkharn gives free advice to

in confidence,

; address

women

Lynn,

Mass.
%

four eggs to a quart of
with sugar, salt and flavoring to
will niaka you some cup custard*

for tea.
milk

taste,

Three

or

that you can place in a pan with water
around them and cook in a little while

hot in the

when

the

When

making plain

is

oven

mixture in

round tin and

a

morning.

put some of the

cake

bake it and

Ailing.
tilling,

you will have a cake pie ready for
If you hove not time to make a

beat up the white of an egg and add a
little sugar and flavoring or a sprinkling
of cocoanut and use for tilling and frost-

ing,

beat up the

or

milk and

No

some

more

riedly

yolk, add

sugar,

this

written

&c,

a

very

little

Ailing.

for

time, but these

are

hur-

suggestions from your
Aunt Madge.

Evolution of His Name.

CHAPTER I.
‘*Wrhat

is

your

name

EDEN.
summer

until

And it

was so

answered the

recorded

boy.

the roll.

on

CHAPTER II.
“What is your name” the schoolmasUr

inquired.
“John Dennis Lemon,” replied the big

bay.
Which

ill,

up
is

covered with
prickly heat, and thinking wicked
kindergarden thoughts to cope w ith the
terrible situation.
No, there is no reason in the world why

was

duly

and

warm

cross

babies should love
learn

and

warm

to

submit

to

They

snubbed

grown
up
i neon von

and

that is

baby

a

creature

to find

through

a

much

and

just

one

is

peace of mind

comfort in the

and

summer,

wise mother.

fortunately

And

too

There

much.

too

chance for

(jetted

are

They

weather.

better

standards coupled with twby
enccs.

baby

for the American

he very often has a most
er.
It is a fact that tbe

intelligent

into the sweetest most

sympathetic

mothat-

pretty, gay,
tractive American girl often settles down
and

mothers. She has sense as well
as sentiment about her babies; she is usually healthy and athletic herself and she
wisest of

wants her

daughters to grow up
beautiful. So she studies her

sons

w?U and

and

children instead of

shutting them up in

a

nxraery and paying other people to love
them.
She makes the nursery the most attrac-

entered.

natural wood floor and washable rugs.
The furniture is hard wood, and the muslin curtains at the windows

can

be washed

week.

once a

the woodwork is cleaned, or
done up, or the babies' clothes
washed, it is all done in the most sauitarv
hygienic fashion with water in which
borax has been dissolved, two teaspoon ful*
to a gallon of water.
The bottles and dishes in the nursery
are
washed
in a solution the same
strength. In the modern nursery the tube
nursing bottle is never used, just the simplest bottle, with a little black rubber
And when

the curtains

A

cleansed careful always after using.
great deal of chafing for the summer
be avoided if

can

the

napkins

are

washed in a solution of
borax water.
They are also easier to clean in this way.
Outside of clean clothes and a wholewell aired, very
some nursery always
much

of

weather

a
baby’s comfort
depends upon the

in

warm

way he

is

dressed. Thin soft clothes are necessary
with little or no trimming, made short,
and

It seems to me there are some readers of
the column w ho are in these circumstances,

ing

and I have wished this
what

could

helpful
suggestion

fill

would be

that

hint or
Do you

to

ever

notes

column

that

give

some

1 could

just this

class.

bake peas instead of stew-

your name?”
contributor to

Bread.

linen

color

for

tumbling
little baby

about.

“Jean D'Ennice Le Mon,”

replied the
box.

picturesque
writer

in

and
The

the

attractive
Garden

w

ithout

wear, and that soft and comfortable. If
warmth is necessary there are long and
loose

when neglected

white frocks should be

short kimonos of

Lilac liushes.

Even

the

or ruffles or stiff embroidery, just a
queried the puffs
fine tuck or two and some hand-stitching.
the Daily
Then half hose and thin slippers and short
petticoats, only the most necessary under-

fashionable personage in the opera
And it was thus jotted down.

feek in think-

the

even

CHAPTER IV.
ask

lilac

is

bush, says

Magazine.

a
a

If

or

pale flannel

or

crochet,

unhampering.

With clothes fresh and few and comfortable the baby has a good start of an
August morning, providing the bath is
right sort at the very beginning of the

the

pruned intelligently, it is the showiest cf day. Undoubtedly most mothers do not
all spring flowering shrubs. It is abso- realize
that it comes very close to cruelty
fer calling it by the latter name? You can
lutely hardy, makes a handsome bush to bathe little babies in hard water.
parboil the peas a little, and if they seem when not in
flower, bears its huge clusters They do not realize that it means rough
quite hard add a little soda to the water,
gracefully and the flowers are deliciously skin susceptible to various warm weather
drain, then put them in a bean pot with a
fragrant.
irritations, that it means laid temper and
piece of pork end as much water as you Lilac bushes that have been
neglected ft r often nervous illness.
would add to beans, taking care to keep
a considerable time will
pe very tall ard
A baby should have a bath every mornthe supply good. .>ake these some day
naked at the base, and will also be a dense
ing, and that bath should be soft water
when you are ironing or obliged to keep a
mass of shoots.
In such eases it is best to if
nre.
possible, otherwise softened with a
cut back in the winter time, say within
Keep some cans of salmon on hand, if three or four feet of the base, to recover pinch of pure borax which gives the most
mineral water the quality of rain water.
you haven’t time to make, or do not care
control of the bush and put it in proper
Although a little thing, it is worth remfor salad, fry the salmon brown in butter
shape. The flowers for the season will be embering when you stop to think how
and have it with potatoes, and if you can
lost, but the bushes will break away much the summer
have them, green peas.
baby suffers with skin
With bread
freely, and form dense, handsome bushes, difl'.culties.
crumbs or rolled crackers make scalloped
and other conditions being equal, tbiy
One
other
important point, even in the
salmon, placing layers of each with the will flower so freely the
following season hottest weather a baby should have some
top layer crumbs; putting pieces of batter and have such
perfect shape that the los> sunshine in the early cool morning, or on
and a little pepper on the layers and filling
of the one season will he forgotten.
the half shaded porch.
A rosy wellthe dish with sweet milk. It will bake in
browned baby is c wholesome sight and a
half or three quarters, but is one of the
Bella—Prof. Muggins tells me that the very
pretty one, too.
dishes that can wait without hurting it,
first principle of socialism is to divide
and is good warmed over.
with your fellowman. Tom—Not as I unThe laws of Canada provide for the sire
Have scalloped .potatoes. Slice potatoes
derstand it. On the contrary, the first
of a strawberry box, and they also insist
raw, put a thick layer in and put pieces of
of socialism is to induce your
principle
that where one is not level full it shall be
butter and a sprinkling of pepper and
fellowman to divide with you.
marked ‘shorffe in black letters at least
salt; fill the dish nearly full, then turn in
me
“Lend
dear.
It’s half an inch square. The penalty for vioyour umbrella,
sweet |milk to come up to the top of
and
I’ve
to
to
the
got
go
vestry lation is a fine of not less than twenty-five
the potatoes; bake a number of hours. raining,
This dish can be prepared in the morn- meeting again to-night.” “But, John, cents for every such box sold or offered for
take
the
don’t
one
yon
you’ve been sale.
ing. Make omelette—a good many like why
bread omelette.
Fill a cup of bread carrying for the last week?” “What, to
Perform a kind action and you find a
the vestry meeting?
Why, that’s where kind feeling growing in yourself, even if
broken up, with sweet milk, let it soak a
I got it.”
little while, then add a beaten egg to it
it was not there before. As you increase
and fry in butter. Make more in same
the number of objects of your kind and
Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague.
Moat
proportion—good for breakfast.
interest, you find that the
everybody afflicted »n one way or another. charitable
All these dishes are quite inexpensive
Doan's more you do for them, the more you love
Only oue safe, never falling cure.
and easily prepared. Now think ahead Ointment. At any drug Btore, 50 cents.—Ad*:. I them.— William B. 0. Peabody.
ing

them

or

j

mother,

“Me gracious! What

He

evidently well traveled-just the romantic passage to lead to such a startling
wonder a* the sign-board indicated.

Dunbar.

Helen and Annie Dunbar are
camping with friends at Sandy Point.
Miss Hattie Gould, of Portland, is the
guest of Capt. J. E. Blodgett and wife.

1

Emma C. Ward well lias returned
visit with relatives in Penobscot.

Mr*. Jennie Steele and daughter have
Bangor, for several weeks’ slay.
Rev. A. E. Luce preached an interesting

gone to

His watch told him that the fore no >n
already advanced, but he resolved to
run the chances of delaying his
aunt s
dinner for the sake of solving the signboard mystery without further delay.
But the gate to the lane resisted his utmost efforts, for no amount of rattling
a id shaking could affect it in the slightest
d *gree. Baffled and perspiring he backed
away a few steps to take the full measure
of his enemy.
But after a few minutes of alternate
cocking his head on this side and that, and
running his fingers through his sandy
hair, he at last succeeded in poking his
umbrella through the trim framework of
the gate and lifting the bolt on the inner

Bethany chapel, Sunday

after-

j

side of the fence.

noon.

»un

Miss

Annie

K.

I .each

and

Mr*.

Mary Devereux attended the American
Institute of Instruction at Portland, the
past week.
July

17.

L.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Most of the farmers have begun haying,
report a good crop.
Irvin Littlefield, of Portland, is in town
calling on his customers.

and

P. A.
on

Miller is making extensive repairs
The work is being done by

his stable.

8. P.

Gray.

Mrs.
have

F. 8.

Wight

been visiting in

children, who
Belfast, returned

and

priae

The

I

even

played.
July 17.

G.

Good Khymes Gone Wrong.
When the Kngllsh tongue we spcik
Why l* ’•break’* not rhymed with ••freak"?
Will you tell me why it’s true
We say "sew" but Utewlse "few”;
And the maker of a verse
Cannot cap hts "horse" with "worse” J
”Cord’* is different from "word”;
"Cow” I* cow but “low" Is low;
"Shoe” U never rhymed with "foe”.
Tliluk of “hose" and "dose” and “lose”;
And of "goose”—and yet of "choose";
Think of “comb” sod "tomb" and "bomb";
"Doll" and "roll" aud "home” and "some".
And since "pay" U rhymed with "say".
Why not “paid" with "said". I pray?
We have "blood” aud “food” and
“good",
"Mould" is not pronounced like "could”.
Wherefore "done", but "gone" and "lone"'Is there any reason known ?
And, In short. It seems to me
Sound and letters disagree.

making pea soup, if you pre-

through

me

warmer, and

|a>or Ebenezer Hawkins,

| strange wonders that awaited him if he
persisted, so he plucked up fresh hope and
pushed on, but with diminishing zeal.
It seemed to him now that he had travj elcd an endless distance, and he scarcely
dared even think of how long it would
take him to get back to his dinner. Bu
just a* he was about to turn back in
: despair for toe last time, he espied a broad
jtasture ahead of t.im, and at the juintur
: of (Mature and lane stood another gate ami
I above the gate another signboard.
He rushed forward and read with fury
the following rustic inscription:
A Great Curiosity ! !
J
2 Sometimes known a* Inquisitiveness ;
You have it bad.
2
«

Hantung.

1* what your money aril!
Invested In share* of the

to

was

mwrcnea

j jr., felt hi* courage oozing away, for each
j turn of the lane disclosed an other disheartening stretch of distance.
But every time he paused in indecision
I hi* mind conjured up vague fancies of the

naphtha

launch Mianus ran an exNorth Brooksville last week,
where the farce, “The Irish Linen
Pedler,”

no

vanquished portal into the lane—highway
j to mysterious wonder*! The day was
| decidedly warm, hut the exercise of
| climbing the rough uneven hillside %\as

home Friday.
A. C. Condon & Co. have
bought the
knittling business of W. J. Creamer, and
will join it to their present stock.
cursion

find,

was

Misses

at

to

was

Han ey Webater, fireman on the steam, r
Rockland, is home fora few days.
Mias May Murphy, of Brockton, Mass.,

sermon

delighted

and

reached the point of dennarkation, not one fence, but two parallel lines
of fence, enclosing a narrow lane, which

NORTH CA8TINE.

a

wa*^ama2cd

when he

_

Miss

be?” he asked

over the iron fence to
get a
view* of the mysterious sign-board
At last, by dint of much craning of
neck and screwing up of
countenance, he
discovered another sign further down
on
the p<w»t and at right angles to the
former
one, a hand, a strange uncouth hand,
fashioned by some rustic artist. But he
discovered more than that. The
post itself was lashed to an iron upright of another fence, that si retched off
indefinitely
lost in a grove of oaks on a distant hillside. The mysterious hand pointed
along
this fence, which he
now
discovered
branched off from the highway fence a
few riKis further down the street.
Home what relieved but in nowise satisfied, Ebenexor Hawkins, jr., disengaged
his shirt-bosom from an iron spearhead of
the fence, and shuffled hastily along the
sidewalk.

Miss Malic! Webater is ill.

from

it

closer

8.

is the guest of Miss Goldie

ran

and leaned

Mrs.

17.

*

himself, in an excited whisper. But evidently not further enlightened by his first
query, he repeated the question.
Still
dissatisfied, he raised himself on tip-toe

Augusta Thomas, Cor her
vacation. Miss Thomas is the principal of
the manual training department of the
college.

July

OHKAT CI'RIOarTY.

A

•••»•*•••••*•••*•*

Miss Alberta Thomas, of Starrs agricultural college, Conn., is at the home of her

Conrad Perkins, who ha* employment in
place. She knows that
for a baby to* be healthy, his room and Massachusetts, is visiting his mother, Mrs.
clothes have to be hygienic. She see* Mary Perkins.
J. Willis Leach, of Boston, arrived Satto it that thefroom is regularly and thoroughly disinfected and the clothes as well urday t-o spend his vacation with hi*
a* the room, and the baby himself for that
mother. Mrs. Mary I- Leuco.
matter.
Irving Conner and family have moved to
There are no draperies, and only washthe village, (.'apt. Ira Webster and family
able curtainland carpets and upholstered are occupying the house
recently vacated
chairs in the baby’s room. There ia a by him.

111.

I

j

tive wholesome

baby

‘‘Johnny Lemon,”

“May
depend society

execute.

t

at

heat than grown

with

more

near-sighted young man .rfja.UM
and scanned the placard
.art-

goggles,
fully.
hi"

Miss Fickett, of Mil bridge, is employed
housework at the home of John 8.
Thomas.

Babies not

October Fets in.

cool

only suffer

The

Miss Alta Emery, of Salisbury Cove, is
employed a* seamstress at D. G. Hall's*

usually begins for small
babi's all sorts of woes that are not ended
The

CURIOSITY.

BY Ol.KABOX I. ARTHF.H.

nipple

little boy?'* asked

the teacher.

prepare the meals which must sometimes
be delayed and sometimes be hurried onto
Then many have to
upon the resources of the farm and there
is thought and time required to plan and

A GREAT

oih** jmo**

ANNABLE FANTON.

CHAPTER
than a
Nothing is bett r for a
ing of the column. How many new
“Your name, sir?” said the college dig- jumper, and the ideal dress for a baby
friendships we have all formed!
from the time be can creep is soft jean
I have been*thinking of the busy house- nitary.
“J. Dennison Lemon,” responded the overalls.
wives and especially of the young housewho was about to enroll himOf course there must be
some
snow
keepers at this warm season of the year. young man,
self as a student.
white frocks that
baby may be seen
It requires such an effort for many of
Inscribed in accordance therewith.
therein by possibly carping relations, but
them when the haying season is “on ”, to j

the table.

see

|\y]/lrj Emma

sunshine when you cat
When tire troubles c» me a» d smite us, then 'll?
ham enough ro bear—
for clouds Is foolish when his sky
lie who
is blue and f dr;
Keep the fitter from your jesting, keep the
sting from out jour chaff.
And the wear lean weight of worry can be light
ened by jour laugh.
Sing awhile—no doleful dllly with a t ar in

of

MARY

BY

Ownl*1 Srvem

people, but they can't dress to suit their
ICn. Lettie H ammons and children, of
Of all the disease* known, with which own comfort. They are swaddled and Bar Harbor, are the
guests of Mia* Marie
i
is
the female organism
afflicted, kidney tucked in and handled all summer. And Hiehards.
disease i* the most fatal, and statistics
show that this disease is on the increase lesidos they have no compensations. If a ! The dam-e that, a as to have been held at
Eden Park hall Thursday night was postamong women.
baby could rise up in his crib on a scorchponed to a later date.
■
■
■■
■
mini
■
I'l
ing day and say, t4Oh, well, what matter;
Haying begins in real earnest this week.
Sunday I II go yachting and stay out of Otia LeUud and sons are
cutting a big
doors every blessed second, and those
crop for O. \V. Richard*.
stunning new white flannels demand this
Mr*. Lottie Waagatt and little daughter
weather to look really good form?"
Doris, of Kockland, are visiting at the
home of Mrs. Caroline Kit-hards.
But there are no such comforting reflections for baby when the thermometer
A crew of men ha* been in the vicinity
is 90. The changes are that he ia taken the
post week, removing branches of the
out in a flannel cape because bis father trees interfering with the telegraph wires.
took cold one summer at that age. Or
Charles King has a splendid field of hay,
every bit of air is shut away for fear of a
cutting nearly three tons to the acre. The
draught.
field was heavily dressed with barn dreasIf he could only throw off restraint and
ng.
extra clothes and carol: **W ho cares. I’ve
The few hot days of the past week have
just got to Ik* comfortable for once,’’ as
Even when he is think- caused peas to mature rapidly, and the
his father does.
rush of green peas to the maring these things, a kind hand bundles him i consequent
when he ket has caused a slump in the prices.
and correct treatment is
and cuddles him lest he is
Cialess

gay.
day 1* coming when things may be

of

sheet

IS FREE

BEST ADVICE

THE

too

another

changed, you know"—
Thus he wreathes jour joyous spirits In

will be
the one In which we n >w live, and
hcni-e it could only be typ'.fiisl to us.
Some facts concerulng It have lwen re
Teaicdi There will be no sin in lu-aven,
no
oath, no Reparation anil tt s..
-V worlds without s:u. death, sorrow.
and separation Is almost inconrow
ceivable to us. These have been the
features of this life that litre been
lt

Increasing Among Women, Bat
Sufferers Need Not Despair

1

For

TROUBLES

KIDNEY

Hopeful.1*

hokt srNMTXR.
yru ev« r feel the sun-hlne singing through
your soul
When some blessed gust of fortur*e send you
spinning toward your goal?
DU1 you ever have sotue sorrow-having sinner
sigh and say
"Do not be too su-e, my laddie, too aclf comi

l>l

naturally, impoui livastly different from

very
a life

and

The purposes of this column nr* succinctly
title and motto— It Is for the mutual
■•ptmflt, ami aims to Ire helpful and hopeful
fthe
common good. ’■% 1** fur the eom
r
Being
mon use—A public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion. a medium for the In
terchange of hie*. In this capacity It eollctts
communications, gud tie success depends largely
Comon he support given It In this rennet
munications niurl be signed, but the name oi
writer will not ire piinud rx **p» by permission
c ommunications will be subject lo approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but non*
Addns*
win be rejected without good reason.
all communication* to
Thr Amkkicaw,
Ellsworth, Me.

came

Goi.':

MADOk".

-muni in th.">

declare ami to demonstrate
pe
by His own resurrection the absolute
lie be■aaurunce of the future life,
came

Hd'fOinnni

f'y*

—

earn

If

SUiworth Loan and Building Ass’a.
A
*s

now

NEW

8EKIES

open. Share*, 01 each; montfuy
payments, 01 per inarc.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 yevr» you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A. W

particulars Inquire of

Hemev W. Cushman. Sec‘y.
first Sat'l Back Bid,.
K:wo. Psestden*.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
"NO

PAY.

NO

WASH KB.”

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called for and delivered

The new arrival knocked at the gate.
“Who are you?” asked 8t. Peter. “Pm a
humoristanswer the party on the outside. “I used to write jokes tor the comic
papers.” “Well, PU have to investigate
One ot nature's remedies; cannot harm the
weakest constitution; never (alls to cure sum
mer

complaints otyoung or old. Or. Fowler's
‘trawberry.—Advt.

Extract ot Wild

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
WMT EMU BKI

IX»E,

KLLMWOBTH.

Pauper Notice.

AVING contracted with the City of I®*
worth to support un<i care for those w no
tu*v need arststanew durmg the next five years
ami are legal residents ot Ellsworth. I forMd
ail j^rsoub trusting iheui uu my account s*
there Is plenty of room ami accommodation* w
are tor then: at the City * at in house.
M. -L Phummm.

H

aufanrtiatmrats.

ISETJHWfaitiMMiUil
w
"

Neither Corned Beef nor Roast Beet
but much more delicious than either

"

C. This delicate and delicious meat retains
ah its juices, possessing the taste and savor
of fresh meat. C, It is a palatable prepared
luncheon just the thing for picnics and
outing parties. G, Eat cold or make into
hot dishes. C. For sale at your grocer
—

-,--

Msmm...

i

I
■

I

^

of service.

SACRAMENT
«*eilvrrect
I sermon
formerly of
K* T

the foxea and the
poor, having few or no
tK)Hs css ions but “the cloak and the parchment”; Peter was poor, “sliver and gold
have I none.”
Poverty Is no disgrace unless it be the dregs of a wasted life.
Wherever there is honored poverty there
should be generous benevolence.
poor,

Kev. All>«ri J.

l*>

ICTsaortli,

ai

Lord,
ITymouth church,

]_

Brooklyo.

more

his

neighTitXT: They helped everyone
said to hi* brother,
bor. and everyone
rli:6.
••He of good cooii|«.,,-/ifl»nl
We have been passing rapidly in the lant
century from an individualistic to a
atvial type of civilisation. Paul's words
than to-day, when
wore never more true
of us liveth to himself
he mi id: “None
and no man die.h to himself.” All the
forces and factors pertaining to human
life mechanical, social and religioussue h a degree toward
have been moving to
the twentieth century can
ea< h other, that
mv that the one fcord which will serve
her best for a watchword is, “Together;

weigh less than a single lovely action.”
Many of th? fraternal organizations might

the industrial world the concentration of forces is most manifest. Dr. Josiah
Strong calls to mind how that fifty years
of hom.'spun. Families
•go it was the age
could meet all the needs of their houseIn

holds, spinning, weaving and t»ie making
of garments. The fields about the home
supplied the inmites with the necessities
of life. Then it was that the main force
Rut to-day mann*«■» the brawny arm.
I
fP i>re has forsaken the home for the mill
and the factory, and steam and electricity
Division of labor
arc the regnant forces.
i
has taken the place of the single hand.
Then one man made many things; now

thing.
as industrially, *o socially are we
becoming more intimately related. A half
century ago there were communities
make

one

1

|

teach us who are members of the church
lemons in charity.
A short time ago I
re ceived in my mail
by mistake n postal
sent by one member of a fraternal organization to another, asking him to call and
assist a sick brother. How often does our
bllowship prompt us to do this? Yet the
blbie says “Do good unto all men, especially unto them who are of the household
of faith”. No gift of means or might will
ever fail to be thrice blest.
Let ihe largvat end of your generosity be beneath the
surface if it chances so to be; let the number of your benefactions be a secret if you
will, but, whether secret or public, crowd
your life with endless benefaction and
countless mercies.
Edwin Markham has a beautiful poem
eatPied
He
“Inasmuch”.
pictures n
watchman, Ivan by name, on Moscow’s
castled height guarding the citadel. The
driving snow was heaping it- If against
the wall when a half-bar.* beggar man
tottered past. The watchman ran and
threw hla own coat around the half frozen
beggar, but that very night died himself
from exposure:
t«ul WHkliix In that Better la»n«l that lies
lie i>hI tue r* Helen of ihe-c cooplnix »lde*,

many, but small in number and limited in |
advantages, yet complete in themselves.
Citizens seldom went beyond the borders
of their respective towns. But gradually ;
I
these communities have been grouped into
towns, and the towns developed Intocilics
and cities into greater cities. Whereas
our fathers wore independent of ail tie
world, we arc more or less dependent on
hold tlm t.orif cum»>ui to arid hliu home,
the whole world. This mule Robert l»uis
a 'Mvln* the coat lie hhv at Moscow’a ilouieI
Stevenson exclaim: “It is,really dhhear
* o**li»it the
heavy, hairy c »«t he save
ening how we depend on other people in
11/ .ttoncoar'a t.nror •<* f.»rt* hr left the gtave*
•
•••••
this life.”
This complex life has given ;rise to a
where, dear Lord, found you u>U ('out of
mine,
great many social and fraternal organixtX thing unlit for glory -urli • « Ti 1 u ?”
tion*. Men have banded themselves to-

|

gether

for

mutual

helpfulness. Fathers,

working by the week and for small wages,
having little ones depending upon them,

thoughts

have

serious

that

sickness

them and
When the

when

they

realize

may be lying in wait for
short hours may be their lot.
head of the family is sick and

work, the income ceases but »he
expenses increase. To meet all these
possibilities the vorious benevolent socitics and fraternal organizations have come
into existence.
it is every man’s duty to consider not
only the present demands of the family,
but its future welfare, it is a crime fora
unable to

Then the Lord »n*w**r«.| with o low* of ltar>»(:
Ti l* coat. my min, you gave to Xle in.-i nlgut

But the

another way to again offer

is

e

the sacrament of

service than

by giving

food to eat and rainment to put on. It D
suggested by th<- last half of the text,
“And every one sal I to his brother, r»e ol
good courage.” T.iere are men and women
in this world who need an encouraging
»rd

w

on

they

need bread.

Man

need

bread alone. There are
who have been unin their lix’es. They are pes-

does not
men

than

more

our

fortunate

streets

discouraged

simistic and

the world.

There

and uisirust all

others who

are

are

in

spend his money freehand-, d at some vocation which does not measure
the bar, or in hospitality at the club, or up to their ambition, and they need to
aquauder it in sports, Jwhen he has not, hive some one tap them on the shoulder
There
either in the savings bank or in insuran.-e, a id say. “Be of good courage.”
made secure the future welfare of his fam- urt* a good many men who become disily. It is every man’s duly to endow the i couraged before they become drunkards.
future with as good a livelihood for bis There are others who lose their hope before they lose their good name. There
family as lies in his power.
father to

We heartily sympathize with fraternisocieties'in their sick benefits and
care of widows and| fatherless children.
They have a mission in society. But, howties and

many who need to be met at the door
of the factory at the close of the day’s
work and lea beyond the saloon to the
are

doors of their

they may be, they must
the place of the two divine institutions —the home and the church. There
is but one place where God has set up the
altar of domestic affection, where conjugal relations are ‘sancifled by the presence of children, and that is the home;
aud there is but

cers

commendable

ever

not take

one

institution which the

homes,

that

they

may lie

themselves and to their families.
They need worda of strength. They
need to be inoculated fwith courage and
the power to resist evil.
sax*ed t**

Very

few of

therein to

us

realize

how

much

handshake when

a

help

given in

ilous duty, lingered a moment
and then said: “Let me have

ternal

your all-conquering hand before I go,
then I can do it.” The |majority of

organizations

ments, but
But
lived

should

be

supple-

attempt to be substitutes
the church.

never

for the home

or

say^that because life is
highly organized it can be
easily. Oil the other baud, we
cannot

we

becoming

t

more

more

a

way. One of Wellington’s offihen commanded to go on some pci-

brotherly

God ordained «while upon earth,
and that is the Christian church.
Frabon of

needy^ ones of
but

as

if

one

earth ask not for

afraid,

clasp

our

of

and
the

money

our sympathy,
sympathy
ought to give. “Borne one ought to do
should
1?”
should
be turned
it,
why

for

and

our

we

but

that the closer mens into the sacrificial state men t,V4Some one
relations are the greater the friction and ought to do it, so why not I?” Frederick
the more difficult to have every event Douglass appreciated the uplift which
work good to every persou. This kind of Lincoln always gave him when they met,
life, I repeat, is far better but more diffi- for Douglass said: “He is the only man
cult to live in all its'relations. The tone who does not remind me that I am a
of a three or five bank organ is much better,
negro.” To say to a weakf brother with
richer, fuller more sympathetic and har- all the meaning in your soul, “Be“of good
!
monious than a tone Jof a cabinet organ. cheer,” will often make him a moral giai t
In the one there are few combinations, and suffer him to rise above^his difficulties
while in the other then' an* hundreds. An and his shortcomings. There ore very few
amateur can|*play the one, but only the persons who do nofcJinced |words* of enmaster organist can play the other satis- couragement, who do not need to have
factorily. 80 in^these |limes of highly someone say to them, “Be of good courage.”
Sc one has ever been ablejto speak this
developed social and religious life it ia
difficult to live a full, rounded, Christian word with suchjpathos fas Jesus, and no
life. A company [of people, spread over a hearts have ever neen lifted into the preslarge area, can get along comfortably ence of their best selves as those to whom
well, but crowded£into ajsmall inclosure He spoke. Whenlthefwoman was brought
inclined

are

they

to say

will suffer embarrassment.

They

all

have elbows and where"it is ideal to march
through life, touching elbow to elbow’, it
is not so comfortable when men
are
cramped and their elbows touch one
whsle
Our
another under the arms.
social life is, therefore, a
question of
elbows.
1 his leads

us

naturally

to the

question,
to fulfill all

how can life be lived so as
these manifold relations? The answer is
found in the words of the text.
“They

helped every

to

Him,

taken in her

sin,Jit

was

“go,"sin

no

others would condemn the
woman who stolefher way into the house
of Simon the leper to anoint Jesus’ feet, He
said: “She hath done what she could.”
more.”

When

When

Mary

the loss of

and

Martha

mourning
“Thy brother

were

brother, it was,
again.” When the
a

thief on the
himself upon Jesus’ compassion the Master said, “to-day thou shalt
be next me iu Paradise.”

shall rise
cross

threw

neighbor, and every
Kxpensive Practical Jokes.
brother, be of good cour“A practical joke”, said Barney Oldfield,
I
age.”
wish these words might le the
automobilist, “was played on me last
placed over the doors^of every church, in- season. 1 had
my revenge, though.
scribed upon the walls of every place of
“The practical joke took 'the form of a
for
and
as
a
watchword
selected
worship
telegram. It was a telegram from a friend
What a
every charitable organization.
of mine traveling in Italy. It came ‘colsentiworld
would
be
if
the
this
changed
lect’; it cost me |7; and when I opened it
one

one

his

said to his

ment of

this text should go into effect to-

morrow

morning. The words suggest to
ways by which we may administer

tw o
the sacrament of service.
«s

Humanity is in constant Jneed of help.
The circle of suffering and misfortune is
all the while changing, but it never happens to be empty.
In spite of the fact
that we are a rich country and are living
in times of plenty, there are children in
every city in need of bread, and elderly
people in need of support and comfort.
It is no disgrace to be poor or,,to be sick if

have done all in our power to drive
away the wolf from the door and beat
down the germs in our system. Jesus was

all I read

To Cure a Coid lu One Day
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE Tablet*.
All drugirlstH refund the
money If It fails to cure.
£ W. Ujtovs’8 signature Is on each box. 2Cc.

was:

“I am well.”
“To get back on my friend for playing
such an expensive trick on me Ij went out
into the road and found a cobblestone. I
wrapped this stone up in excelsior and
pink paper, sealed it up in a handsome
box, and sent it by express, ‘collect,’ to
my friend abroad.
“It cost my friend fS for the box, and on
opening it he found along with the stone
a

note from

me

that said:

receipt of the news that yon were
good health, the accompanying load
*On

we

in

rolled off my heart.’

Simpkins—My brother met with a seriaccident yesterday. He was blown up.
Timphins—Indeed! Wife or automobile?
ous

KL1,S\V< JRTII

ALMS AND THE MAN

Farmers

[Copyright. 1905, by T.
The little old barrel
away monotonously, its
nil but drowned In the
In the street. Its three

Nearly

country produce are
on the market, refor the best, though a
tailing
few stores have calls from customers who
will pay a few cents more for the butter
of some favorite butter-maker. Eggs are
plentiful, with pi ice remaining steady at
A few native chickens

are coming into
market, retailing at 35 cents, but for
the most part the chickens arc picked up
at the farms by buyers for Bar Harbor.
In fruits, the blueberries, blackberries
;.nd raspberries w ill soon take the
place of
the strawberries, whi h seem to have
passed their height. As predicted, the
season here has been short nnd
plentiful.
Native blueberries are beginning to ripen,

the

have sold at 10 cents.

A few

brought

into

a

100.

Fishermen

are troubled by dogfish, and
_has already been seriously af(.'apt. Merrill King, of Southwest

the catch
fected.

Harbor, who supplies the Ellsworth
market, writes: “Dogfish have struck,
and

fishermen

know what

I don’t
discouraged.
goi lg to do for cod and

are

we are

haddock.’’

Capt. King

sent

a

218-pound

halibut to the Ellsworth market Monday.
Grain prices remain firm. As predicted
in this column last

week,

the continued

convenyente.”

affected local prices. Whereas last week it was possible to
buy corn in
Ellsworth at $1.30 per 100-lb. bag, to-day
the lowest price is $1.35, and in some instances $1.40 is asked. There is no prospect of any material easing of the market
firmness has

before the

Mrs.

new'

w'ill be several weeks

yet before it reaches
be used without
mixing w ith old Hour. Until then, there
is little prospect of lower prices.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:
the

seaboard

and

can

Pro

ouuir,.

lute,

Mutter.

Cren me ry per ft...?r ,i n
.18a-.'
Cheese.
Best

luciory (new) per lb.|«ai
Rest dale” * .»•
Dutch (imported).
Neu foliate I. .c
*W».
,,,

Pari*

The

court

Poultry.

CtiU-.kt'MS..

y

.l4S‘f
Best lot Be,

per tor....

\

1 n

Baled..
Straw.

to

Lorse.
U»l'd.

every beggar in my path.”
“Allow me to take exception to that
statement.’’ said the young man. “Some
of the beggars’ pleas you don’t deign
to notice."
“Indeed!" said the girl with a slight
lifting of her pretty eyebrows. “When
have you noticed such oversight on

gap
If

Vegetables.
Potatoes, bu
40y45 Tomatoes, lb,
J0«j2(
<3
Potatoes.new.pk 23a3> Turnips, new, lb
Lettuce,
Ortftio Onion-, new, (b 01 go
2
-Spinach, pk
Beets, bunco
OHgOS
String beans, qt (6y<>8 Cabbage, new, tb LdgO*
<5
Radish,
?
Carrots, bunch
i>
Cucumbers,
Beans—perqi—
Pens, pk
2'iy.O
12 gl.
\ellow-eyu
5
Squash, new tb
Pea.
p
bruit.
Watermelon, each .'0 Oranges, doz
.35$.4'
i0
Lemons doz
Cantaloupe, each
31*43'
Blueberries, qt 10gl5 Strawberries,
103I2
lllnckberries. <jt
18
f
15
Raspberries, box.

part?"

“There is one beggar in particular,’’
said Hollander, “an honest beggar, too.
whom you utterly ignore.
He needs
your alms far more than your pseudo
blind organ grinders."
“Where is this neglected beggar?”
she asked. “When have I seen him?”
“He has dogged your steps for the
last five years," he said gravely. “He
has sat at your feet and liekl out his
little tin cup for alms, but you have
been blind to his presence and deaf

Coflee—per

Groceries.
R1 :c, per !b
.16 4.25 V.negar, tral

lb

Rio,

Mocha,
Java,

35

Tea— per Db—

Japan,
uuiong,
Sugar—per

458.65

.308 65
ft—

Granulated,

Coffee—A
Yellow, r

plaints."
1
1

A

.07

B, .06-%
.1

e

CS4I0
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.50
.60
Syrup,
cuiimer ana

cup

.060.0*
2Cy2

a

moment.

“He’s an honest beggar,” the young
man said.
“He’s a most persistent one,” she

laughed.
“You say you give
ged mendicant who

alms to every rag-

your path.
You wouldn’t pass him by, would you?”
he asked.
“If I
thought he really needed
alms”— she began.
"He does! I assure you he docs!” he
said eagerly.
said
“Then, just to stop his
Francesca, looking at a cornice on the
other side of the street, “I’ll 1 11 give
him what he asks.”
crosses

bogping.”

*«•**••

On iiis way home they passed (he old
with the barrel organ again. Hollander tossed a half dollar into his cup.
The old man touched his hat and mumbled a “Thanks, sir.”
“Crafty old party,” Hollander chuckled as he walked up the street with
the girl.
“All l>eggars are crafty,” she said,
turning to him with a bewilderiug
smile.
FORBES DWIGHT.
man

06
06

cation at
a

Bluetlsh,
Scallops,

Trial*.

seats

is

WhInIm.

“Doctor," said a fashionable belle,
“what do you think of tight lacing?"
The doctor solemnly replied, "Madam. all I can say Is that the more a
woman’s waist

glass the
run out."

la

sooner

shaped

will

like

an

hour-

her sands of life

and

was capsized from
drowned Saturday.

Benjamin F. Hurd,

of Bangor, a wellbrick mason, and foreman of (he
sewer
department of Bangor the past
fourteen years, died
suddenly last. Saturday, of heart failure. He was sixty-five
known

years of age.

The State assessors have
completed the
annual assessment of tax on
express companies, which is 2 per cent, of the gross
receipts for business done wholly w ithin
the State. The American
Express Co. will
pay *8,665.31.

H. Dunning, a well-known newsman, died at his home in Brunswick
Sunday, of blood poisoning. Mr. Dunning had been connected with the Brunswick Ilecord for several
years as its business manager.
He was forty-two wars
John

paper

of age.

Mrs. John Sumner
Heald, of Portland,
president of the International Sunshine society, has received the
honor banner for the best state
organization in the
United States.
Every county in Maine
but one has at least one branch
of the so-

ciety.
Kev. Charles A. Moore, for eleven vears
pastor of the First Congregational church

at

Rockland, has accepted a call to the
pastorate of the Central Congregational
church, Bangor, to succeed the Rev. John
Simpson Penman, whose resignation will
take effect Sept. 1.

Roscoe A. Eddy, of Bar
Harbor, has been
appointed special agent of the State bureau of industrial and vital
statistics by
Commissioners. W. Matthews. Mr.
Eddy
will be

employed especially

in

acquiring

information for the bureau
regarding the
labor organizations of the
State, their relations with capital, etc.
The three-masted schooner William F.

Campbell, of Machias, bound from New
York to Bangor with cement, went ashore
on Bronze Island
ledges, off Rockland,
Thursday, in a dense fog. The vessel was
floated at high tide, Wednesday, and towed
to Rockland leaking
badly. The Campbell
was built at
Cherryfleld in 1893. She was
■ill gixsi;
lonr.ngc, 112,8 feet long.
By an arrangement between Professor
Charles J. H. Ropes, D. D., head of the
department of the New Testament in
Bangor theological seminary, and the

sailing

The head of a theological school once
said. "I’ve seen so many fo< ’s succeed
and so many geniuses come to noth lug
that I have ceased to prophesy."—
Christian Kegister.i
Beaks-1 have decided never to marry
Peaks—What sort

j
|

I

until I find my ideal.
of a girl is your ideal?
that

wears

a

jail

sentence if he returns.

William McGray Woods, of
Belfast, died
Thursday, aged eighty-four years. He retired from business several
years ago. He
one

term

as

treasurer

of

Waldo

county, and had represented Belfast in the
State legislature. He was a director in the
Belfast & Moosehead railroad and one of
the incorporators of Belfast savings bank.
He is survived by one brother, Henry J.
Woods, of Newton, Mass., father of Prof.
C. 1). Woods, director of the Maine Agricultural Experiment station at Orono.

&libcrti0cmntta.

Beaks—Anything

Indian

frank remark:

Many

liable to

skirts and has $50,000.

territory editor makes this
“Ten years ago we entered
the newspaper business poor, but honest.
We are still poor.”
An

seas on his yacht
Coronet, and is
beyond the jurisdiction of the Androscoggin county supreme court.
He is

served

v

a

patent leather shoe

12014 i

covers

AoOME
.ITl

a

Remedy

BROWN'S INSTANT RELIEF should
be in every home. Fully guaranteed.
Mothers can depend upon it. -J.'> cents
Norway Medicine Co., Norway. Me.

£100 (TUB Em (TUB.

$( I

ut

Machiasport,

row’boat

25
*

uel.
50
7 50
50 I
750
7 0»
*
4
1

“Fellow the Flag”

7

to

Flonr, Grain and Feed.
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, ba
48&50
5 75 §7 00 Shorts—bag— 1.25 9. 30
1:45 Mixed feed, bag.
Corn, 100ft bag
1 35 91 4(
Corn meal,bag
1 35 Mlddlings,hag 1 459I *5
13ft Cotton seed meal,
155
Crackedcorn,
law bkoabdihg

wbights

Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Omaha, making direct connections for Texas,
Mexico, Colorado. Los Angeles, San Francisco,

AND MKASCHK*.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 61
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushet of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pound*;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans n
good order and lit for shipping, Is 62 noun* a.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-ba^^ turnips and peas. 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
of carrois, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips.45 poui ds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of < ats,
82 pounds, or even measure s« bv agreement.

To Cure
Take

I he
caught
shafting and instantly killed.
Perry Foster, aged twenty-three, a member of the Bye lieai h, N.
IL, life-saving
station, who wub spending the summer va-

cloven foot.

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
Dry hard, 5 00 §6 50
Broken,
3 00 0 5 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
3ft
10001
Nut,
5.00
Buttings, hard
Blacksmith’s

■ aINB

George Smith, aged twenty-five,
single,
while trying to put a belt on a
moving
pulley st the Katahdin Pulp and Paper
Co.’s mill at Lincoln, was
in

foreign

ismining .Material*.

12al«

for

HoarRlaM

12 «(25
Fresh Fish.

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Salmon, It*

struck the farm buildings of
Metcalf at West Bockport Wednesday night, burning them, [jobs, fa,*00.
It is announced that President
Roosevelt
may be in Maine for a short visit thia
aummer, the guest of Senator Washburn
at his summer homo near
Livermore c alls.

trustees of that
institution, Rev. Warren
J. Moulton, M. A. Ph.
D., pastor of the
my opinion of a woman
tional church at Athol,
that can’t cook." growled William De Congreg
Mass.,
has been secured as an associate to
Prof.
Kikkur. glaring at his better half. "I
in the work of that
Ropes
department.
if
our
cook
would get
suppose that
married I’d starve to death!"
The law court of Maine settled the
"You needn’t worry about that. Wil- Sandford cruelty case last I
hursday, desaid
De
K.
“Our
Mrs.
liam,"
gently.
claring that the Rev. Frank W. Sandford,
I
has
been
and
don’t
rook
married once,
of Shiloh, is not entitled to a re-trial of
consider it at all likely that she would the case in which he was
convicted or
care to"—
excessive cruelty to his
son, John SandBut her irate spouse had slammed the ford, and that the verdict of
“guilty”
door behind him.—Cleveland Leader.
must stand. Mr. Sandford is now

wants.

his pockets, and only lets me see the
three pathetic pennies.”
“Francesca!” be said in hurt surprise.
She laughed rather uneasily.
she reminded him.
“I said ‘perhaps,’
“I see,” lie safd, somewhat mollified.
There was silence between them for

Lightning

James

Her ConeliiMlon.

1 35
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
13§14
Hemlock,
13*
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 13 3I4 Clapboards—per M—
Spruce,
16§20 Extra spruce, 24 026
*<«'race floor,
2ft *25
Bnruce, No. 1, 2004ft
Clear pine,
Pine,
20§60
25080
51 niched pine,
5»)
20025 Extra pine.
M—
shingles—per
Laths—per M—

in

demand

trial

The A. A. Smilh shoe company is soon
move its
factory from Hampden to
Brewer. The output will be doubled.

10

‘Tve got

Cracked wheat,
~.u.*
.04
Oatmeal, per lb
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated roeal.Ib 02*
Oil—per gal—
Liu need,
.658-70
12
Kerosene,

“No.” ho said, “It’s not 11101103' he [I Cedar, extra
3 25
3.50
Spruce,
He has enough of that him2 7ft
clear,
2 00
Hemlock,
**
2d clear,
2 25 Nalls, per lb
.04 §.06
self.
He begs for interest aud sym"
extra o..e,
160 Cement, per cask
150
"
l?ft
No.'..
Of.
pathy and love.”
Lime, per cask
"
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7011
“And suppose I dropped some love—
White lead, pr lb .05§.0b
er—that is, sympathy, I mean-in his
Provisions.
Would he Beef, !b:
cup, what would he do?
Pork, lb
.18 0.10
1«
Steak,
orSteak, lb
barrel
me
a
tune
on
a
grind
decrepit
Roasts.
1*>
.150.25
Chop,
gan?”
.080 14
Pigs’feet.
.06
Cornea,
18
Tongues,
Ham, per lb
“He’d give you lifelong devotion in
160.20
1H
Tripe,
.05008
Shoulder,
return,” he said earnestly.
Veal:
18
Bacon,
20
Salt
Steak,
10
as
as
he’s
a
the
big
humbug
“Perhaps
10 41;
Roasts,
.100.1*
Lard,
blind mun,” she mused. “Perhaps lie’s Lamb
C5
Tongues, each
picked the metaphorical dimes and
Native spring lamb.
and stowed them
nickels out of Ills

Coart

at a
Paris
utilized by the poor to
The courtrooms
turn an honest franc.
usually admit of but forty visitors
other than the regular court officers. It
is common for a crowd to collect in
front of the court many hours before
the door is open and wait patiently in
line. Just before the trial begins, when
the doors are open, these* men, who
have perhaps been standing all night
in the rain, are glad to sell their places
for a few francs.

laid, per do*.2C «2.

h

GnnimldRr.

Telegraph.

itt

!

State

We-have her with us always. Her
nose droops, her mouth turns down at
the corners, her complexion is generally
sallow, her eyes lusterless, and when
sir. 11.tribulation or great calamity happens to the family she “feels it more
than the others." Wonderful is Dickens’ delineation of Mrs. Gummidge,
whom little Davy found such treasure
trove for liis interested observation;
who. when the chimney smoked or the
potatoes failed, wept silently, because,
forsooth, “I feels it more than others."
She is the girl at school who forever Is
having her feelings hurt. “Very sensitive." say her friends; "very self conscious.” sniff her critics.—Philadelphia

crop comes in.
Flour remains firm. The milling of new
wheat has commenced in the West, but it

“I'd hate to look at the world through
stndi green goggles of cynicism," she

sweetly.

plentifuL

the market

up 50 cents

proval.

Francesca smiled maliciously.
“Is he ragged and dirty?” she asked.
“Would I know he was a beggar Just
to see him?"
“You would know he was a beggar
Just to hear him,” he returned.
“Is It money he begs?" she Inquired

and will be

In meats local prices remain unchanged,
though in the wholesale markets beet is

"Don’t let the pennies deceive you,"
Hollander protested.
“He puts the
It
nickels and dimes in his pockets.
would hurt business to have the tin
cup look too prosperous.
By this time
yorr quarter Is safely salted with the
rest, and the three pennies make their
pathetic appeal to other tender hearts."
Francesca’s brow wrinkled in disap-

to his

glut

22 cents.

pennies."

my

looks In bookshop windows
When
nowadays and contemplates the bewildering abundance of volumes of ail
kinds of literature offered at the low
price of $1.50 or less he finds it difficult to realize that time was when
a Bible cost ns much ns $10,000 in our
present money. No wonder it was kept
chained in churches. The Black Books
of Lincoln’s Inn, London, show that this
practice of chaining obtained there.
There Is an entry during the reign of
King James I. “that decent stooles be
provided and that moveable desks be
also made and chains for the book,"
and a few years later the Inn payments
lnclr.de Jo shillings for twenty dozen
of chains and riugs for the library, and
there is a fresh order made that "all
considerable bookes be ebayued.’’
It appears that none of the existing
books hi the library retain their chains
or any part of them, but a considerable
numbe:*—about forty.still have riveted
to 11.
binding the ring or hasp by
which the chain was attached, and
many more show the mark left by
rings now removed.
The “moveable desk" and the “decent stoole"
were essential appurtenances of a chained library of any size.
Even the zeal of a mediaeval student
was
not equal to bolding a chained
folio.
In the accounts of the Middle
Temple “chayns for the bokes of the
librarle” is a constantly recurring item,
and a reader in Gray’s Inn in bequeathing his library gives 40 shillings to the
intent that he—the trustee "male by
Chaynes fasten so many of them in the
librarle at Gray’s Inn as he shall think

all lines of
a

KITTKBY TO C.ARIIIOC.

orte

at 22 cents

“\> ell,
said Hollander, “perhaps you
noticed ho suffixed his ‘thanks’ with a
I was watch‘mum’ instead of a ‘sir.’
ing closely uml saw the okl codger
covertly open the eye nearest the cup.
Best assured he saw the quarter and
its donor as well as I did."
“Anyway," she said, “lie earns the
pittance he gets. Imagine sitting there
all the morning grinding that organ
to Us droue, all for three

always give something

are

ore

Biuter is

dull.

asked.

“1

CHAINED BOOKS.
Caatom nt One Time Extended
to Lincoln'* Inn, London.

The

Haying-r Grain
Firmer.
busy with their haying just
now, and country produce is not coming in
so rapidly this week. The
general report as
to the hoy crop from various sections of
the county indicate that it is above the
average. Grass thickened up greatly since
the first of July.
Farmers

another In ceaseless succession.
The jerky strains of “After the Thill”
wore supplanted by “The Last Rose of
Bummer,” and this in turn gave way to
“Lend, Kindly Light,” a rendition
which was unique lu uneven breaks
and phthisicky wheezes due to complications in the internal mechanism of
tin* dilapidated nffair.
Huddled on the bricks of the sidewalk, his back resting against an iron
fence, an old man with a rusty gray
beard patiently ground the crank. ,ln
the little tin cup beside the organ were
three pennies, and .suspended from the
old mau's neck was a tin sign with
tlie time worn announcement, “I Am
Blind.”
As Francesca West and young Hollander caiue down the street the organ
was
in the throes of “Lead, Kindly
Light.” and the spasmodic snarls it
sent out seemed somewhat in the nature of a protest.
Francesca caught
the young man’s arm, and they halted
before the organ.
“Oh.” she said under her breath,
“what a horrible old man!" And, fishing a quarter from her purse, she
dropped it into the tin cup.
The old man touched Ins hat, grunted a stereotyped “Thanks, mum,” and
the hymn squeaked along Its uneven
way. Hollander watched the proceedt
ing with a grim smile.
“The old humbug!” lie commented as
their
way down the
they continued
street.
“Why do you say that?” Francesca

sai l.

31A R K ETS.

Uusy

are

I'rlce*

McClure.]
organ whined
squeaky drone
roar of traffic
tunes followed

C.

one

When Jesus was upon earth He said
that every benefaction which was bestowed
upon one of the least of the brethren in a
loving spirit waa acceptable unto Him.
Inasmuch Ls a word which i9 full of significance to ail charity workers. “All the
beautiful sentiments in the world will

together.”

men

was

To pity ill.ttroM I* hut hum in;
To relieve It

half

many
But

than

bo

birds; Paul

Laxative Bromo

Vestibuled
Trains Dally

Portland I

Tourist Cars for Chicago (hrrrth. £2.73', connecting with Tourist Cars for all point3
Wes., leave Boston on Vinous “Continental Limited”
Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturday a, connecting at Rotterdam Junction with fgme train
from New Ycrk, sr.m? r'.
R(rclfnit.il Chair Cars Seats FREE'.
Prir51c£jc *A flopping Gfl 10 Days at Niagara Falls.
For reserve firm ofPulCn tn Pr.i.ue Car Slet/injf Berths,altoPmUmem Tourist Car Berths,Rates, etc.,afpfy to
H. B MoCLKLLA>\ O.K. X., .':8? B’way, .Vew Ywh. j. r>. McBEATH, N.E. P.A.. 17B W«hineton St Boston.
C.H.LAlTA,Sdi.i'.A.,l8ta*cj»»«tatttBt»..Plula. J E. k AliKY. Tourist A et.. 170 Washington St., Boston,

a

^

Seattle, Tacoma and all intermediate points.

Cold in One

j

!

1

Day

Quinine Tablets. /$ roc A

i
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I

g

is

putting
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a

great game ol

Excursion

on

ball.
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MAINE,
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Hancock county’s share of the State
school fund is f3J,202.58. There are 11,024
children of school age in the county.

PTfUdStlgH

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
ELLSWORTH,

Steararr

Prfey

V.

KnlrtypJ.

BY ONE OF THEM.

Ever since the first of May, when it

was

privilege to embark on one of those
pleasurable excursions for Ellsworth, on
the Percy V., of the Ellsworth, Blnehilt
and Swan's Island Steamboat Co., it haour

BY THfc

Bluehill will honor the memory of its
first settler, Joseph Wood, by erecting on
his grave this summer, with appropriate
ceremony, a tablet suitably inscribed.

tiANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. KOiAInm. Editor and Manager.
W. ii. Tires, As oiinu* Editor.
obetription Priw #g **) a year; fl 00 for six
mouths, 60 cent* lor three month*; 1f paid
•triotly In advance, fi 90, 75 ami 3$ cent*
respectively AH .'irrearageH are reckoned
♦be rate at f: per year.
Adverti*mg Rate*—Arc reasonable, and will
•

been

our

wish to go again.

ardent

cordingly.

when announcement

was

Acmade

BIOVK-OOOfRR.

Hancock county loses that Wednesday, July 12, there would be
j
one of its strongest and cleanest men in
j another excursion to Ellsworth, it came
his
sold
out
who
has
W. J. Creamer,
as a source of gratification to many.
to
and
moved
oe made anon a on application.
in
Penobscot
business
The morning dawned dark and rainy,
church.
but long before the time, people were on
Bualne** corntnunlcntlons should tie addreascd Stockton Springs.
The bride’s gown was of whit*' crepe de
all
Tut
and
mere
made
to
to,
money
payable
the wharves looking intently for the
j
Ell*
Ha*COCK COT Nil FtB~iJ»a:> J to.
chine, made over silk, with veil. 8hc earOur Goulds boro correspondent sends a
worth Maine.
Percy V. to put in an appearance. Pioas- ned a
j
bouquet of white sweet p?as. The
bunch of pear blossoms taken from a pear ure was written on
many faces when the
bridesmaid wo.y blue silk muslin, and
tree owned by C. A. Campbell, which at
boat was .seen having rounded I*>ng Island
|
carried pink sweet peas.
The wedding
present contains both half grown pears Hub and pointing straight for the new
j
march was played by Mrs. C. M. Higgins,
and blossoms. Hardly surprising that the steamboat
1905
at North Brook!in.
landing
j
and Miss Ida Higgins, violinist.
trees think another spring has come.
Here a large number came on board, and pianist,
__.i
After th? ceremony refreshments were
the company was farther augmented by
Su.
served. The bride and groom left on the
Tti. We. Tb. Fr.
The two oldest women in Maine are na- i
many more coming on board at the South
night train for a wedding trip before retives of
Hancock county Mrs. Mary Blaehill
landing. The stop here was brief.
Cunningham, of Bangor, who was 1(15 ! The gang-^i.'sak was hauled in, the lints turning to their horn-* in Augusta.
Among the guests present were tbrt folyears old on July 4 last, and Mrs. Salome cast off, arrt the steamer made another
j
lowing from out of town: Mr. and Mrs. T.
Sellers, of Deer Isle, w ho w ill be 105 if she start.
\
A. Cooper and two children, Mrs. Sarah
Mrs. Cunninglives until Oct. 15 next.
The rain had not yet ceased, and we cast
ham was born in Sedgwick and lived there
Hayden, Mrs. Lowell, Miss Julia M An; about to make ourselves at home and sutdrews and I)r. \Y. !l. Harris, al! of Augusuntil 1850, when she moved to Bueksport
<*eeded
admirably. Passing by Long ta, and Miss Blanch? A. Jordan, of Banand thence to Bangor in 1887.
Island Head, and skirting the Newbury
gor.
Neck
shore, we came at length to the
Dustin Farnum, the actor, is doing for
of
mouth
the Union river, when the rain
OBIT 1 \KY.
Bueksport and western Hancock what B. ;
T. Sowle is doing for Ellsworth and the practically ceased, and the weather show ed
AM ASA BAR A EXT.
:
indications of clearing up.
eastern section educating the horse to
«--■——Thv-re are many of the older residents of
Passing up the river, the beautiful
sight of the automobile. Farnum is
Ellsworth and
business
men
many
MOON S PHASES.
on both sides was noted, and such
scenery
at
his
Verona
cotthe
summer
spending
Hancock county w ho will feel
New
o j>0
10-33
0
exclamations as: “What a beautiful river!” throughout
C*, Full
he
him
a
auto.
and
with
7)
u.
big
M -jn
brought
10 am tage,
•Moon
a pang of keen regret on learning of the
“Isn't it fine!” “What a delightful sail!”
-V
First
0:45
8 Oi
{! Third 0
Q
Every day sees him riding about Verona,
death of the venerable A mas « Sargent at
vJ p su.
P Quarter
*.m
vl Q-wier A't
“Isn’t it elegant!” etc., were heard on all
Aland
the
towns.
Bueksport
adjoining
his home in Mrlro.se, Mass., on July 10, at
11:32
*T>. New
CM
sides.
is
machine
filled
with
01
the
Viiy'il_i,n
friends,
ways
p.m.
the advanced age of eighty-eight years,
On the starboard hand a wreck was seen,
if
a
and
says
Bueksport correspondent,
six months «ud twenty-eight days.
and a little beyond a party landing in a
Mr. Sargent was horn in Merrimac,
This week's edition of The the entire town is not automobile mad by row-boat. “The crew is
saved,” was the
the time he leaves this fall it will not lie
Maas., in 1810. In early life be was enAmerican is 2.2oO copies.
because Dustin Farnum has failed to try joyful exclamation of several on board. A
in
the grocery business in this
little beyond a “lone star” was seen, and gaged
and convert them.
the store on Main strict
further up, the r-mnant
of the old city, occupying
2,435
Average for the year of 1904.
!). If. Eppes, now
schooner Victory, well known to some formerly occupied by
Roosevelt
The
Bucksport-bailt ship
one of the C. L. Morang stores.
of us.
JULY
1905.
sailed
from
Nee
for
the
York
north
19,
WEDNESDAY,
pole
From here he went to Boston, and for a
Apprum riu.'r my lanoing xiaoe, quite a
Sunday. Oapt Peary will join the vessel at
few years conducted a grocery business
number of people Were seen there to greet
C.
B.
in
his
farewell
Sydney,
Capt. Peary
The < rlsis.
under the firm name of Abbott A Sargent.
us and escort us to the various poinis of
says: “The expedition of the Peary ArcHe then entered the employ of I. W. MunThe qa«t- on of whether or not
tic club sails in an American ship, fitted interest. The court house, the banks,
roe & Co., of Boston, and remained with
Ellsworth ;» to have a cotton yarn with American engines, under an Ameri- the mills, the hotels, boarding-houses and
them until they went out of business
restaurants, the millinery shops,
dry about two
mill has reached the critical stage. can leader, in an attempt to attain th"
years ago.
north pole by the American route-the goods and grocery stores, the carriage
For nearly half a century Mr. Sargent
We have passed through .he periods
north pole, that mysterious spot where shops and stables were assailed for about
made regularly two tri.ts through Hanof investigation and preliminary dis- one night and one day make a year; where seven hours.
cock county one in March and one in
At
3
30
n».
the
p.
and
and
gathered
east
west
have
company
north
vanished;
cussion, and reach now the period of
August. He had a host of friends who
where every wind that blows is a south again, preparatory for departure. Goodwill miss his genial smile and cordial but
action.
were
with
those
on
the
byes
exchanged
wind; where time no longer exists; the
manner.
We have, through our committee, crown ami apex of the earth.”
pier, the steamer's prow was turned down courtly
The funeral was held at his late home
the river, handkerchiefs fluttoied and we
on July 13, Rev. B. F. J/*avitt officii ting.
investigated the proposition, and
William R. Sellers, of Deer Isle, is one were in motion again, on the way towards
Mr. Sargent leaves one son George C., a
found it good; we have talked, and of the few men who could
home.
a
safely wager
I\, a sister Mrs. E. It.'
found ourselves of one mind —we want “four-dollar bill” and produce the cash.
Getting out into the broad bay vee brother—Wingate
Knights, five grandchildren and two,
The
bill is about 3*4x4 inches in size, and plunged into a dense fog bank, but the
the mill. We know what we must do
great-gra ndchUdren.
was printed in
Philadelphia by Soft & ■_aiety of the occasion was not lessened.
to get it. Wiil we do it?
no
brass
band
was
in
1776.
Across
the
ends
are
In
attendthe
Although
Seller,
Keith's Theatre, ilostoii.
Already the committee on subscrip- words: “Continental Currency,” and ance, a quartette and chorus was improthe
Probably the bast* balanced vaudeville !
and
of
bottom
the
bill
are
vised, and music of a very agreeable nature
top
tions is at work, and results so far are along
the words: *£The T'nited Colonies.”
The was provided. 'The courses were run, and programme of the summer is bulletined
most encouraging.
The source, more center is
occupied on the one side by a the landings made safely, with a skillful from Keith's for the week of July 24.
than the size of the
Conspicuous on the programme will lx*
to picture in which the outlines of a ln*ar navigator, Capt. Smith, at the wheel.
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*gM«, 7’*
Kmttiir Pill* for Aomilpaiion.

<*yvwvA*V''

I’UKNTI' ’K— An opportunity is open for
a hr ah- boy. not under
15 wars of are.
U* :>arn i: e prof* r's trade.
Apply at Tmk
Alii «m t?r ofScr, Ellsworth.

Jot Salt.

(*

you from very serious trouble.

examine

them.

Wc

may

KIJKK.

cam. roic low 1 oiidkks.
\1THERCAS. th» town nf .Surry nt it* annun! inerting ol 190%, p»«»ed the fol>>
lowing \ote:
Voted. Th Mk« irlfetmen hr a committr*
with two additional appointed by thrm in cajj
•a and ritmiur the mifdaorting town order*
and report at our next annual uirfling.
Now. therefor*-, ihr under«ig»<<ri, ueing the
cororrtitt*r con* itntrd hy ami under «aid rot*
Hereby giro n iw that they will he in amnion
•( Uir t.<«ni hi)> in lum.tMi the twenty fir»t
*••4 latulf *rcoud day* of Augu*', i*i,v *t
njnso'ct eg in * hr forenoon for the purpose
ol rtrekh R and txaming alt town order* out*
*land lug. a it a 1 parson a hoi ling nn\ (own
f the !-•**«
f Am re are hereby eiorder
pret«Iy request* d and directed and required
to present the aame to **id committee at said
dale* above meu tinned.
I)4ieti at Surry, this sixth day of J uly, I9us.
F T. Jklli«oh.
O. E. Cot’*ia*.
H. J. Miuugv,
E. l> Smith.
I>. J CCXTia.
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)• more
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r*d l; « 'nwl dl-es*** and i*r»*er|iM««
I c *1 «-* m die*. -tii'l l*y eoss*a«»?y faMlne tn cure
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Vessel* Dttltirtgcd at Machias.
a squall which
struck Machias at
noon on Baturday, several veasels in the
Miss Alice Reid Brown, of Ellsworth,
harbor were damaged, and one man, Percy
and Hewellyfi L. Cooper,of Augusta, were
Foster, of Rye Beach, New Hampshire,
married last evening at the home of Mrs.
who was spending his vacation at Machias,
Marion D. Higgins, in Ellsworth, which 1
was drowned by the capsizing of his boat.
has been the home of the bride for some
The vessels damaged were as follows:
years.
shooner Mildred A. Pope, Machias for
A smell party of relatives and near
Boston, lost foresail; schooner Lizzie C.
friends assembled at the house, which was
Rirh, Boston for East port, lost hcadsails;
prettily decorated for the occasion. Miss schooner Rebecca W. Huddell, 8t. John,
! Mary Webber, of Augusta, was bridesN. B., for New York,
lost
mainsail;
i maid, and James Cooper, of Augusta, schooner
Lra (Br.) dismasted and towed
brother of the groom, was beet man. The
to HL John; yacht owned by W. \V. (iray,
ceremony was performed by Rev. 8. NY.
sunk at Cross island. Several small yachts
Sutton, pastor of the Ellsworth I'nilartan and fishing boats were blown ashore.
NVKimiNC

In

Bueksport

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

DKLHillTKI'L TKIP.

COINTY <;OSSIP.

«i!)c t£llsu)oi1l) American.

Standi.ig r»*»-wlH make about i
f hay. Inquire of F. W. Holms*,

CntfkUt collage »t Co*.
leml'-n tore
Inquire of Ralph II
CnncKKTT. Rockland. Me.

C'VlTTMiK-The

COM 11 INHJONF.ISH* NOTH'!
Maist. Ha stock m —July 13. 190S.
the uoder:*i ned having Keen dul\
? »
at»p *»nted by the Hone ra’.leO. P. ('m‘.
ntngh-m. Judge *d probate within and for
■aid county, commlMior-m «o receive and ii*.
ddf upon the claim* o» the creditor* of Reuben A. t«-trpt r. late of Tremor*!, in *a>d county. decea*»d. who*e eatale ha* been rep re•enied imwilven
h»»eby give public notice
aerembH to th* order of he a-id Judge of
probate that tit mom b* from and alter May
2. UOS, have neen allowed t«» raid creditor* t<>
prenent and prove their claim* and that we
will alien to the duty a*«igu’d to u* at th*
court hou*e in Ki!*worth. on the it t> day of
Aug •*», IKIV at one o’clock *n the afternoon,
and *'—* at the n'ore
f I* W. Klchvd*on, a:
McKinley, in said town o# fremon;.. on th*
*eco..d day of Novnnoer, tSOI. at ten o'clock
In ihe forenoon, a »d a»l persona will govern
tbeuireivcs accord ng y
P. W. Richardson,
K I*. IIloots*
Jasc* <i. Powkr*.
OominiaAiooer*.
Htatr or

e0

Eft.

1TTAUK—Furnished cott«g« at Pleasant
Besch. by the week or for the season.
Apply to Mm. fci. A. Jovcb, Frank tie Hi KUsworth

(1

3ttrnisn;irn:a,

FOR

SAL.El

%« ItWCtH K

!MU!»K

HTAIll.K,

c>»*l
ll.trwv n**w and -eonif.
bowl i'«r• in***«. tUntr^l
A*eltt I** H. A.
Wmrf* Fiu** I'Hrunwv*.
fctrer* t|»i»i* *s r*pr»hi t».»
»lr.
<T«|« irsviuktii«.
*

J».

Uhl 1.1*.

diti'is
Primlti* P^ea* that will Piint Carda. I.iceu.
or anythin*
Three letter* of each
In fact
kind ?'pe Holder. 11 k and pad. and ever*
thir* that e*»e* to make it complete. for V)
til*
Postpaid. Address C. I>. McOovs.
Medford Ma-.*.
Kim»

Here U Y*»*»r

*1.0
Foiin nlii l’*-n <ti*li| I’lateil,
ith Robber Handle: holds ink to last one
M
writ in*.
Price
for
to
aatnnle
cent*
Addrta* C. D. McOoss, Medford.
•

d'H I II
M»TH K.
not treapa** la Cunirnlocua Park.
1
r*em*nrt prolectmn In life and property
from the countv »-f Hamock, the Ntute of
Man *. *nd th»- unite-* State* of America.
M.rit f. Frku A chti s
1

I

\i.J

:

I'll K

Kl.l.S'VnhTII A 'II'KK'AV
T‘

Ms**.

«•

*»r>-v

v*eV

•«

a

••

o*

—

subscriptions

of Ellsworth for

an

“This

industry of this
working peo-

are

It is

and

this

inscription:
receive

entitles the bearer to

Spanish Milled Dollars, or the value
gold or silver, according to a
resolution of Congress passed at Philadelph a February 17, 1776.” The opposite
thereof in

the first to appreciate it.

time now for any man to sit
back in the traces and let the other
no

side of

the bill also had

picture

on

and

some

it, but the bill

worn

that

it

kind

was so

of

a

faded

not be made out.
A Rockland man, Daniel G. Shaw, has an
jK bill dated the same year as the f 1 bill.

fellow haul the load up the hill.
We
have it on the move new; if we shirk
we

bill

Four

character, and that the

ple

be discerned,

can

stock, indicates how great is the need

could

will lose this momentum and find

it hard to recover.

Let each do his

Hare Porto Rican

the other man does

or

Products.

During his residence in Porto Rico, Roy C.
Haines, of this city, took the agency for
two companies handling hand-made em-

part and do it now, regardless of what
does not.

which the
famous-the Porto Rican
benevolent society, with headquarters at
broideries and drawn work for

Under the strong impetus given it
toy the President, the investigation of
the department of agriculture’s bu-

island

Ponce,

of

ing

along.

Attorney

Beach

pushing

an

titute

way.

tigation as rapidly as circumstances
will permit. The resignation of John

cock

n

Juan, in

who acted
and

proceeds of its sales
work, ohiefiy for maintain-

uses

the

industrial school and
women

Rican Draw
San

the inves-

are

which

for charitable

statistics is moving right
The President has taken the
whole matter out of the Hands of Secretary Wilson and has confided it to
the
department of justice, and
Solicitor General Hoyt and District
reau

women are

as

whom

assisting desthe island, and the Porto
Work & Embroidery Co., of
of

charge of
interpreter

Pedro

Mr. Haines met in

The goods will be

on

Deososa,

for Gen.
an

Miles,
official

exhibition at Han-

a

very
long in

enjoyable day that

our

memories.

From

buildings
wharves, laying tracks and
Fishing Schooner L. M. Katun H timed
erecting derricks and engines.
Harvey
in Long Island Sound.
•
is
Taylor
superintendent of the quarry,
The auxiliary fi&lliug schooner L. M.
and Ernest C. Gordon is foreman.
The equipment being installed is mod- Eaton, Capt. George Allen, thirteen tone,
built at Southwest Harbor in 1902, was
ern, and will lessen the cost of getting
burned off Point
Judith, Long Island
stone out of the quarry. The stone lies so
high that when tide or land level is Sound, yesterday morning. The crew’ was
taken off by the Providence line steamer
reached, they will have a sixty-foot head !
of granite to go back on for acres. A cable i Plymouth, which reported the lost of the
vessel.
Capt. Allen was quite severely
railway will run from the bed of the quar- [
burned.
ry 200 yards to the stone pier, where three j
While the schooner was beating out to
to six barges or large vessels can load.
the Ashing grounds from Newport, an
odor of gas was detected. Capt. Allen
Head of G. A. R. Dead.
Gen. WUnion W. Blackraar, of Boston, descended into the hold, to investigate,
An explosion recommander-in-chief of the Grand Array carrying a lantern.
suited.
of the Republic, died Sunday, at
Captain Allen was burned by
Boise, la. j
which had leaked from a tank
Gen. Black mar was on a tour of
inspec- gasolene
and which
had
been
tion of the grand army ports
ignited by the
throughout

sion was felt over the selection of M.
Muravieff, and the Russian peace
part}' had from the first urged that M.
Witte, who opposed the war with

Japan origin^Kj,

and who has long
been a sincere advocate of peace, be
substituted. The arrangements are

being rapidly perfected for the meeting of the conference which is to
ocour early in August at the Portsmouth navy

the northwest when he was taken ill.
By the death of Gen. Black mar, the lead-

Count} Commissioners’ Convention. general

The twelfth annual convention of the
eoumy commissioners of Maine will be
held at iiouiton Wednesday and Thursday,
August 2 and 3. Invitations have been
sent to all county commissioners, clerks
of courts, sheriffs and the press of the
State. The invitations include ladies.

lantern.

to

deck

He

able to make his w ay
to send up signals for

was

and

ership of the organization now devolves assistance. In a short time the hull of
the vessel was in flames. The glare waa
upon Gen. John R. King, of Baltimore,
senior vice-commander, who will issue a observed by the Plymouth, which beaded

yard.

I

the craft and reached the crew who
had taken refuge in the rigging and w'bo
of Gen. Biackmar.
were about to throw themselves overboard
10 escape the Are.
The small boats had
“■Father,” said the small boy, “what is a |
been rendered useless by the flames,
scientist?” “A scientist my son, is a man j
j The schooner will be a total logs. .She
who tells you something you always knew j was owned
by Wyer & Willard, of Portin such long words that you fail to recog- land, and was valued at about
$2,300. She
| was not insured.
nize it.”
{
order in connection

with the death

company, in

a

one-act

Across

—

repairing

conference. Although it has been
deemed impolitic to discuss it, it is
now admitted that grave apprehen-

Maud Harrison and

All comedy sketch, “The Lady

and

ally favorable indication that a lasting peace will be the result of the

Shoes!

My entire stock of Hoots. Shoes, etc. w.il u- d:<;>o-. ! of at Ii\KC>YI\
■MUCKS. These are regular goods, prices of which are standard, and it is an
the
linger
opportunity to get such goods at prices practically less than costwere unanimous in saying that
they had Hall;" Paul Valadon, in a series of magical exceptional
been treated with courtesy and respect by problems, including the latest mystery, Compare the following old and cut prices:
the people of Ellsworth. There were also “The Drum That Can’t Be Beaten;" the
|
munrwr
words of high praise for Capt. Smith and Williams and Walker glee club, an orgaui- ;
L V I) I kS
Price
CHILDREN’S. Vr„"
I'n .*'
i
zation of fifteen colored vocalists.
other officer* of the Percy V.
Rid I.xeeand Hutton,8*. to 11 1.00
.H"
Patent Kid
Quality’’
“Queen
Other
entertainers
be
Elmer
will
Tenlev,
is
a
of
list
the passengers:
Following
5 to 8...
.90
Oxford#. .|3.00 *2.21)
1
From North Brooklin Henry K. Grin- a clever monologue comedian; the Four
1.89
Kid Oxford# 2-50
del and wife, Fred F. Hamilton and wife, Livingstons, acrobats and tumblers; Barry “Queen Quality”
MEN’S.
Ku#*ia Calf
Wellington C. Redman and wife, John F. ! and Halvers, comedians, acrobats and “Queen Quality”
and Gun Metal Calf Oxford# 3.00
2.29 “Walk-over” Patent Chrome
Giles and wife, W. F. Cook and wife, Mark j dancers; Hedrix and Prescott, vocalists
Patent Kid
Call Oxford*. 1.00
3.10
Dodge, Fred L. Cole, Henry Giles, and dancers; Grace Leonard, “the modern “Queen Quality”
3.50
2 09 “Walk-over” Viei Calf and
Boots
Ij«oy R. Five, Mrs. Sidney Hamilton, I Vesta Tilley,' and Arminta and Burke, !
2 29
Kid Boota*. 3.00
Russia Calf Oxfords. 3.50
2 0
Mrs. Josie Dow, Mrs. Hattie W. Joyce, trapeze artists and horizontal ladder ex- “Queen Quality”
2.99 “Walk-over” Patent Chrome
Patent Kid Boot#..... 3.50
Mrs. Eliza J. Baker. Mrs. Anna Coombs, perts.
2 29
Calf Hhoes. l.oo
;!.1<I
The Fadettea will make an entire change \ Kid Boots. 3.00
Mrs. I jiura Choate, Mrs. Amanda Dodge,
2.50
1.75 “Walk-over” Viei Calf and
Misses Amy L. Dodge, Ethel M. Candage, of selections, and a complete new list of j
2.00
1.59
Gun Metal Calf Hhoes. 3.50
2 ikl
Hazel Holden, Lucy Allen, Flora E. Giles, motion pictures will be exhibited.
1.75
I ;«9 Patent
2.2f»
Calf, Calfand Viei Kid 3.00
May H. Small, H. May Redman. Ruth
1.50
1.29 Viei Calf. 2.00
I .Ml
CIU Kf II NOTES.
Roberta, Bessie Allen, Marion Grindel,
2 99 Satin Calf and Grain Shoes.. 1.75
Patent Kid Oxford. 3.50
1 d-">
Mattie Choate, Lillian Grindel. Annie R.
UNION CONO’L, 1CLUJ WORTH FALLS.
3.00
2 29 Satin Chif and Grain Shoes.. 1.50
1.111
Cook. Jaiura Brimmer.
Patent Kid and Vici Kid
Royal N. Jessup, pastor.
From Brookl in-Thomas C. Stanley, Al1
Oxford. 2.50
1.79
Sunday, July 23—Morning service at
HOYS’.
ton Herrick, Hollis Stanley, Harry W.
10.30.
1.59
Sunday school at 11.JO. Evening KidOxford. 2.00
Calf Shoes. 2.50
1 <1!*
Bridges, Mrs. F. S. Herrick, Mrs. Hattie
service at 7.30. Rev. P. A. A. Killam in
1.75
1.59
Calf and Satin Calf Shoes.... 1.75
1 ..'511
Freethey, Mrs. A. W. Bridges, Misses
with pastor.
1.50
I
21
exchahge
Marion Parker, Beatrice Tibbetts, Edna
at 7.30— Prayer meeting.
Friday
eveuing,
Parker.
Thus ended

will

South Bluehill- Oscar Bowden and
Point, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
wife, J. I,. Chatto and wife, John B. Pert,
H. Hyde, chief statistician of the Seal Harbor, Grindstone Neck, and Poland
Roy Henderson, Leslie Candage, Mrs. Linsome
Springs, and will include rare
bureap. announced yesterday, caused of which were exhibited at St.laces,
coln H. Sibley, Mrs. Melvin Henderson,
Louis last
no surprise in official circles in WashMrs. Grace Sylvester, Mrs. Nettie Day,
year, and took the highest award and gold
The
ington.
investigations have medals-beautiful embroidery that has Misses Marion Simpson, Flossie Whitnot
shown
that .Mr.
Hyde was been examined under a microscope by ex- more. Fannie Emerton, Grace Candage,
guilty of anything in the least savor- perts and found to be perfect, and a lace Georgie Eaton, Alice Eaton.
From Bluehill Falls—Frank Candage,
ing of dishonesty, but it is claimed and embroidered yoke exact in pattern,
that he has manifested serious incom- and the ionly duplicate existing of one 1tester Conary, Duncan Wemysa, Thomas
Norcroas, Mrs. William C. Norcroas,
petence and a grave lack of adminis- made for President Roosevelt’s daughter. Misses Ju ia Cousins and
Sadie Allen.
trative ability and was not equal to
From Ellsworth
Mrs.
Florence HigNew
uarry at West Sullivan.
the heavy responsibilities * hich must
Missis Alice Higgins, Ethel Young,
The Hopewell Stone Co. has been organ- gins,
devolve
on
the
necessarily
chief sta- ized at Orono and
Carrie Sellers.
Bangor to operate the
tistician, the most important of which
Hopewell stone quarry at West Sullivan.
is the capacity to judge men.
IKEMOVr VKSSKL LOST.
Work has already begun in

The appointment of M. Witte, vice
M. Muravieff, as chief Russian plenipotentiary to the coming peace conference, is regarded as an exception-

Selling Out!

for

Rev. »S

pastor
Church cloeed during July and August.
Pastor a address, East Lamoine.
At East Lamoine, Sunday, July 23, service at the church at 7.45 p. m. Thursday, July 20, at the schoolhouse. Chris-

meeting at N.00 p. m.
METHODDrr kpuscopal.
Rev. J. P. Siruonton. pastor

tian Endeavor

Friday. July

21-

Prayer

‘.3—

Morning

meeting

ai

service

at

7.30.

Sunday, July
10.30.

Sermon

school at 11.45.

Kid

Ijice and Button....
u

at

4 p.

m.

Mr. Simonton.
BAPTIST.'
Rev. P. A. A.

Killam, pastor.

Sunday, July 23—Morning service at
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
praise and preaching service at 7.30.
Bible study and praver service at 730 j
Friday evening.

10.30.

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rff. J. M. Adams, pastor.

Sunday, July 23— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school discontinued until
Sept. 3.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
everybody

your business

and

tha

devil will do it for you.
When a horse picks up u nail 1n h1« foot what
does the driver do? Does be whip the limping,
lagging animal aod force htm along/ Not unle*!- he wants to ruin the hor*e.
At the ilm
sign of lameness he jumps down, examine* the
foot and carefully remove* the cause of the
lameness. What ts called “weak Hoinseh” Is
like the lameness of the hoi *e, only to be cured
by removing the cause of the trouble. If you
stimulate the -tomaeh with “whisky medicines”
you keep It going, but every day ti.e condition
A few doses *omei lines of
is growing worseDr Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery will put
the disordered stomach aud Its allied organs of
digestion and nutrition in perfect condition.
Ninety eight times to every hurdred “Golden
Medical Discovery” will cure the worst ail
ments originating in diseases of the stomach.
It always h* Ip*. It almost always cures. To
cure constipation use Dr.
Pierce’s Pleasant
Pellets. They’re sure.

Calf and Grain Shoes.. 1.50
SatinCalf and Grain Shoes.. 1.25
Little Gent's Shoes.1.00
Satin

u

1.75

1 29

1.25

1 oo

1.211
1.00

.H.5

Uiilmers tor 3l«*n, Women and Children at
about your ow n price.

WALSH'S,

by the pastor. Sunday
Epworth league at 7.

Evening service, 7.30.
Trenton
Preaching Sunday

Tell

YOUTHS’.

MISSICS*.

UNITARIAN.
U' button,

Ellsworth.

=

THE

GREAT

EASTERN MAINE STATE FAIR
will be held at

Aug. 29, 30, 31

BANGOR,

and

The Greatest Agricultural Fair
DON’T

RAIL.

ever

TO

Sept. 1,1905.
Held in Maine.
SEE

tap's Hippoflroi ui Wild West Arnialit

every afternoon, free of charge, on the track between heats. Some of ituthings they do: a chariot race between lady and gentlemen, two miles, each
driving four horses; a standing Roman bareback race, each riding two horses;
cowboys showing how mail and express were carried across the plains in ye
olden times; cowboys giving exhibition of the use of lariat in eatching wild
horses: catching of a horse thief and showing the speedv justice of the far west
by hanging him to the nearest tree or pole and then shooting him full of holes
until he is dead, etc., etc. All goes to fiiake up the
greatest show on earth.

THE

EVENING SHOW IS GREAT

A colored troupe of southern artists with plantation
songs, cake walking, dancing, etc. The European gymnasts; The most Unished RING EXl'EUTS in
this country, unexcelled in great feats of grace,
daring and muscular power.
MI So RICHARDS, the most astonishing TIGHT WIRE
performer ever seen.
A portion of the WILD WEST SHOW, the famous CODY FAMILY, the
dfie
shots
In
greatest
existence. Things too numerous to mention. Come in
the morning, pay 50c, stay all day and half the
night. It lasts until midnight.
Come one, come all, and take one more
trip back to the olden time cotton fields,
and hear the southern melodies. Fine horses and
good racing every day.

COTTON YARN
subscriptions

MILL.

to stock now

UC IS

THU5

FROM

ENCOURAOII.'O

UKNKRAL
—

PUB*

EVERYONE

MUST HELP.
on
subscriptions for
^ committee
cotton yarn mill bedock in the proposed
w0rk last weelc, and is now pushing

^

with vigor. The response so far met
U moat enwith from the general public
lt

couraging. Interest in the cotton mill
and seems to be
w
^ject is idespread,
than diminishing.
growing rather

only in Ellsworth, but in neighborThe people of
towns is this true.

Not
ing

begin

Concert
the I

on* arc

town*

These

•fetmstlves.

almost all dependent on the farming
industry, and the making of a larger

*rt

•car-round market for their product in
Ellsworth, ** the building of the mill
would undoubedtly do, means a great deal
to

Their

them.

interest in the mill i» not

entirely unselfish, therefore;
that they can give it is as
for

themselves

So far the
has

rtoek

as

for

and the
much

a

help
help

Ellsworth.

soliciting of subscriptions of
confined to Ellsworth. It

been

bbeing done systematically, the committee intending to reach each man or w oman
in

the

j*rv

t-•

city individually. It is not neceaw ait
to be approached, however.

Any member of the committee will be glad
to give all desired information a* to the

project,

and to

furnish the stock subscrip-

tion blank*.

HANCOCK

opts. .1. I., mill .1.
Merrill
Visiting their Old Home.

down

run

are

there

the

on

handsome yachts which they have
and with which it is their
intention to cruise all along the Maine

two

of

purchased

and the

coast this

Both gentlemen are well-known in
mining regions of the West. Yachting is
no new pastime for either of them, although before they went West th?v fo’iowed the sen as a business rather than for
pleasure. They prospered ns well or better than most seafaring men on the Maine
coast until they finally gave up the sea to
seek their fortunes in the gold fields of
the West.
It was while he was a fisherman that a
sad adventure

to meet

for four

befell

Capt.

Chopin

a

an<lc-tinract
of the enterprise which Mr H,.uford 1* about to
locate somewhere, and Urn Urm« and cotitl It toil*
uoJrr wiilch hi* cotton > arn mill *.-! business
may be secured lor and l«n ate*l In Klt*worth.
The f.itn>i)iniiiueul uf tbliMtwu unll tu hi!*
worth, expending hire for construction mid
utJO. bringing here an established,
•qulp-m-nt
prothablu and penoaneit business which wll
make employment for a largo numiier ot « p -rail vs*. wouul, we believe, Iks «b tM-gtuulng of a
aew liHfuslrtal growth for ourctiv
Every citizen of hllsworih ami vicinity mu»t
t* materially iwticfltied II tue new industry 1*
establish'd Iwrv.
On what conditions will It come?
Mr. .Sanford's proposition la that If the city
will furnish a so Manic lot and make mnic concession* a* to taxes and oiner small maUcrs, h»*
aod hi# A'todates whl come here, with #.:*>,0co
In cadi, and build tin* pla> t here, provide! that
the i«opie of Ribwort band vicinity will lnve*t
with him In the business on <qual terms, a*
stockholders, glbu.lOO more, making In all
9&Y uOO capital. No bond* or preferred stock
are to i»e Issued, and the full amount required
■a« t*e provided for before the enterprise Is to
he started, so that llu rv will l»e no debt agalnet
the plant when It Is completed. Shares of slock
to be f .iCeach, non **#••*-»able
The investment ts to be paid for In ten equal
■©nth

payments.
We especially call attention to that part of the
proM.,tus entitled ''earning*” wherein Mr
Jksford gives assurance that the Investment
*houi I cas.ly pay Its stock hoi lers 0 per cent,
dividends and create a hand tome surplus.
How can the money be raised?
Not by the subscriptions of a few—that Is Inr
possible. But If every citizen will do hla or her
part the necessary amount we thluk may be
raised

Of those who

Capt. Merrill's

in

Boakhman, Mr and Mrs J L-Bangor

was

—FaitHeu-.
Bowen, Mlss

was

determined to

in the

hard

has

come

iireis

m

u» nci

iu

diir

has

position

salaried

spector of mines.

costly
is

He has

residence in Los

his

as

Fa Hand cottage.

headquarters.

He

geles his headquarters, and he too
quired a fortune in the gold mines,
exjwriencc has not been as large as

the investment?
"here Is the Uhorlng man, young or old.
t»an or
woman, who will not Invest something
Mrt-, for by so doing he or she materially helps
to Uru tU his own condition?

L. Merrill’*.

at

Both

still

are

visit-

is

the

ollow up this letter with a
personal solution, for which purpose the city has
divided by wards, and a sub-comffl‘ttee from the
general committee asto each ward.

lfle

subscriptions so far received have
mostly in small amounts, many of
etil from
entirely unexpected sources.
*
representative of the deep interest
* h‘<
h is
being taken in the project—it is a
en

P°puiar movement.
is too
early yet to give figures. The
Script iong have not been turned in by !
the collectors, and so an accurate

L.WIW/,

they

will remain East

given

in aid

which

during

She went into

the mining camp with her husband and
though while there deprived of many of
the comforts of her native city, she bore
the hardships which were sometimes
necessary, cheerfully and with a smile.

much material

Merrill

was

heart

failure and

denly. The
ing

as

it did

blow

was a

when the

work,

Bangor,
Miss

Maddocks is
has

ill

with

been at work

at

McGown

recently

as

little

use

for

..

»

b

u

tilractiBg wiierj Fiat

v

ranees—*» inter

;n

nil

k,

PhgT

place.

Phillips and boys, of Bangor,
mother, Mrs. Sophia Sargent, of this place.
Mrs. Lizzie Higgins, Mrs. Llewellyn
Higgins and Miss Delia McGown, of
Lynn, Mass., are stopping with relatives
Mrs. Fred

are

visiting

Natalie

and Mrs

Henry Davl*.

Made.

Funeral services of Sarah Johnson were
held at the church Monday at 2 o’clock.
J.

P.

Simonton,

of

the

Ellsworth

Methodist church, officiated.

Boyce, of Massachusetts,
and Mrs. Bpofford DeWitt and family, of
Brewer, with their mother, Mrs. Mary F.
Moore, are stopping at their old home
Mrs.

Arvilla

Mrs.

j

ELLSWORTH.

Seeds entertained

Friday night.
Miss Hay Alta

a

large

party

Dollard sold her organ to

Etta Moon.

Mrs.

|

Meader, of Peoria, 111., is visiting
his brother, John C. Meader.
Robert Carlisle is cutting Mrs. Ann
Davis’ hay.
Mr. Davis is still quite ill.
Mrs. Etta Moon and daughter Madeline
Allen

are

tenting

in

Mr.

Floyd’s

orchard

for

awhile.

Mary Smith and Ray Dollard
Clapboard Island for a visit to

Miss

go to
bert Seeds and wife.

will
Her-

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

j

BK*)VVN —COOPER—At Ellsworth, July 18, by
Itev S VV Sutton, M!»s Alice Held Brown, of
El sworth, to Llewellyn L Cooper, of Augusta.
Dl’GANE—GROSS-At Bluehlll, .July 12, by
Rev Rbetiezer Bean, Ml.** Vnnle G Dugatie.
of Dorchester, Mass, to Daniel I Gross, of
Bluehlll.
GDi»GISS—FORD—At Vea/.le, July 1, by Rev
Miner F Peinber, Miss ona E Gocgtns to
1 Ford, both of Hancock.
Wesl*
JORDAN—ARCHER—At M-rtavItle, June 28,
J
II
Patten, esq, Mrs All. e N Jordan to
by
Selden Archer, both of Marlavllle. [Corrected ]
LAFF1N—GOWELL—At Ellsworth, July 12,
by Rev II VV Cotilev. Mrs Martha J La 111 n, of
Ellsworth, to A A Gowell, of Lynn, Mass.
I’E.VRSON —M ILLS—At Farmington, July 5,
by Rev II S Kllhorn. Mis* Flora A Pearson,
of Farmiugton, to Sumner P Mills, of Ston

lngton.
DIED.

Miss Dollard will go

from there to

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth

Fort.

Friday, July 14
Sch

AM

lOaO

..

We offer for sale on easy terms an
85-acre farm; cuts about 15 tons of
hay; has an orchard of 75 thriving
trees (grafted); two good wells of water;
wood enough to use on place; excellent

I A V
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May 31, 1906.
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ASSESSORS’ NOTICE.

..
..
..

8ft
30
40
ftC

The assessors of Ellsworth will l>e
in session at the mayor and^aldermen’s
room, Hancock hall building, on the
last Wednesday of each month, beginning June 1, 1905.
F. B. Aiken,
Geo. W. Patten,
Levi W. Bennett,

Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.13 y
m, and arriving KIN worth 11 56 a m, 9.47 p u
con net t with Washington Co Ry.
*
a

Daily.
Leaves

Sundays

at 9 a

m.

z Sundays only.
v Sundays onlv eteamei
Nave- Souih*eet Harhor 2 20 p m;Northeas
II.tr «»r 2.ho ,» n ; 8eal Harbor 2 5u p ui, to eon
in cl with this train.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.

Assessors.

Tickets for all points South :in<l
West for sole at tlio HI. C'. It. it.
ticket otlice, Ellsworth.
Tiiese train connect ui Bangui, wftn thi-n. r
trains on Main Line, to and from Curt laud, IJ> t>

FOR

a

ion

Revenue, Bar Harbor
SAILED

Sch Wn Ladle, Anderson, Sullivan
Sch Ann C Stuart, Hay, Wevinonth, lumber,
Whitcomb, lluvnee A Co
Muncock County Forts.
WkST Sullivan—Ar July 10,sch Island City
Ar July IS, acbs Majorle A Spencer, T W

Cid July 9, *ch» J R Bod well, New York,
Agnes Maoei, Bar Harbor
Cld July 10, w.h Catherine, Boston
tld July 11, sch Harvest Home
Cld July 1', ach Island CUy, New York

ABBOTT—At Verona, .July 10, Mrs Sarah E
Abbott, aged 56 years, 2 months, 22 days.
COPP—At Trenton, .July 18, Rodney Copp,
aged 72 years, 4 months, 13 days.
DAVIS—At Long Island, July 6, Aldtn 1*
Davis, aged 15 years.
DOBLK—At Aurora, July 13, Mrs George
Doble, aged 19 years, 1 month, 4 days
FOREN—At Hancock, July 15, Reginald. Infant
-on of Mruml Mrs A K Foren, aged 1 year,
20 days.
GA Y— At Franklin, July 7. Isaac P Gay, aged
72 years, 5 mouths, 27 days.
GR1NDLE—At Bucksporl, July 14, Jessie,
daughter of Mr and Mr- Raymond Grlndle,
aged 1 year.
JOHNSON—At North Ellsworth, July 16, Mrs
Sarah J Johnson, aged 72 years.
LEACH—At Penobscot, July 16, Mrs Bertie
Leach, aged .15 j cars.
MOORE—At Lamotnc, July 14, Miles Moore,
aged about 75 years.
PARKF.R-At Bucksport, July 16, Marina A,
widow of William Parker, aged 77 years. 2
mwitiha, 12 Uiiya.
POWER—At Bueksport, July 13, Joseph P
Power, aged 78 years, 2 months, 4 day s.
SARGENT—At Melrose, Mas-, July 10, Amasa
Sargent, aged 88 years, 6 months, 28 days.
SAIWENT-At Ellsworth, July
JS. Edith
Esther, Infant twin daughter of Mr and Mrs
Err eat E Sargent, aged 2 days.
SOPER—At Orland, July 15, John R Soper,
aged 82 years, 6 months, 17 days.

Subscribe

for

The

American

Stuart,
Ellsworth, Me.

..

..

..

G. B.

481...

67!f4

..

Also 1 express wagon, 1 buggy, 1
meat-cart with refrigerator.
For further particulars enquire of

4ljl2

9 56

39 10 04,.

..

pasturage; buildings in fair condition.

SALE.

and St. John.

Passengers arc earnestly requested to proe» »»
tickets la-tore entering the trains, and especially
EllbWorth to Kails ami Kails to Ellsworth.
K. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. A T. A.
GKO. F. EVAN.H,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manage*
EASTERN

Steamship Company
Su>1 HIEK

SCH EDILE.

Six Trips

>4

LOTS IN WOODBINE CEMETERY.
I > U R l A L LOTS in centre and near the entrance of Woodbine Cemetery belonging
to Lygonia Lodge.
These lots are beautifully
situated and well graded and easy of access a
lull times. Inquire of
II. L. MOOR or
DAVID FRIEND.

I-'

_

Week.

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

Commencing Monday, May 1, steamer J 1
| Morse
leaves liar Harbor dally, except Sunday
at 1 30 p m, for seal Harbor, Nortf east Harbor

Southwest Ihwlmr, Brooklln, Dter Hie, Sargent vllle, I»ark Harbor and Rockland, connect
lng with st-amer for Bo-don.
steamer Catherine leave* Uiuehlll da'.ly, ex
at 2 p m, for South Uiuehlll, Stoncep' Sun-m
Invton. North Haven an-1 KocUaud, connei ting
will steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leave-* Sedgwick dally, cx
c- pi Sunday, at .’.SO p m, for Hedrick’* banding
South Brookavllle, ulake’s Point, Eggcmogglu
Dlrigo and Rockland, connecting witn steamer
for Boston.
RETURNING

•t*

From Boaton a* 5 j» m dally, except Sundav.
From Rockland at 5.30 a m, daily, except Mon
dav.
All cargo, except live stock, via the tdenmer*
of thii* Company, la Insured hgainst tire and

X

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.
Ellsworth*

Main Street,

1

4.

L*

w*

;;

marine risk.

F. S. Shkkman, Ge.Vl Agent, Rockland, Me.
Cai.vtn Austin, V. P. .t Gen’l Manager.
Boston

jjORDAN,:

MAKItIKD.
WEST

j

Mrs

Mrs
Herbert G Small a son.
SPRINGER—At Trenton, duly .6, to Mr and
Mi* Cornelius II Springer, a daughter.

here.

1

a

Dol.lVER-At

estate.-

ah

Porcelain

daughter.
Seawall, July 8, to Mr and
trank Dollver, a son
(.0 pounds.)
DOW—At Stonlngton, July 9, to Mr and
Wallace VV Dow, a son. f Wallace T j
EI.I.IS—At Deer Isle. July 13, to Mr and
William T Ellis, a son.
GKINDLE—At Vtrona, July 9, to Mr and
Grlndle, a son.
II \ V KY—Aft Franklin, July 9 to Mr and
Harry Havey, a son
Non RIM—At Penobscot, July 17. to Mr and
John Norris, a son.
Ql ISUM —At Verona, June 18, to Mr and
Quiiium, a son.
SM \ LL—At Stonlngton. .1 .ly 11, to Mr and

her

and friends here.

Rev.

A M
8 00

..

BORN.

Harriet Damon, of Lynn, Mass., is
stopping with Mrs. Jenness McGown, of
this

M

BKx
Br -lc
Itlii'n
Lk (I
Or L
Nlc’ln
KIN *
KLLs
W Jc ....17 i0 lftfft2 12
Pr K
.11 00
Han "j
11 19
WaukiH 43
11 13 12
M I> F 8 .'0
11 .0 1
Sull’n 7 3u.. 1
Haul' 7 d
11 40 1
Sr li to 7 1ft. 2
Bar Hi7 40
12 10: 2
Sea IH 8*1,.
2
N K M 8
3
S V\ If 9*00!. 3
h

ta—

It VTES—At South Hrookavllle, .July 15, to Mr
anil Mrs Luiber fl.itt s, a non.
CARTER—At lilueliill, July 7, to Mr and Mrs
Irving VV Carter, ;t sou.
DAVIS—At Penobscot, .July 11, to Mr and Mrs

Mrs.

IeTtle

to

PM
Oft 1 (Mi .... 7 20
! 7
AM A M
P M
PM
AM AM
9 80,11 8hj » 1ft *.ft 00 Z8 2ft Ilz4ft
9 3ft 11 3*! 3 19 5 «ft
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..
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ft 32
10 lot.
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...
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...(7(00,10 26 .. ..... ft 67 (9 21 .. ..
....
7 11 10 40
6 10 9 3:1.. ..
6 17 7 20 10 46 12 38i 4 20 6 16
9
51
AM
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ft 10 6 10
6 17
....
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nest.

John V id berg and wife, of Arlington, N. J., is boarding with Mrs. Alvin
Maddocks.

about

another
woman who doesn’t admire her husband
is she has for the one who does.
has

r.

—

Rev.

Cooper
w oman

iui

ine Savage.
Woodward, Air and Mra C E
Bangor—.Voxfield. Pauline and Margaret Wood.
Young, Mrs Abby B—Fort Plain, N Y—Birds-

enter-

friends at her home

here.

to

A

..

AM

Potld

|

an

has returned home.
Alice

tained twelve of her

it
very sudterrible one, com-

enjoy some of the results of their hard
work in the mines. An aunt of Mrs. Merrill came on to Los Angeles to care for the
children and they have found in her a
kind friend. The children come with
their father every summer to the Maine
coast and will probably spend a part of
the summer w ith him on his yacht.

..

Fillings."5e

Gold Fillings.$1.00 up
Artificial Flates.$0.00
Gold Crowns.$3.00
Bridge Work.$3.00 a tooth

Sundayo

1

ELLSWORTH.

came

w’ere

Silver

10 P5i.4 2*».
il 2
1 5 4 5ft 9 ffi
f 35

]1
*4ft.(..

Bfltn

—

and

was

family

AM

iI ;,o y
7 20
? 20 11 tv y
.40.
U v
1hm(0 *9 c .. .. z4 4i
01*
3 4Y.
*0 3;- 4*2ft 5 5ft.

P«
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—

The festival

week.

success.

Mr.

S0!li*J» y

I X IPX
*7 1

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR-

—

a

L. A. Dollard has sold his place to Frank
promoted
and they had moved to Los Angeles, and and Fred James, of
North Ellsworth.
the new and beautiful home which they They take possession this week. Mr. and
had
been
and
Dollard
will
to
were building
Mrs.
completed
go
Surry to stay with
Mrs. Mer- Mrs. Dullard’s sister, Mrs. Frankie Lord,
the date set for the opening,
elsewhere.
until
locate
they
of
her
death
rill was taken aw’ay. The cause
Soon after

PM

...

—

Wal-

Beverly and Melrose, Mass.
Misses Milly and Margie Davis and
While in the mines she was able to visit
her folks in Boston occasionally, but the their brother George, who have been visitgreater i»rt of her time was spent in those ing their grandparents, Benjamin Davis
ft for home the last of the
rough regions where her husband gained and wife,
so

—

—

added much to

of church

Googins, who

Anna

J.

Their business is such,
however, that they are liable at any time
to have to go back home.
! Since they have moved to California,
Capt. J. L. Merrill’s wife, w ho was a Miss
Horn, of Boston, has died. Mrs. Merrill
was the true type of a pioneer’s wife, faithful, loving and brave, ever ready with
kind words, good advice and sympathy for

Mary

Mrs.

men,

summer season.

$

A M

Free

Lord.
Hubeit N Gardner—New
York—Broadi iew. M I-.'«*.■» Lord.
Mrs
Maxwell.
James Thomiu
Suugcrtles,
N Y.
Mrs Haley. Mrs Kvelvn Smith, Milltown, Me.
Kickkk, Mra d Mrs J Y—Bangor—The Ledges.
Maurice Me er.
RohInhoN, Mrs 1) \-Bungor
The Birches.
Misses Robin to n. I'an Ison Robinson.
Roifcs, Prof and Mrs «.1 H Bangor Hiltside. Misses Ropes, .Ja»*k Itojies.
ROSs. Prof ami Mrs It A—Exet< r, N It-Camp
Hr Chase, Mrs P Chase, Exeter,
Phillips
Aliases Weiner, Nt\v York.
Slaughter, Mrs M-sea Stephen
Madison,
WIs. Elizabeth and Gertrude Slaughter.
Sterns, Mrs Kz. a L— Bangor—Beal Crest.
Stktso*, Mr and Mrs Edward—Bangor. Missis
Plummer, C C Stetson.
8TETS0M, Mr and Mrs I K
Bangor. Ruth
Stetson, Irving Stetson.
Taft, Rtv and Mrs Arthur—Brooklyn, N Y.
Mias Welmore.
Thatcher, Mrand Mrs B B— Bangor—Soronits.
Alisa 'Hi teller.
Thki hero, Hr Elizabeth B —Poughkeepsie, N
Y—Lillie Crabtree
I>r Grace N Klmba 1,
Robert and Morrill But, Ml-a Elizabeth Tlielberg, Poughkeepsie, N Y.
!
\Valtos, Hr and Mr» E AI—Bangor
Maple- :
I
icood.
W iso Mrs Sarah L—Bangor— Chatola.
Mrs
Whitcomb, Newt 11 Whitcomb.
Wood, Mrs E E— Bangor— Comfort. Margaret
Wood, Edward Wood.
WHITE, Alra J S— Bangor. Meaars White, Paul-

spend-

for

m.

Base lot.

abscess in her side.

but his

the

..

—

are

her hustmnd and children.

selections

NORTH

themselves on
many friends in Boston but are not so well
acquainted in Portland, though there are

fornia

\ M

...

...

—

Lomu, Prof

netted about flfi.

UDdersitrned

you this letter and prospectus* The com
•Htee 1* ready to received such subscription*.
will you do your
part, and wl 1 you call upon
*ome u ember of the
committee and leave with
your subscription, which he will be pro
P«ed lo receive aud have ibe
ne:essary blanks
^irfor to be signed. Very truly,
M. GaLLKKT, Chairman,
J. M. HlUMKH,
CHARLES II. Ct'KTlB,
C. L. Mohan<j,
John a. i'eruu,
A. W. Kino,
John O. Wuitnkv,
K. K. IlKADY,
Dk a. C. Hagehthi,
Geo. II. Grant,
H. B. 1’HILLII S,
BERNARD 8. JELLIAON,
Martin M. Moork,
It. B. Holme*,
Arthur W. gkekly,
B. T. SowLR,
F. CARROLL Bt KRILL,
O. W. Tapley,
Frank R. Moork,
Howard B. Moork,
T. F. Mahoney,
George W. Fatten,
Dk. Lew is Hodgkins,
Com. on Subscriptions,
is the intention of the committee to

who has been

evening’s entertainment.

was

his

oeetlug of the citizen* recently held the [
several who know them here. They will
were chosen as a comtnlitee uu
»ut>s.rlptlons. This committee believe* that If be here with their yachts before long and
every citizen of Kllswurih and vU lulty does hi* will probably have un interesting tale to
Part la -ubserlblng for this Investment we shall tell their friends of their adventures in the
to able to .secure the location here of this mod
land of gold.
dwiratde business enter prist* It 1* our de*ire j The name of
Capt. J. G. Merrill’s yacht
b* »eeuie a
subscription from every citizen of is the Genie, and if their business does
fcl^wortb and vicinity, and for that reason we
not unexpectedly call them back to Cali*en<i
a

So W Hl.r j
No E Hl.r
Seal 1!or ..j
Bar ai»r...,6 Hi
Sorrento...1
Hancock P16 3
Sullivan
|
Mt Des't F,7 0
..

—

with her uncle there.

May McCarty,

several

fairly enjoying
their trip East. They have

full of life and fun and

day

uangor—Barnacle. Miss
Lettle Jchni-ton, Mbs klark, Edward Slelnbach. Wlnthrop Stelnbaeb, Orange, N J
JonE», Hon and Mrs N M Bangor
Mason
cottage. Miss Hattie Jones
JouDaN, Dr and Mrs E K— Bangor. Mr'fyler,
Eddie Jordan.

The

city

has

Si.n

Justice ami Mrs L A
E Uworth—
Miss 9 D Crosby, Topeka,
Crosby Lodge.
Kan, If C Eni'*ry, New Haven, mbs Annie C
Emery, Providence, Prof F T A liaison, Mbs

week.

na» ac-

young

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLOCK.

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

AM

—

—

FALLS.

Flood, of Bangor,

was accompanied by
Saturday.
ter Thompson, who has been here

•access, too, for he earned it with not a
few hard knocks.
The yacht which he
has purchased since he came East is the
India, formerly of the Boston Yacht club
fleet.
Capt. J. G. Merrill also makes Los An-

vicinity who will not luvesl in this wnierprlsc, because, if established here, U rou»t
locrea-e the value of his property materially,

worth or

BAR

—

She

He

deserves

Dr. I, i, i\mm,

.*5, 1905.

June

..

Miss

struck it

which

Ellsworth.

Dentist.

CUTLEk, Mr amt Mrs John L— New York—Lewis
Clark cottage. Robert Culler, Mbses (;utler.
Doan, Mi and Mrs VV VV Bangor
Doan cot-

ing her three weeks’ vacation with her
mother here, returned to Waltham, Mass.,

beautiful and

a

DOW,

Steambn*.

anb

Commencing;

MIdwk Cliff >rd.

CurLKK, Mrs John L, sr—New York—Hamlin
cottage. Miss Addle Cutler.

tage.
E> eky,

the Murket.

on

..

of several weeks

locator and in-

Angeles

ftaiiraab*

&

FTaslemere.

A. A.

sea on

winner.

a

YOUSMC

C'LIFFokh, Mr and Mrs Milton 9—Bangor—J/o-

ing her parents here this week.
Mr. Jessup will exchange with Rev. P.

wealth and at present

accumulated
a

out

SKPAf ‘ATORS- host
—.-

Waukeag. .17 u h >7 1 t7 5 «s8 0 >-i
6 4.3
C P A Ik n'on. Provider ee.
cottages at Parker Point have
Hancock
re 4e
7M<’ilf3“. f.»7,
Franklin HI'f!M.ftfi;.f6 4
7 he Crabtree.
guaranteed the success of the affair by FREEZE, X Lang ion— BiOg< r
Wash'* Jc|7 .hill .'0
.‘.ft r.
s arc
10*33 V, 02
subscribing for over sixty tickets at 55 bIKHWooH, Mrs lames-Oral ge. S J. Mbs ELL8W’H
7 32 11 57 2 23 ft 3ft lu 23 .0 41 7
Glrdwooo, Mit-ter James Grid Wood.
Ells Falla 7 h7 I2f0.ft 47
.0 48
7 14
each, though the cost to the general public
Air m u Mr* oeo II Boa on
7f40 12 U _ft ft',
l.fOi if: 27
Juniper. Nlcolln
is to be fl.50 for reserved seats and fl Guam,
A new local amesthetic for extractMiss Marie 3 Grant, MlssGlady* B Patter on, Green L... 1 5s 12125;.hfuh. il ,01*7 30
Lake H..., 8fl« 12tl*2j. f 3
general admission.
Ilfl7 f7 «3 ing.
Militourm-, A us. vir* VV A Alexander, Mrs ! Holden
18 iS.Hfc*'.« »!. 11 4 jl ,V
Numerous parties of music-lovers are
For further particulars please call at
Br Junc.. L- 33! 1 on 3 2* « 40
Barbour, Klbworth
11 43 s
expected from neighboring towns and vil- Half, Mr* K VV Elswoith. Mrs Farrell, Ells- B Ex. St.. 8 41. 1 07 < fift h 47 11 3ft1 II * f0 8 I* ofliee.
Ban M C... 8 4ft; 1 1« *8 4c fi*j* ! 11*» 1
*
ft
wotth.
lages. Mail orders may be sent to Miss
P k
p
v
5 3h 7 4' 1 Oft 4 .ft! 4 1' 12 JOsgood, W. I. Partridge or John M. Snow, 11VHE, Prof snrl Mrs William De'Vltt— Bruns- Portland...!....
Boston ....I-1 9 05 11 oft!ft 30, 7 20 7 20
ft
Geo P Hyde.
Bluehill.
cottage.
N Y daily ex Sunday ! 7 O'I
wl|k—CVaMree
I
JOHNSTON, Mrs 1 3—
ELLSWORTH

He has been all through the West and
Bouthwest and has succeeded in his deto

Center, Mao
I
Brlduham, Kidder

J

—

“Romanza” from Grieg's quar-

Miss Isabelle

rich.

termination

“EMPIRE** CREAM

it— Nee ton

The

.1.

succeed and worked
soon

F

Brldglmm.
Brownell, Mbs Jane L- Brbtol, Conn. Mrs
Hi rleit Brownell, Mis* Peek.
IU ZZKLL, Mr ami Mrs J C—Bangor.
CHaCNleT, lev ami Mr* 1 11
Colorado
.springs —Grerly cottage.
CLKVKI.ASU, Mr uul Air. N P-Kxcter, N II-

con-

after this that

mines until he

Mrs

_

he gave up the sea and set out to make
his fortune in the gold mines of the West.

He

line Fileine—any power.

MUt.

Hicks.

BOWEN, Mr and Mrs K

Rakes, Tedders.

Reapers

We also litve all kinds of Farm Machinery, including the Olds Oaso-

4

native town for

shortly

Mowers,

u

lost, but he arrived there, safely though with the awful news of
the death
hi1* fellow
of
It

—

HERE.

—

been given up for

townsmen.

—

—

strawberry festival held on Mrs.
among them a good crew was obtained
Ellis’ lawn Monday evening was largely
and plenty of needful supplies. The two
attended and very much enjoyed.
The
ships then parted and Capt. Merrill's ship
lawn
was
very
prettily arranged.
set sail for her destination and arrived
Through the courtesy of Mr. Ellis the
safely in New York.
band was served and they in turn gave
But fora long t ime there were sorrow and
he had

—

—

IS

...

were
four of Capt.
tragic voyag
Merrill’s neighbors and two of them were
schoolmates of his. But a way w as provided for the ship's safe return to port.
Another ship was sighted and hail d and
it proved to be a trader with a whole deckload of negro passengers on ixtard. From

anxiety

—

TIA IE

The belter the tool! the better the crop,
tl.ive them ill read! ness, for the weather
is tickle. \\'e have the best of

...

this

v

<■

buried at

were

HAYING

—

—

j

L. Merrill. At that time he was fishing
on the Grand Banks when a boat, from his
vessel went <rown and two of his brothers
were lost.
At another time while trading
between New York and the West Indies

deck.

of Cottagers at This Pleasant
Resort the Past Week.

—

for violoncello solo

“lento”

3bbrti (*nnmt».

hams, Mr am! M rs James— Brook I lm\ Maks,
The Vial. I lie ') !**«•* Adam-*, James Adam* Jr
Bacon, Mrs John II
Bangor
Bionmere
Mlii'
Bacon, Car os B.v on.
BaKSThw, Mbs Annie D Boston Hose Lott.
Mrs E J lurk.
Baktlktt, Charles II Ba* gor—Bellevieic. Mrs
E 1 Hurtlett, Mrs Hathaway, Chatles I) Bart
led.

Killain, of Ellsworth, next Sunday
LETTER TO 1*1* BMC.
his entire ship’s crew was taken down evening.
Mrs. Alma Darling and child, of Boston,
Last week the committee sent out a
with yellow fever in mid-ocean and all
weeks with her
letter, accompanied by the progpectua of were taken off one by one, except himself arc sending several
the mill, which was printed in full in and a sailor. He had a light touch of fever mother here.
The AMERICAN last week. The letter himself but survived.
Frank H. Lowell, of Tarrvtown, N. Y.,
follows:
Fora number of days there were but came Sunday for two weeks’ Beat ion with
two living persons to handle the ship and relatives and friends.
Tnjffcr tiiitena of KU**v*>rlh and Vitinity:
The end nanl p'«*pee*u# and pr*>p j>ti!on
fora port of thh time the man at the
Mrs. M. M. Moor.* left on Monday, July
brtoK“ to your atUrtillou #»»ue of the fact# *><i wheel was the on!
one also to stand on
10, for Port Townsend, Wash., for a visit
lb- kind
conditions which
espla'u

POINT.

A

tette in G minor.

j
the

summer.

particularly

are

Lint

in Bar Harbor in August. Before
then the concert m Bluehill will be given
for the benefit of a fund to be used in the
improvement of the highway between
I’arker Point and Bluehill village.
Mr. Krehbiel, who is a public lecturer as
well as a writer, will make explanatory
remarks on the programme which comprises a quartette in L) by Haydn, the
“Theme and Variations” from Schubert’s
quartette in D minor, Dvorak’s “Terzetto”
for two violins and viola, a transcription

wealth in the gold fields of California, are
back at their old homes in Maine for the
summer.
They are at Bluehill fur the

present, having

and

Chamber

certs

CHILL llOYB.

11LI
<

to

surrounding towns

of

Sorrento),

(From the Porttnnd Pmn.)
appreciate
which such an industry
the importance
(.’apt. J. L. Merrill and Capt. J. G. Merwould mean not only to Ellsworth, but to rill, two Maine boys who have acquired

nearby

Ml'SK’Ali TRKAT.

HARK

Music to be
subscript
coming in, and
Given at liliichill August 4.
source from which
many of them come, is
Bluehill, July 18 (special) Bluehill is
the encouraging feature of the work done. ;
So far no canvas has been made in the to hear a concert of chamber music by one
of the moat famous musical organizations
county outside of Ellsworth. The work
in the world on Au ust 4. Franz Kneisel,
i-* still far from
completion in Ellsworth.
long the concert-master of the Boston
The outlying towns will not be
neglected,
orchestra and leader of the
how'ever, but in the meantime any citizen symphony
I
outside of Ellsworth who desires to know* quartette which bears his name, is a summer resident here, as is also H. E. Krehmore of the
project should address any
for the last twenty-five years musical
member of the committee whose names | biel,
editor of the New York Tribune.
•1 p ir RigM 4 to t bo inter »bon
Mr.
Kneisel’*
asstx*iates, J. Von
The cotton yarn mill is not
yet assured,
Louis Hvecenski and Alwin
bv any means.
Everyone must help if Theodorowicz,
Schroeder are also summering on the
Ellsworth is to have the mill.
Maine coast (at Bluehill, Hull’s Cove and
the

being solicited.
g^pONSE

statement of the amount so far subscribed
made. The manner in which

cannot be

E'l.wo tb

Bineliil! sni Lwsl's Islam

STKAM BOAT

UNDERTAKER,

LINK.

!

2

\\

ELLSWORTH.

DESK GIVEN AWAY
'•’tin

SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Steamer PERCY V.,

I

Three Trlpa l*er Week.
Commencing May 1. HKft, steamer will leave
Ellsworth Monday, Thursday and Saturday at
7.30
m for “Surry, “South
Surry, Bluehlli
(connecting with Eastern 8 S Co at Bluehlli fcr
Rockland and Boston), “South Bluehlli, “North
Brooklln, Wed Trernont, Bass Harbor (Me
Klnley) and Atlantic.
Atlantic at 6 a rn. Tuesdav, Friday
and Sunday, touching at the same point- and
connecting at Bluehlli with the Eastern S S Co
from Boston.
The above schedule also gives a through connection via Eastern S 8 Co from Atlantic, Bass
Harbor and West Trt moot to Boston Tuesday
and Friday, and from Boston Thursday and

Saturday.

Coone. tlon

ley) with

Is made at
steamer Cli.ibrla

Bass Harbor (McKinfor Bangor and Bar

Harbor.
All freight billed through via Eastern S 8 Co
points to and from Rockland and Boston.

Augusta,

our

Tea,

soaps,

Coffee,

CO., Dept. A
17 Oak St,

Me.

ESTABLISHED

1848.

FARROW,

SAI L-IVl A K El R.
Dealer In Duck, Holt-Hop** and all
kinds Of Trimmings used In maklug
sails. Every tiling to work with.
rTLSON’8

WHARF,

ROCKLAND,

ME.

^rofeBBumal Came.

I EYE,

THROAT

NOSE,
AND

*Flag landing

Jlome-grown grade of

oi

HOME SUPPLY

to ail

NOTICE—This steamer can be chartered every
Wednesday for excursions. Cl*parity 12i passengers.
O. W. TAI'LFY, Manager.
WALTER J. CLARK, Agent,
Ellsworth. Me.

worm

Cocoa. Toilet Goods and Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our new, big
catalogue of 200 PREMIUMS.

WM.

RETURNING.
Leave

?l(>

Extracts. Spices,

Capt. A. E. Smith.

D. W.

EAR.

BUNKER,

__1! AJi ^IA KHOH,

J\

F. SIMON

M. D.,
ME.

TON,

M. D.

PHYSICIAN an'd SURGEON.

PEAS FOR SEED

MANNING BLOCK.
Residence, No. 9 Hancock St.

OFFICES,

Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Long Distance Telephone.
Send Postal for my illustrated Catalogue
of Books, Pictures and Frames, Toys, Games,
Tricks, Fancy Goods, Jewelry and Household
Specialties. C. D. McGown, Medford, Mass

TELEPHONE.

Clgnrphone In Your Mouth
and everyone thinks it a Cigar.
It is the
greatest

musicale

it as
played10with
cents.

Price

Medford, Maas.

ever
Jokes
got
up.
well as the latest tunes.
Address C. D. MoOows,

The America:, ha* L^iacriher* at W7
J17 po*t-ofliCfi* in Hancock county
All the oilier papers in the County combined do not reach *o many. The Ameri-

of the

is not *he only paper printed in
Hancock county, and ha* neverciatmed to
bey but it ia the only paper that can prop
erly be *alied a COUNTY paper; all the

can

rest

are

merely local papera

The circutv-

of The A.'.kiuca:;, herring the liar
Harbor Record*» Hummer fiat, is larger
than that of a t the other pnptra printed
in Hancock count .,
Hyn

pays

liiitti.nn. <\,unty

a

Seres

see

o**>er

page*

EAST BLUEHILL.
8. Watson

H.,

2i.

last

E. Rowe,

Elmer

ington

Thursday.
Aubrey
Long,

last

Mrs.

Portland,

is

guest of K. C. Long and wife.
John Charnley and William Farnsworth
came home last Lhjrsday from Ml. John-

Que.

There
Frank

was a

To

J.

arrival at the

new
rce

last

home of

Saturday evening

girl.
Fred Williamson, with wife

it is

a

—

a

and

two

children, left lor their home nt Waltham,
Mass., last Thursday.
Mrs. S. Watson Cousins and son, Harry
M. R. Cousins, went to Sooth Brooksviile
last Saturday for two weeks’ visit.

Sunday

was

very hot ones,
all who could, I

ber who visited
the

shores,

our

country air.

Ail

were

She returned

Wed-

tenderly cared for by her

shelter and b?en

and her husband.

She

was

a

member of

the Methodist church, and took a deep
interest in its welfare. Her aged husband
is left alone. He has the sympathy of all.

July

C.

17.

Hollis Smith is attending the
s

-hool

summer

at

ripe raspberries
picked.

and

blueberries

houseful of

a

P.

Maddox,
born at North Ellsworth, July 2, 1874.

summer

Her father died three months previous to
her birth. At the age of twelve month.her mother

placed

her in

the

care

of

Walter Moore, with wnoin she lived until
«he was nine years old- She then came to
East Bluehill and made her home with
Edward Grindle until her marriage Sept.
2, 1889.
Mrs. Webber united with the Baptist
church here June 3, 1894. She was deeply
interested in Sunday school and church

Leach,
spent his two
weeks’ vacation at his old home, returned
to his home in Brockton, Mass., last Sat-

urday.

which she was a member she took an
active part. She was chief of honor of
Arcadia lodge. No. 14, D. of H. tan auxiliary of A. O. C. W.), secretary of the
Bluesedgbrook Sunday school association,

i

Massachusetts who will take pos-

in

spending

few

which

won her many friends.
Her husband and her aged father-in-law. A. H.
Webber, have the sympathy of the com-

munity.
July 17.

G.
MEMORIAL resolutions.

Whereas, Ii has pleased the Divine Master
again to pretnit the angt 1 of death to enter our
gates

and remove

from

our

order

our

honored

the farmers have commenced
haying. Others are finishing their hoeing,
which was delayed somewhat on account
of the wet foggy weather. Next week
there will be a general stampede all along
the line, and if fine weather prevails, from

a

week with old friends and rela-

July

•lster, Currie I’ Webber, therefore be it
Resolved, That in the loss of our el .ter born
these temporal gatherings, we fe« 1 that she still
Uvea in the hearts of her friends; and that we
bow in humble submission to the will of Dim
who orders a»l things iu wisdom ard love. We
mourn the loss of one who was ever
cheerful,
loving and whose presence was encouraging.
Although s III young in yearn, and with a
bright future before her, let uo remember that
she has ceaned the battle of life to foreveT wear
the crown of peace.
Resolved, That the incm tiers of Arcvdla
lodge No. 14. Degree of Honor, deeply feel the
loss of our beloved sister, and extend to the be
reared husband and father their heartfelt aysn
path; and com me id them jo our heavenly
Father, who will evet leave nor forsaXe them.
Resolved, That our charter be draped In
mourning for a period of thirty days, aud that
these resolutions be Bpread upon our recoids,
that a copy be sent to the husband and to The
Ellsworth American and Itsngor News for
Dora f. With am,
publication.
George Gkindle,
Manda L. Carter,

a

Southwest Harbor and Beech Bill.
It is his first visit here for ten years. Mr.

Miss Louise

in

Fernald, teacher of music
Perkins institute for the blind in I

the

|
i

;
j

hay

in New

15.

H.
CRANBERRY ISLES.

Strawberries and

herrings

are

hard to

obtain at this place.
Miss Louisa Bates, of Brooksville, is visiting her sister for a few weeks.
Samuel C. Stover has gone to
where be is employed to work

Portland
at

car-

pentering.
Most of the men are engaged in the sailing of summer company at various resorts
in

the

vicinity.

Mabel Stanley and six children
ire
visiting her mother, Mrs. Phebe
Hanley, at Bakers’s Island.
Mrs.

Lyle,

the

who has

little

son

been ill the

■yphoid fever,
strength.

does

Frank Stanley
past six weeks from
of

not

seem

J. Stockbridge and son Howard, who
been visiting relatives at Atlantic,
left Friday for their
home in Revere,
Mass.
j
A pa**ty of six arrived on the Percy V.
Thursday, from Leominster, Mass. They
are spending a
few weeks at the Island
Rest cottage.
Walter Joyce and Henry Johnson, w ho
south with Capt. Ed Smith in
schooner Ilockomock, arrived hoineThnra*
day for a few days.
have beer

to

gain

guests of 8. A. Johnson and wife at Old
Farm cottage, last week. Mr.
LJungstedt
is a member of the U. 8. geological
survey
Ju|.v 17.
Chips.
_

SOUTH QEBR ISLE.
Mr_and Mrs. Mitchell earn*' on
Fred Whitney and wife, who have been
W.^nta
from Yarmouth, where he ha**
!**.„*
stopping for a few weeks at Island Rest, j day
since spring.
returned to their home in Massachusetts employed
Miss Lena Buckminster, i -h- Vt in the
Friday morning, via Bluehill and Belfast.
J uly 15.
A.
public ach«>ol« in Everett, Ms***., r#nK,
with her mother on Saturday to spend
the
WEST HANCOCK.
vacation 4t Mr*. Buckminster * old home

\

SCO.QOO.jj

The people were glad to ace Capt. Hep.
drick in the village once m »re.
handsome new book. use was placed
the schoolroom on Thursday. Tb*
funds were raised by teachers and pupi
at an entertainment given at theeloasof
the school.
July H.
H.
A

in

BASS HARBOR.
Mrs.

Etta Billings has returned Iroina

visit to Bucksport and Bailor.
Rev. Robert I>. !*addock, of New York,
is at Grey Rocks for a few weeks.
Miss Mary Dorr, of Bucksport, is here
th- summer.
Her moth r wdljoin

for

her later.

Mrs. Orlando Ash and friends, of Bar
Harbor, spent a day with Mrs. H. H. Mur-

phy last week.
July 17.

X. Y. Z.

MARLBORO.
Mrs. George Treadwell spent last week
in Kllsw rth.
Allen Hodgkins, who ha*
long time, is very poorly.

been ill

fora

Rev. A. W. 1/orrimer sp* nt last week
family at their cottage.
He left Friday for MillinocKet. winrehe
ith his brother’*

w

supplv
July IT.

will

pulpit.

the

Ark.

A

Surprise l*nrt>.
A pleasant surprise party may l>e given
to your stomach and liver by taking *
medicine which will relieve their pain nnd
discomfort, viz.: Dr. King’s New !.if> Pill*,
They are a moat wtmderful remedy, affording sure reiief and cure, for heauach' diifine.sa and constipation. 25c at K. G.
Moohe’8 drug store.

Deaay and family, of Bar Harbor,
arrived Thursday for the summer.
L. B.

Mrs.
been

a

Foster Hoi way, of Macbiaa, lias
recent guest at Capt. Deasy’a.

Hovey, of Goulds boro, was
guest of her sister, Mrs. Kate Peters,

Mrs. Edith
the

Saturday.
Moore and Dt. Harvard Greely, of
Ellsworth, were guests at Capt. 8. O.
Moore’s over Sunday.
L. M.

Ella Tracy, who has been a guest
at Dr. Larrabee's for a few weeks, went to
Bar Harbor Friday for the summer.
Miss

W. S. Jones and wife, of East
Bridgewater, Mass., left Friday morning
after a week here with friends. Mr. Jones
Rev.

preached Thursday evening to a large congregation.
Schoodic lodge, K. of P.. worked the
first rank on a candidate Saturday night.
Officers were installed by District Deputy
J. B. Havey, of West Sullivan. The sisterhood
The

furnished

a

supper.

Pythian sisterhood held its semi-

annual installation

Tuesday evening,

R. D. Guptill installing officers.
Alice Cole is the

Mrs.
Miss

accompanied her, but not for
M in Bernice Ashley has gone to Hotel
as reported last week
through Dirigo, Southwest Harbor, for tbe summisunderstanding.
mer.
July 17.
R.
Mrs. Reed and daughter. Miss Cor*
Reed, of Boston,
Rumill.

CAPE ROSIER.
It
w

ho

Mrs. Hattie Dunne (not Quin)
visited here last w eek.

was

Mrs. T. S.
from

Hartford, Conn., July

new

are

visiting Mr*. J. M.

Mrs. and Miss Mclntire, Miss Grossman, Mr. and Mrs. Schneider and daughter Ethel, all of Boston, are at Lily I-ake

Wbeclock arrived at Black’s
9.

house.

trip to | Capt. S. W. Webster a id his mate.
Bangor to procure lumber and other goods Streeter Webster, of schooner Hattie H.
for his store.
Barbour, spent July 4 at home while their
Stella Farnham, of West
Brooksville, is vessel w as loading in Bangor. They revisiting her grandparents, C. H. Blake and turned to Bangor July 5, accompanied by
wife, for several weeks.
Misses Sylvia Webster and Wavie Latty,
Mm. Valorous Black, sister of Mrs. V. who are going a sea voyage.
B. Black, is to assist the lalter at Under- !
July 17.
jj.
cliff through the month o(
August.
WEST SULLIVAN.
Lyman F. Sawyer and Arthur V. Gray
A daughter waa born to Mr. and Mrs.
are home from a finished
job at Ragle 1bFred Ilavey Monday.
lind. Arthur(iray is working al Fairvien
j
for a few days.
Mrs. Phelps’ serious illness u regretted
The sincere thanks of all at Fairview are by her many friends.
due Mr. Smith, of
Sedgwick, for rescuing | Mias Lela Gordon gave a birthday |tarty
Mr. Rives from an unsafe position on the I Wednesday, which was much
enjoyed by
bottom of a little boat belonging to M. A. her young friends.
j
Black.
Being a large man and out of I Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, adpractice in handling boats, he upset the dressed the lxiyat Temperance
Legion
craft while Ashing near the shore. The
on
Monday. Ice-cream and a sociable
only man within hearing proved to be Mr. followed the address.
Smith, who threw him a line, rescuing him
A new schooner, the
only a little chilled. Mr. Rives, who is was towed from Bar Marjorie Spencer,
Harbor to Sullivan
spending the summer with his wife and
daughter and her family al Fairview, is no
The Diamond Cure.
worse for his
The latest news from Paris is, that they
wetting, though he stayed in
the water about two
hours, not calling for have discovered a diamond cure for conyou fear consumption or
help until he felt chilly. He says he had sumption. If
pneumonia, it w ill, however, be best for
a very nice bath.
to take that great
you
remedy mentioned
* by W r. McGee, of Vanleer, Tenn. “1 had
July 10
B.
a cough for fourteen years.
Nothing bellied
me, until 1 took Dr. King’s New DiscovOAK POINT.
ery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds
Miss Inez L. Pratt visited relatives here which gave instant
relief, and effected a
last week.
permanent cure.” Unequalled quick curttor Throat and Lung Troubles. At K. G.
Fred Kimbail is employed with Melvin Moore’s drug store;
price 50c and « 00
Marshall through haying.
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
R. L. March, owner of Oak
farm, finds a
ready market for his straw berries at
afcbftt!
W

C. Bates has made

a

business

j

__

j
\

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor.

Ralph Haynes returned to Waltham,
Mass., Saturday to resume his work in the
watch factory where he has been
employed

presiding officer,
Miss Julia Guptill, V. C., and Mrs. N. T.
Morse, K. of R. and 8. There are few three
years.
other changes.
Committee
Pocahontas Improved Order of Red Men ! Capt. Palmer Beavey, on the Hattie
Lew is, arrived
EAST 81 RRY.
Saturday. While in PortMiss Myra Stanley, who has been in Bos- had its installation Monday night. The land he had his
schooner put in good re£. E. Gwett is at Holden for the haying
ton the past two years, has come back to
pair and painted.
season.
icltitjfrtisniunls.
remain indefinitely. She is nowr visiting
Mrs. Charles E. Murch and her four
Lavrence Moore, of Ellsworth, spent
relatives and friends at this her former
children, of Boston, arrived at Oak farm
Sunday here.
home.
Ihursday. Mr. Murch remained in BosC. C. Fullerton and family spent Sunday
The ladies’ lid society announce an enton where he has
employment on the elecwith relatives here.
tertainment to take place in the cellar of
tric cars.
The yacht I'ndercliff was authored in the union meeting-house next
Wednesday
Roy Haynes and wife will return to
our bay two days last week.
Evening. All are cordially invited to conBallardvaie,
Mass., Thursday.
Mr.
tribute an apron and a cake.
One Surry resident has a horse who will
Haynes will resume his former employRev.
Howard
come to him readily on Sundays if he
ment in the store of Felix G.
Lincoln, at West New-field,
Haynes, a
Isles/ord
last
former resident of this place.
whistles lor him, but on week days he arrived at
week. He
preached Sunday morning in the CongreCapt. Fred L. Murch had a very narrow
A GusrautMd Care fur Piles.
t
gational church there, and in the afterescape while discharging gravel at Bar I
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Pile*. noon and evening he preached two eloHarbor last week. When a bucket of I
Drugalsis refund money if PAZO OINTMENT
quent and practical sermons in the union
fails to cure any case, uc waiter of how long
gravel was at its height, the gearing gave
j
standing, in 6 to 14 days. Firat application giver meeting-house on Big Cranberry island.
way. The bucket fell close to t*pt.
case and rest. 6©e. If vour druggist hasn't It
send hoc in stamps and it will be forwarded He is here on probation.
the
Murch,
deck.
going
through
postpaid by Paris Medicine Co.,8t. Louis Mo.
Juiyll.
E.
!
July 17.
i
Plutabch.
Olive Sidebottom and Miss Schassa
3. Row, of Boston, arrived last week to
spend the season at the cottage of Mrs.
Elizabeth M. Row.
Mrs.

There i. a camping
party ut (
Island, consisting of Nat Lori, of Bangor
Arthur Cummings and John
BUtchtnrd!
of Chicago.
Olaf A. Ljungatedt and wife, an I
Philip
Milnor, of Washington, I). C\, were the

Key West
RIVAL
Best lOc. CIGAR

]

Some of

one-third to one-half of the
England will be harvested.

j

I expected.

treatment,

tives at

days. There are several places here for sale which, if properly Boston, is spending her vacation at home
with her mother at Fernald farm. She
advertised, would find a ready market.
will give lessons in music to a limited
Samuel Staples, w ho will be eighty years
number of pupils here and at Northeast
and had been president of the local union old in
January, is engaged to some extent Harbor this summer.
and secretary of the Seaside local union
in strawberry culture, and may often be
Christian Endeavor. She had also been
8pbc.
July 17.
the local correspondent of the Ellsworth seen retailing them among his neighbors
and townsmen. He is one of our busiest
Enterprise fur several years.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Carrie, as she was familiarly called, had farmers, and is
yet vigorous and ambia friendly
greeting for every one, agree- tious.
Mrs. Calvin Tracy is out again after an
able manners and a
sunny di-position
attack of measles.
a

The hay crSp, which four weeks
ago bid
fair to be light, is mnch better
than %„

Carroll

N. G. Finney, of Somerville, Mass., is

A la »n party at the pastor’s Tuesday Finney, who has been a contractor for
evening, composed of young people, was a painting buildings for the past twentymost enjoyable affair.
Ice-cream, candy five years, has gilded and {tainted the j
and cake were served. Wednesday after- State house every time it was needed for
noon the circle met at Mrs.
the quarter century.
Bryant's.
Spray.
The Leander Perkins farm, later known
July 17.
as the Gordon place, was recent
ly sold to a
session of it in

"■

and wile.

■

Miss

work, and labored diligently in her Master’s vineyard. In all of the societies of
party

from the farm of Dr.

A.

us.

Surp-:::.

OOTT-S BLAND.
Mrs. C. H. Hodgkins, of
Attleboro
Mass., is visiting her parents, L. 8 Tr...'

very

following officers were installed by Bister
Miss Amy Rhodes, of New Bedford, is
Mrs. Mary A. Williams:
Prophetess,
Berths New man; Pocahontas,Basie Work- t stop for the summer month# w ith Mrs.
msh; Wenonah, Bessie Ray; Powhatan, Israel Ihugain.
Amory Bradford, D. D., has leased
| theRev.Willow
Alfred Wans; keeper of records, Eva StinMrs. H. W. Foren, of
Portland, was
Field cottage for the season.
son; keeper of wampum, Emma Stanley;
called here this week by the illno«A and
The owner, Clare Clark, has moved into
collector of wampum, Iva Stanley; war- death of her little grandson Reginald.
the Kdwin Clark cottage.
riors, Ine* Cole, Cora Ferry, Bessie CrowCongratulations are due Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. J. 'R. Boardman, of New* York city,
ley, Nancy Perry: scouts, Mary Blance, Sinclair who were married July 8.
The
council Y. M. C. A., assisted Mr. Reeve? in
Josio Blance; runners, Silvia Blew art, Celia bride, who was Miss Laura
Tracy, is one
the Sunday services, preaching a very tine
Noonan; councillors, Hannah Cole, Erne- of our most esteemed
young ladies. M*y
sermon.
Mr. Boardman and his family line
Robinson; guards, Irving Moore, Harthey live long and be happy.
are at the Dirigo for a few weeks.
vey Newman.
Deepest sympathy is felt for A. K.
On July 5. at the Methodist chiych,
C.
July 17.
Foren and wife in the loss of their baby
Miss Julia Kittredge was united in marson, Reginald, w ho died Thursday mornEAST FRANKLIN.
riage to Harry Bertrand Bennett, of Yaring after a short illness. “Ood’i wtt\n
mouth, leaving next morning for the
a
was
Quite heavy earthquake shock
felt seem
dark, but, soon or late, they touch
bridegroom's home in Yarmouth.
town
through
early Saturday morning.
the shining hills of day.*’
Funeral serMrs. Elizabeth I*wler, who spent the
Mrs. George Welch and
Lila Hooper vices were conducted at the house Saturwinter with one of her daughters, Mrs. were in West
Sullivan Wednesday of last day afternon. Rev. J. P. Slmonton, of
Ella Whitmore, is at her own home for the week.
Three beautiful
Ellsworth, officiating.
summer.
Her sister, Miss M. A. Carroll,
Mrs. Nickerson, of Sorrento, and daugh- selections were sung by a choir composed
will stay with her until her fall school
of W. R. Butler and w ife, Mrs. W.
K.
ter, Mrs. Kearns, called on Mrs. George H.
opens.
Welch, July 16.
Springer and Irving McFarland. Floral
Mrs.
Nellie
Carroll
Thornton, of
Mrs. Willard Hardison, Sirs. Osear Har- tributes were sweet and bountiful.
Houlton, is expected the last of the month riman and Mrs. Levi
July 16.
,8t*MAC.
Reed spent Saturday.
to spend August with her mother, Mrs.
15, in Bar Harbor.
July
INDIAN POINT.
Rebecca Carroll. Mrs. Thornton has reJoseph Colson and wife and sister, Mrs.
K -dmsn Stover and wife returned to
cently taken a trip with her husband
through northern Maine, and greatly en- Lotta (.Jordon Whittaker, were in Ella- Waltham, Mam., Saturday.
worth
Wednesday last.
joyed the immense forests and grand
A ten-pound boy we» born to Mr. and
W. F. Rutter, of Lawrence, Mass., who
scenery.
Mrs. I* liorr at the home of Mrs. Abbie
has been visiting his brother
reThe Congregational sewing circle is
George,
Wails July 10.
turned to his home Saturday laat.
completing plans for the annual lumtnir
Calvin Higgins and wile, and Mrs.
Mrs.
AH*r.
which
held
if
will be
Strout and Mrs. William ; Belie
sale,
August 9,
Uerlihy, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunof
Mil bridge, visited their sisnothing intervenes to cause postpone- j Leighton,
day with their mother, Mrs. Abbie HigMrs.
ment. One feature of the sale w ill be a ter,
E. K. Donnell, Saturday last.
gins.
gift table, and contributions of useful or
Mrs. Hollis Staples and children, of
Tbe straw berry farm of Higgins A Co.,
fancy articles are solicited from friends of West Sullivan, visited her sister, Mrs.
the patrons of Camp Oliver, anti other
the society.
John Wentworth, jr., a few days last
visitors make Indian Point quite * busyCharles Cook, a student physician who week.
place at present.
has
had a
long practice in nursing j Mr*. Wr. T. Kearns, of Bangor, who has
Mrs. J. I.. Ellis is somewhat improved
typhoid {Ktients in and around Ban- been visiting her parents. Nelson Nickersince her arrival at Green {stand.
Her
gor, has come down to the home farm for
son and wife, at
Sorrento, is now .visiting friends are glad to know she Is no mure
the haying season.
He was accompanied her
grandparents, Henry Card and wife, feeble than last year.
by his sister Daisy Kims, and will be at this place.
July 17.
H.
joined this week by bis mother and other
Miss H. M. Blaisdell went to Bangor to
sister, with a visit from the photographer be
treated for throat trouble. Her brother
SEAL COVE.
Cook later.

Addi? Hutchins, who has been visiting her siBter, Mrs. Bryant, for several
weeks, will leave this week for her home
in Waltham, Mass.

some

Friday picked
Hawkes, planted last

■

have been

Alonzo Sbedd has

with

The First National Bank,

Sunday evening, July 9. The remains boarders from Massachusetts.
were brought home
last Monday. The
Willie Soper disposed of hi* well-known
funeral was held at the Baptist church last bay bobtail last week at Bar Harbor.
Tuesday afternoon. Rev. R. L. Olds and
Usually the grange suspends meetings
Re.. E.
Bean conducted the services.
through July, but this year the young
There was a large attendance, and the caspeople have decided to carry it right along.
ket was covered with flowers, tokens of
Herbert W.
who
love from her many friends.
Mrs. Webber, boru Carrie

an account

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

A few

WEBBER.

by opening

saw

strawberries

had

__

the

line”.
She caught six bass and a large
Charles V. Miller, cook in the four- salmon. Mr. Young and Miss Atherton
masted schooner Helen Thomas, of Thom- caught a few hass.
Sl»KC.
July 17.
aston, William J. Lermon master, received
a telegram last Thursday to join his ship
NOHTH PENOBSCOT.
at Boston, Mass. He left last Friday. Willis Wit ham, who will be his assistant, went
The crop of potato bugs was never
with him.
larger.
OF MRS. CARRIE !\

U. S. Mail. .You can free
of having surplus curren-

by

care

Almira FUbod, who died July 11,
second daughter of the late Allen
and Phebe Pert. She was born in this
town, and had always resided here. BeCapital. $50,000.
sides her husband, Simon Flood,she leaves
of
this
Mrs.
Lizzie
one sister,
Conary,
town, and an adopted brother, Joseph
SOUTH WEST HARBOR.
Mass.
Her home
Sounders, of Waltham,
Walter Ham Wen was married on July 3
was always an asylum for the sick and
helpless ones, and very many have found to Miss Beatrice Murphy.
was

correspondent

Mae.

_i

I year.

anytime you wish currency to use at
once, we can send it by Registered Mail. Insured,
to any address, w ithout cost or risk to you.

quiet.

him.

Mrs. Carrie P. Webber, wife of Alfred S.
Webber, died at the hospital at Bangor.

it

|

never

out 'mid

got

very

hand

on

sent

from the

established it has

At

day after several
people of Ellsworth,
should judg by the num-

Hampden.
Asa Green, of Boston, is visiting Capt.
nesday.
Mrs. John W. Duffy, of Waldoboro, who George Haskell and wife.
has been the guest of Mrs. Luther N.
Cipt. Albert Treworgy's son Ernest, a
Bridges for a few days, returned home last Unitarian minister, preached in the Methodist church at the Bav Sunday, Mr. MeFriday.
Mrs. E. W. Barton, with her little son, Graw, being away on his vacation.
and Miss Mabel Ward well, of Holyoke,
Capt. George Haskell is one.of our smart
Mass., arrived last Tuesday. They will re- old men. He began cutting his hay the
main through the heated season.
day he was eighty years old. In two days
Capt. Ralph B. Long came home last Fri- he mowed by hand about an acre of grass
day and returned to Sedgwick Saturday. and spread it.
John Young and wife and Lena AtherHis schoon r, Jennie Stubbs, was discharging co.i ,t Sedgwick for Smith Bros. ton spent one day last week at Branch
Mrs. Young was “high
Charles Yo -trr.a.u, his cook, accompanied pond fishing.
Mrs. Carrie Webber.

was

cy

ideal

an

letter

a

yourself

Pittsfield, with
her son Robert and daughter Esther,
and Miss Marguerite Nye, of Cleveland,
Ohio, are occupying one of 8. J. Treworgy's cottages for the season.

Gladys Street came home from Banlast Monday io attend the funeral of

DEATH

lost

of

Miss
gor

Your

was

Thurs Uv, where she will loaf
M
New York. She h.il. from
MUbrldm ,n<l
carries 600 tons.
July 17‘

oU#» )M(fi

Austin El well left Thursday morning
After a few days* Ashing and visiting. He
stopped at Rock End cott »ge.
handsome

Since this Bank

if#

ATLANTIC.

0° Your Banking By Mail.

guest of Robert Morrison at the cottage Zan Tay Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Walter R. Parker, with, her twc
youngest sons, of Ellsworth, and Miss
.Mary Cole, of Massachusetts, are guests at
the Stock bridge cottage this week.
the

Morrison,

(Vinnlv .Vrtri

•e

party of friends,

Mrs.

of

the

son,

ith

w

and the

Mrs, C. H. Ward well has been seriously
ill since Iasi Tuesday.
C. H. Wardwel! came home from Ston-

COUNTY NEWS.
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TF--^r.TOr'Tar

enjoying the air of Surry bay in hi»
power launch Sunday.
Charles E. Fullerton, jof Ellsworth, was

Cousins returned to Redstone,

Monday.

w«w's_'-V/-s_*V-

was

Mrs. Anna

for

4bbrrttirmmt».

attention to the whistling, for
it means work. Is not that

no

fear, no doubt,
reasoning?

Has

been
—

on

the

sales

market U y*ar*
Big Seller
constantly increase*.

WHY?

They have
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K VERY Will K£
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Why do Clarions Succeed?
Because they

are

made

so

thoroughly that they cannot failNo halfway measures in the
making

of Clarions.

Planning, material, workmanship must be the best possible
to pass our

rigi[d

inspection.

Results received in use must
be in
keeping with our reputation which is the backbone oi
our

business. /

You take no chances when
you buy a Clarion.

1

thT^Tl cLAR,ok.
"*«■
Sold

by

CLAR^ONs|jo?wrife us.aD°U

WOOD G BISHOP
J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Cd.

Bangor, Me.

Eljswortli, Me.
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NORTH DEKK ISLE.
Augustus Webb
gu

has

returned

from Isle

Haut.

Samuel Knight returned

Friday from

that he has uaed (or the past forty yearn.
He has never lost a tooth.
The ladies’ circle met last week and
made a very handsome carpet, which had
b»en presented to them by Mrs. L. A.

<>UNTY NEWS
Itw*

dm oioit

Donald Robbins, who

-ame

Schooner Grade J., Oapt. Kicejuu been
loading w ith slave* from Dunbar** mill.

Spruce island, Salt
Mrs. Tripp is chap-

Little

bearers.

at the grange hall, and
lett’s hall. There was a

About flOO
July 17.

was

a

dance at

Bart-

large attendance.

realized.
Jen.

GREAT POND.

from Port-

SEDGWICK.

DEDHAM.
J. L. Fogg, of Hull’s Cove, is in town

Miss

on

The schooner

Mrs. W. W. Black leaves Tuesday for
Portland, where she will visit relatives.
Miss Belvidera

week.

Fogg’s;

Among

the

summer

Edwin

visitors in town

Bluehill,
Gross,
Leighton, of Eddington;

July 14.
Capt. W. Chatto,

her

Ed. Crosby and wife, with friends from
spent a night at Great pond
pickerel fishing.
Flossie Williams gave a lawn party Friday evening for her sister Kate, who has
been visiting her this week.
The Fourth
and

passed here very quietly
young people took
the pond, and family par-

was

pleasantly.

The

excursion up
took picnic lunch under the trees.
There were quite extensive fireworks in
the evening at F. E. Mace’s.
an

ties

Robert Patterson, wife and son Horace,
EaBtport, came Tuesday. They are
guests of Mr. Patterson’s nephew, Joe
Patterson. Mrs. Patterson returned to
her home Saturday, Mr. Patterson remaining a few weeks for the benefit of his
health.
E.
July 16.
of

_

_

WEST BROOKSVTLLE.
The first automobile

ever seen

business of

manufacturing

this town for

yarn

Brooksville passed through the place

Tuesday.

parents and sister, she leaves three
brothers—George and Arthur, of Dedham,
Fred,
sympathy

last

of

Holden,

of many

who

have

friends in their

the

great

loss.

July

B.

17.

SURRY.

Mary Freethy, of Brewer, and her
sister, Susie Sylvia, of California, are
visiting friends at this their old’bome.
.Mrs.

Capt. McKay’s yacht Undercliff won the
yacht club race from Bartlett’s
island to Bar Harbor. Capt. McKay is a
new resident of Surry.
Rev. Everett Treworgy, a Surry boy,
in

the Methodist church last

Sunday afternoon. He
ing for Meadvilie, Pa.,

leaves this
and

morn-

expects

in

to go

there to Nebraska.

was

in

of

town

AURORA.

gone to

pai
purchased
recently.
Mrs. Nellie Hanson, of Massachusetts,
valuable

Coma

|

In this !
has served the town
faithfully !
settled many perplexing problems

and

has

I

beneficial to the town. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Creamer have a wide circle
of friends here who wish them success in
their new business.
July 1".
SUBA.
in

a manner

j

some

baa

been

and friends here.

society met at the home
Mrs. W. H. Bunker last Tuesday alternoon, for the purpose of electing officers,
Harvest Home grange at West Ellsworth i The following were elected: President,

company of eighteen grangers from
visited
Arbutus grange, of this town,
A

The ladies’ aid

of

vice-president,
Capt. Thomas Tapley, who passed his last Saturday night. They are loud in Mrs. Albert Bunker;
eightieth birthday J une 29, is looking to- their praise of their entertainment. The | Mrs. Raymond Bickford; secretary, Mrs.
day as hale and hearty as a man of sixty. ride home by moonlight was fine.
| E. W. Hammond; treasurer, Mrs. H. W.
Bunker. The society will hold a sale of
S.
July 17.
Capt. Tapley is using the same glasses
j

of

headache, aideache, backache;

Sometimes rheumatic pains;

!

All tell you

Often urinary disorders.

plainly

the

Doan’s Kidney Pills

proof

in

kidneys
all

cure

sick

are

kidney

ills

Ellsworth:

John H. Brown, of 28 Church St., Ells,
Sorry.
“Doan’s Kidney
s.vorth, Me., says:
H. A. Murch, of Bar Harbor, spent Sat|
Pills cured me of a feeling of extreme
urday night and Sunday with his family
here.
Unguor and dizziness. I was bothered
Few here have commenced haying. with
dizzy spells for a long time. If I
Others intended commencing to-day, had
stcoped over and arose suddenly I became
the weather been favorable.

]
1

Miss Minta Williams is in very po< r
health. Her many friends hope for improvement with cooler weather.

dizzy that

so

topple

over.

a

by

Moore’s

wife, of this place, Saturday
While here they
Sunday.
feasted on perch caught by Messrs. Murch
and Bunker Saturday evening.
Mae.
July 17.
and

Doan’s

They
took

one

Kidney Pills.

no

Blake and Miss Mabel Crocker,
arrived Saturday and will
or two with Mrs. Fossil

David Marshall, of Seal Harbor,

WEST GOULDSBORO.

turned to their home in Old Town Satur-

day.
J uly

17.

L.

FRANKLIN.
funeral of Isaac Gay occurred last

The

the

close

attention of large audi-

July

17.

B.

NORTH LAMOINE.

_

a

mo-

G.

I

needed.

was

wouldn’t take

a

only

I

good

house

deal for

it

other.

,

G.
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Helen F. Macomber. minor, of Franklin, In
said county. First account or Henry H. Higgins, guaruiau, filed for settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy, Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

ment.

STATE OF MAINE.
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court in and for the county of Hancock:
Nettie
8.
represents
V Hale, of Ellsworth, iu the county of
Hancock, and Slate of Maine, guardian of
I Shirley Hale and David C. Hale, minors,
That said minors are the owners of certain
real estate, situated in said Ellj\vortti, and
One third partin
; dei-cribed as follows, viz
! common ami undivided of the homestead lot,
so called, of the late John M. Hale, jr., on
the north side of Main street and bounded
generally as follows, to wit: On the south by
said Main street; on the west iu pan by a passage way leading trorn said Main street and
in part by land of the heirs of John M. Hale,
sr.: on the north by the Electric Light Co,
lot, so called, now occupie by the Bar Harbor and Union River Power Co.; and on the
least by the Partridge lot. so-called; also any
right, title and interest of said minors in said
passage way.
That it would be for the benefit of said
minors that said real estate should be so d
and the proceeds placed at interest.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that she
may be licensed to sell and convey said reai
estate at public or private sale for the purNettie S. Hale,
pose aforesaid.
Guardian as aforesaid.
Dated at Ellsworth this third day of July,

;

I>ESPKCTFULLY

)

>

Not lets.

312.

The conditions of said mortgage have been
i broken, by reason whereof I claim foreciosure of the same and give this notice (or mat
! purpose.
Luerk B Deasy.
Bar Harbor, Maine. July 7. 1905.
<

NOTICE

OF FORECLOSURE.
Abiah F.
of Ellsworth

Nason,
Haucock couuly, Maine, oy his
WHEREAS
deed datec! the 13th
October,

mort-

a. d
gage
day of
18»1. and recorded in the registry ot deeds for
said Hancock county, in nook 253, pa«e 544,
conveyed to me the undersigned. Emery Maddocks, of said Ellsw'orth, a certain parcel of
real estate situated iu said Ellsworth, and
thus described in said mortgage deed, a certain lot or parcel of real estate situated in
North Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock,
and being the homestead on which I now live
and have lived for twenty-seven years and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
On the north by land of Alexander H. Haddocks; east by land now or formerly of Robert
Gerry; south by land of Hannah T. Haddocks
and Sarah F. Nason; west by the new Bangor
road, so called, and containing twenty one
acres, more or less, with ihe buildings thereon.
And whereas, the condition of slid mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ellsworth, Maine, July 7. 1905.
Emery Maddocks.
By J. A. Peters, attorney.

ri^iHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
A he has been duly appointed adminisof the estate of John Hutchings,
late
of
in
the
of
Orland,
county
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
directs.
All persons having delaw
mands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Geo. M. Warren.
July 5, 1905.
trator

Bent Her Double.
“I knew no one for four weeks, when I
sick with typhoid and kidney trouble,”
writes Mrs. Annie Hunter, of Pittsburg,
Pa., “and when I got better, although 1
had one of the best doctors I could get, I
subscilber hereby gives notice that
was bent double, and had to rest my hands
she has been duly appointed executrix
on my knees when I walked.
From this ! of the last will and
testament of Joseph
terrible affiiction I was rescued by Elec- Tillock, late of
of
Bucksport, in the
tric Bitters, which restored my health and Hancock, deceased, no bonds beingcounty
required
the
terms of said will. All persons having
strength, and now I can walk as straight by
demands against the estate of said deceased
as ever. They are simply wonderful.” Guaranteed to cure stomach, liver and kidney are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
at
E.
G.
Mooke’s
disorders;
drug store; to make payment immediately.
50c.
Hannah D. Tillock.
July 5,1905.
I price
j
was

THE

Nancy W. Clay, of Bluehill, in said county,
person of unsound mind. First accouut of
Welland Clay, guardian, filed for settle-

j

cured of those |

ILUErlE

been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Emery, during the past two weeks,
returned home Thursday.
R.
July 17.
Abdon

re-

I went to E.

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
B. DEASY, of Eden, Hancock
county, Maine, hereby giv'i public no^
tice that I have a cla'm by mortgage upon a
certain lot or parcel of land situated in Bar
Harbor, town of Eden. Hancock county,
Maine, bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at a stone bound set in the ground
at the intersection of the westerly side line
of Ledgelawn avenue with the
southerly side
line of Cedar Lane: thence iu a westerly direction but always following the said southerly side line of Cedar Lane, ten (10) feet to an
iron bolt set iu the ground; thence on same
course, but alwajw following said southerly
side line of Cedtu Laue forty-seven and fivetenths (47.5) feet to an iron bolt set in the
ground in the easterly side line of lot numoer
sixteen section C. us shown on recorded plan
hereinafter referred to; thence southerly but
always following the said easterly side line of
lot number sixteen section C. seventy-five (76)
feet to an iron bolt 3et in the ground in the
northerly side line of lot nurubtr eighteen
section C. as shown on said recordeu plan;
thence easterly but always following the said
northerly side line of lot number eighteen
section C. forty-seven and five-tenths (47 5)
feet to an iron bolt-set in the ground; thence
on same course ten (10) feet to a stone bound
set in the ground in the said westerly side
line of Ledgelawn avenue; thence northerly
but always following the said westerly side
line of Ledgelawn avenue,seventy-five (75)feet
to the said stone bound at the place of beginning, containing four thousand, three hundred and two (4,.>02; square feet, more or less.
Said mortgage is from Albert L. Higgins, of
said Eden, to Edward B. Mears. Charles C.
Morrison and Luere B. Dea«y. is dated February 16, 1901, snd recordeu in the Hancock
county, Maine,
g istry of deeds, February 21.
1904, in book 401, p ige 421.
Said mortgage was assigned by eaid Morri
son and Mears to the undersigned by instrument dated October 4, 1904, and recorded in
said registry, October *, 1901, iu book 412, page

who has

days,

what

llrgal

Smith.

few

just

box when I

Portland,
spend a week

a

a

I read of

agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s -and take

tage.

for

day

get any more.”
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole

Mrs. Frank Scannelt and her two children, Catherine and Emery, are guests t
George W Richards’ Locust Grove cot-

at

was

dis-

a

if I couldn’t

Laittre.

employed

one

in

I have the other box in the

now, and

Charles DeLaittre and wife, of Aitkin,
Minn., are the guests of Mrs. Nettie De-

are

would

drug store and got two boxes.

were

spells.

SALISBURY COVE.

Bert Young and wife

I

that it

person being cured of similar troubles

Murch and

Mr*.

thought

kidneys being

ordered condition until

night

Wilson

often

ment.

Augustus Bunker and wife visited 0. J.

of

I

I did not know

caused from my

Everett Tracey and daughter Sadia enjoyed a very pleasant visit with friends
and relatives in Gouldsboro last week.

poor

Mrs. N. P. Smith and daughter Nettie,
of Massachusetts, are visiting relatives

Spells

days of dizziness.

her former home in

hundred years cannot repair
ment’s loss of honor.
in

at

Ellsworth

of

i
|

BE ECU LAND.

A

time.

outing

Mrs. S. S. Scammon spent last week at

C.

Raymond Bickford
health for

are

Here is

Harry Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday with his family here.
Friends of Mrs. Vina Doble are grieved
Rev. W. H. Rice and Ray Crosby, of
to learn of her death, which occurred at
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. West Levant, spent the jmst week here.
Mrs. N. Y. Walker and family are
Simon Archer, Thursday, July 13, of consumption. She leaves a husband,'one child, sending a few days at Limoine Beach.
and two sisters. They have the deepest
Jotham Staples, of Brooksville, visited
sympathy of the community in their his niece, Mrs. Almon Gray, on Sunday.
affliction. Funeral services were held at
P. A. Gross and wife, of Bangor, rethe hall Sunday forenoon, Mrs. Garland,
cently visited Mrs. Gross’s sister, Mrs.
of Great Pond, officiating. Interment was
Almon Gray.
at Clifton.
Y.
July 17.
<
SOUTH GOULD8BORG.

Hundreds

to

There

NORTH FRANKLIN.

in town last week.

J illy 17.

an

People.

board of selectmen for five years.

capacity* he

of horses

was

Providence,

of

During

time he has given employment to a
1 »rge number, and much regret is manifested at the change he has made. Mr.
Creamer has also been chairman of the

ences.
a

lished three weeks successively in the Ellaworth American, a
newspaper published aft
Ellsworth, in said county, tnat they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in suid county, on the first day of August. a. d. 1905, at ten of the clock in the forenoon. and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Simeon L. Tracy, late of
Ck>uld*bqro, in said
county, deceased. AceitJin instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased. Ugether with petition for probate of same, present d by Clarissa H. Tracy
and Charles *J. Wood, the executors named
therein.
Emery B. Dunbar, late of .Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
slid deceased, together with petition for profa te of same, presented by Harvey W. Danoar. the executor named therein.
Alexander J. Fox, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition that Helen
county, deceased.
Fox. or some other suitable person be appointed administrator f the estate of said
deceased, presented by Helen 11. Fox, widow
of said deceased.
Sabin J. Hardison, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition that D. M. Hardison or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of tHe estate of said deceased. presented by D. M. Hardison, a son of
said deceased.
Patrick, McCormick, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceased. Petition that John
McCormick or some other suitaole person ne
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Hannah Cookson, sister of said deceased.
Isaac Closson, late of Bluehill. in said county, deceased. Petition that Albc rt L. Morgan
or some other suitable person be appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by William H. Coggin, an heir of
said deceased.
Elizabeth B. Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Carrie
It. Hutchinson or some other suitable person
be appointed administrator of the estate of
► aid
deceased, presented by Carrie R. Hutchinson, an heir of said deceased.
James Stubbs, late of Buck port, in said
Petition that
W. A.
county, deceased.
Remick or some other suitable person be appointed administrator o* the estate of said
deceased, presented by Ella H. Stuobs, a creditor of said deceased.
Shirley Hale and David 0. Hale, minors, of
Ellsworth, in said county. Petition tiled by
Nettie 8. Hale, guaruiau, for license to sell
certain real estate of said minors as described
in said petition.
William Leach, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First account orAustinT.
Stevens, administrator, filed for settlement.
Simeon Leach, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First account of Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, filed for settlement.
Daniel Cough, late of Tremont, in said
First account of A. Bird
county, deceased.
Cough, administrator, filed for settlement.
David W. Webster, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Edward C. Bowden administrator, filed for
settlement.
William M. Webster, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Edward C. Bowden, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Arthur E. Ba'nard, of Providence, state of
Rhode Islaud. and George T. Bowden, of Bluehill, Stateof Maine, minors. First account of
PerJey J. Phillips, guardian, filed for settle-

Ifolsie Coombs and Harry Clark have

Wednesday, at his late home, Rev. O. G.
Barnard, officiating.
Mrs. Genevieve \Cest Collins, with her
schooner Henry
last
week. He1 young daughter, Virginia left for Haddam,

Albert Mace

THE

this

held

Eastern

preached

was

paget

goods in

about fifteen years.

Conn., last week, where I)r. Collins has
brought freight for local merchants.
located.
Charles Cooper, of this village, died
Sunday Rev. Nobora Kawasaki, a native
Monday night, July 10. He had been ill a
of Obi Huga, Japan, occupied the Metholong while. He leaves a widow and four
dist pulpit. The speaker, who is a student
children.
at Boston university, in his fourth year,
C.
July 17.

her

from

in West

Chase,

the home of her parents Thursday afternoon, Rev. Ira Smith officiating. Besides

and

Jennio A. Stubbs

George Higgins who, with his wife, has
been at bis father's, was called to Boston

last

Amherst,

from

all persons interested in either of the ea
tales hereinafter named
At a probate court held at BinehiH, in and
for the county of Hancock, oa the fifth
dsv of July, a. d. 1905.
following matters having been presented for the actiou thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to All persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub-

bis barn.

Bangor.
George Bartlett and wife,
H. L, are visiting here.
A party of fifteen enjoyed
Webb’s pond Saturday.

slices*.

To

S. 8. Seammon has loaded a small vessel
Linwood
Snowman, of Somerville, with lumber for Bar
Harbor.
Mass., is visiting his grandparents, L. A.
Mrs. Gertrude Shuman and little son
Snowman and wife.
are enjoying an outing at Lewiston.
Burlie H. Leach has severed his conHoward Hodgkins sawed his hand at
nection as clerk in the store of A. E. Varthe Burnham mill last week, losing two
nnm, where he has been employed
for
fingers from his left hand.
over twenty years, and has
gone into busi- i
There was an
ness for himself. He is
earthquake Saturday
occupying his store !
at about 5 o’clock that rattled
recently vacated by W. J. Creamer. Mr. morning
kitchen paraph rnalia quite perceptibly.
liegch has many friends, who wish him
it has been hot the past week, the
success in his rew business.
as given by local
astronomers, being
Penobscot has lost one of its foremost! cause,
an underground
moon, meaning that a
and progr. ssive citizens in W. J.
Creamer, change of th‘ new moon occurred about
who has sold oat his business here and midnight.
moved to Stockton Springs, where he
Ch’e’er.
will, ! July 17.
with the assistance of Mrs. Creamer, conduct a store of dry goods and
millinery.
fflcthcal.
Mr. Creamer has successfully carried on a

the harbor last week with coal for Smith
Bros.

Miss Lizzie Burr ill and Miss Florence Anderson, of Brockton, at W. W. Black’s;
Edwin Estes and wife, of Brewer, Mr. and
week.
Mrs. Sleeper and daughter, of Milford, at
Mrs. Ruby Mace is spending the week
Horace Estes’.
with her sister, Mrs. Marion Kcnistou, in j
Alice Smart Terry, daughter of Mr. and
Amherst.
Mrs. G. F. Smart, died in Springfield,
Mrs. Merrill, Miss Inez Mace and sister
Mass., July 10, after several months’ illDoris were guests of F. E. Mace on ness of
Bright’s disease, aged thirty-four
Thursday.
years. Her remains arrived here cm the
Mr. Humphrey, of Auburn, is spending morning train Wednesday, accompanied
a few weeks w'ith his
daughter, Mrs. Clif- by her sister, Mrs. Nellie Carleton, of
ford Archer.
Springfield. Funeral services were held at

Arabella Rowe, of Aurora, visited
cjusin, Inez Williams, a few' da%s

home

ntftr

Charles E. Smith has raised and moved

Pension hill.

visiting their parents

arrived

are

at F. W.

of

Kane

Helen

Boston Sunday.

business.

The ladies were pleasantly entertained
by M:s. Kate Williams Friday of last

came

Aftr»,

OtiHtp

4*r

Haying will begin this week.
Cyrus Hardison is reshingling his barn.

ill, is

Joyce
Frank P. Noyes’.
In the almence of Rev. J. D. McGraw, land
Mrs. Clara Tracy i* at Bar Harbor visitSunday on a few days’ visit to Dr. and
Harry Smith and w ife spent Sunday with
ing relatives. Bhe was accompanied there who had an appointment here yesterday, Mrs7 Small, on their way to Swan’s Island
Luther Smith and wife.
by her husband, Enos Tracy, who re- the time was taken up very acceptably to spend the
sunl^er.
Mrs. Fred Allen and son Ralph, of Bosmained but a few days, returning home w ith a short talk by a visitor at Mrs.
Prof. Crowsweil’s son met w ith a bad
Wilder’s.
All enjoyed his sermon and
ton, are visiting Mrs. Allen’s parents,
Wednesday.
accident to his eye. Dr. Small called in
The grange fair Wednesday afternoon the singing. Mr. Wilder presided at the consultation Dr. Knapp, the New York Simpson L. Sargent and wife.
Edward K. Bunker and wife who have
and evening was a pronounced success. It organ. Our summer people are very helpspecialist, who is stopping at Seal Harbor
been employed at E. R. Conners’, Sorrento,
consisted of a sale of fancy articles and ful, always ready to do all they can to for the season.
returned to their home Saturday.
ice-cream in the afternoon and evening, a help us in our work.
S.
July 17.
Tramp.
July 17.
six o’clock and a twelve o’clock supper, all
Fred. K. Shaw and wife, who have been
and wife

Alfred

<

WEST FRANKLIN.

once more.

Mrs. Frank Friend, of Waterloo, Iowa,
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Virgil P. Kline,

riiUti fit. a

H.
PENOBSCOT.

home

4

O

17.

LijJ.U

(COUNTY NEWS.

evening

George P. !*ach recently purchased a
valuable horse in Bangor.
Mrs. Rosie Eaton, of Bluehill, is visitA daughter was born to Mrs. Annie
ing Capt. Will Trask and wife.
Davis Wednesday, July 12.
Edwin Watson and wif£, of Manset,
Miss Hortense Ward well, who has been
called on Mrs. Watson’s brother, Capt.
at home for a few weeks, has returned to
(lard. Lawson, and family recently.
|
Castine.
Mrs. Lizzie Cox and Mrs. William Reed,
L?eter M. Sellers and mother are at
who have been visiting relatives here,
hum*- fur -i few cays at their home on !
have returned to the home of their sister
out

pond, for a week.
erone.
They are having a jolly time. Mrs. at her summer home here.
M ss Venia Dyer, who is employed at
Tripp gave the Sunday school a short talk
Charles Sargent's, st Sorrento, spoilt Sun- about the
A tablet will be placed this summer on
Sunday school convention at
the grave of Joseph Wood, who was the
day at home.
Toronto, Canada, a short time ago. It
first settler of this town, and who landed
Calvin Foren, of M *1 bridge, spent a few was very interesting.
here in April, 1782.
day* last w*eek with hi* cousin, Mrs.
Kae.
July 17.
Jemima Tracy.
The famous Kneisel quartette will give
SOUTH .SURKY.
a concert in the town hall Friday evenEverett Tracy and daughter Sadia, of
Mr. Krehbiel, of the New
Hollis Bonsoy is doing some carpenter ing, August 1.
North Franklin, spent a few days with
York Tribune, will give an introductory
work for Mrs. Stewart.
relative* here last week.
talk the same evening.
Rev. and Mrs. C. B. Bromley, of ProsAmy Bctlatty who has been visiting her
Mrs. George Adams, with her son and
pect Harbor, are stopping for a couple of grandmother, Mrs. Abbie Coggins, returns
to Ellsworth to-day.
daughter, airrived last week from San
days with Mrs. Edith Hovey.
!
Schooner Hazel Dell, Capt Will Coggins, Francisco, to spend the summer here. Mr.
Mrs. Forest Perry, of Corea, together
Adams has been in Africa for three years,
with her throe children, is spending a few arrived in Bluehill Saturday w ith coal for
but is expected to arrive in London about
days w ith her parents, E. G. Quptill and the White Granite Co.
Nov. 1, and his family will then go there
wife.
Miss Mildred Candage has been spendto meet him.
William F. Hutchings’ new wharf is coming a week with her aunt, Mrs. Letti,*
8PBC.
July 17.
home
She
returned
use.
yesterday.
pleted and ready for
Already several Candage.
teams are employed hauling staves there j
DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Edward Curtis, who has been ill
from his mill.
for some months, drove as far as her son’s
Mrs. Dr. Frank McCollum, of CamMrs. \V. F. Hutchings, who ha* been place yesterday, and took dinner with his bridge, Mass., is visiting her parents, T.
j
B. Green and wife.
spending a short time with her husband family.
at hi* boarding house here, returned to
James Young, whose death occurred
Willard G. Haskell is having a new
her home in Lamoine Thursday.
two weeks ago, had been a member of the house built on Mt. Adam street. Harold
Mr*. Charles Moore, of Bar Harbor, has Berry lodge Ancient Order of United Joyce has the contract.
Ilia funeral was atbeen visiting her parents, Alfred Young Workmen, since *91.
The ladies' aid society netted flOO from
tended by a delegation consisting of four
and wife. Mrs. Moore was accompanied
its entertainment on the Fourth. Proceeds
of
order
who
as
members
the
a’ted
and
by her two little daughters, Beulah
will go to repair sidewalk.
Vida.

and

of next week.

Bar Harbor.
j
Mis* Mary Dow, of Rockland, is spendArrivals in town last week: Mrs. W. D.
vacation with her father, David Gates and two
ing her
!
daughters, from Brewer;
Dow.
I Mrs. Ira Tapley and daughters Mildred
Miss Alberta Hatch, who has been em- and Carrie, from Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mrs. 1
Is home for her vaca- Robert E.
Tapley and daughter Virginia
ployed in Belfast,
ltalc, from Norfolk, Va.; Mrs. Herbert :
tion.
Th‘iron Bray has gone aboard the Wescott, Mrs. George McVey and daugh- 1 at
Trenton.
ter Ruth, from
Providence, K. I.; Miss
Sooner Susan N. Puckering for a few
Abbie L. Tapley,
Capt. Charles P. Lunt, Willard Rich and
from
Charlestown,
days.
Mr. and Mrs Spofford and daugh- ; Wilder Robbins are home while their vesMr*. George Fill Id and Miss Rena L. Mass.;
ter Caroline, from Bangor; Mrs.
George sel is loading in Bangor. Capt. Lunt
Cain, of Brewer/are guests of Mrs.
H. Tapley and grandson Walter, from ; found his wife very ill with measles. She
Charles Eaton.
Rockland; Mrs. Fitr. Henry.Smith and is much better at this writing.
Cipt. G -orge Torrey uas arrived at Bton- son Theodore, from
Zulma E. Lunt, who has been teaching in
Sedgwick; John S.
Horace 1*. Shares
schooner
in
the
jjgton
Tapley, from North Anson; Mrs. Maria Newton Highlands, Mass., came home
stone.
with
loload
Blake, Miss Eunice Norton, Frederick Sunday. Since her school closed she has
Miss Bessie Scott has returned from Whitney, from Boston; Rev. Mr. Green been
travelling. She took in the Gorham
Bar Harbor, where she has been visiting and wife, from Gorham; Arthur Hawes, | graduation exercises,
spent ten days at
Mrs. Raymond Joy.
from China; Mrs. Joseph Wood and (ireat Chebeaguc Island,
going thence to
M Kinn«.n,
Mrs. Clara brother, I^eroy Tar box, from Salisbury Westbrook,
*;
MrBoothbay aim Monhegan Isand
M.u»s
Lenora
Miss
from
Taunland.
All
Thompson Cove;
arc glad to see her home again.
Thompson
Marjorie Jellison,
have gone to (Jkatine.
ton, Mass.
Thelma.
| July 17.
17.
Toxbon.
July
Mbs Cec il Powers and Miss Stella PowSOUTH BLUEHILL.
er* nave gone to North.-ast Haring to work
NORTH SEDGWICK.
in the Kimball house.
Mrs. Rose Steele is visiting friends in
Miss Minnie Thurston went to North
Surrv.
Charles Mnlaney, of Salem, Mass., who Brooklin
Saturday to visit her mother,
has been visiting at Mrs. George JobnHenry Hendrickson and wife were in
Mrs. Clara Cole for a while.
gon’s. has returned home.
C. 11. Cloason and wife, of Sedgwick, Bangor recently.
Mr*. Frank Haskell, Miss Beulah Has- were in
Mr. Carlton and wife, of Bangor, arrived
town Sunday, calling on Mr. Closkell and Miss Ethel Haskell have returned son’s
I at their cottage this week.
mother, Mrs. Lucy Closson.
from avid it in Medford, Mass.
Miss Evelyn Hutchings has been visitMrs. J. W. Bubson, of
Washington,
Arthur Haviland and wife and Thomas D.
C., was in town last week visiting Mrs. ing friends in Sargentville.
of
Atlantic
N.
are
HaviUnd,
City,
J.,
Miss Alice Preble, of Bucksport, is visitNellie Hooper and calling on friends.
guest* of Mrs. Charles R. White.
Foster Pierce, who has h?en ill with the ing her mother, Mrs. Arch Henderson.
Emery Haskell and Frank Haskell, w‘ho
Miss Flora Day has gone to New York
measles, is out. Miss Ethel Pierce, who
have l teen visiting their mother, Mrs.
has taken care of her brother, has re- to visit her sister, Mrs. William Gate hell,
Man J. Haskell, have returned to Boston. turned to
Mrs. George Bickford and daughter
Sedgwick.
Mrs. Montaford Haskell and duu fhter
Miss Bertha Howard, of Boston, and lit- Vera are visiting friends in Stonington.
Rockland
to
sent to
Wednesday
join Mr. tle Clara
Edwin Sibley, of Somerville, Mass., arCiapp, daughter of Roland Clapp,
Ha«k< ii on th. sc hooner Susan N. Pickerof Boston, lire stopping a few weeks here rived at Allen Henderson’s yesterday for
ing.
with Mrs. C. M. Clapp.
the summer.
^
C*pt. Charles Haskell and wife reached
Mrs. Ada Thurston, with her twin sons,
Mrs. I^rank Bixby, Mrs. Annie Wyham
horn* Biturday. The schooner Susan N.
Alfred and David, who has spent several ant! child, of Boston, are spending a few
Pickering, which Cipt. Haskell com- weeks with
relatives here, returned to her weeks at Arch Henderson’s.
mand*. is loading stone at Stonington for
home in Leominster, Mass., Saturday.
•Roy Day, who has been employed in
»*r York.
Mrs. Annie Tripp, of North Dakota, Miss Boston the past year, is spending his vacaE.
July 17._
Alice Hinckley, Miss Joy Hincllly, Miss lion with his mother, Mrs. Charles Ferrin.
*
GOl’LMRORO.
Myrtle Pillsbury, Miss Marion McIntyret
C.
July 17.
Sewing of long lumber in Dunbar's Miss Jennie Griudle, of Bluehili, and
Miss Esther Allen, of North Sedgwick,
•learn mill conr merited last week.
BLUE HILL.
on

useful articles at the school-

WEST TREMONT.

for the ladies’ parlor of the chapel.
Mrs. Stewart has kindly remembered the
circle in many ways. Last year she gave
t hem several dor.en silver knives and
forks,

camping

and

Wednesday afternoon

July

Stewart,

are

fancy
house

a.

a. 1905.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Biuehill, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day
of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and
five.
On the foregoing petition ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to be published three
weeks successively iu the Euswortb American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth in
said county, that they may appear at a
probate court to be heel at Ellsworth, in and for
said county, on the first day of August, a. d.
1905, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
the petitioner should not be granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate.
A true copy, at.est:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock -ss—At a probate court held at
Jluehill, in and for said county of Hancock.
>n the
fifth day of July, in the year of
one thousand Line hundred and
>ur Lord
*
ive.
CERTAIN instruroen' purporting to be
i» copy of the
last will and testament
.ad codicil thereto of Aboy B. Biodgett. late
if the city, county and s*t tte of New York,
in said state oX
tuu if the
prolate t.ert
Sew York, rtniv authenticated, having been
presented to me judge of probate for our said
jounlv of Hancock for the purpose of being
illotved, filed and recorded in the probate
:ourt of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered: That notice thereof he given to
ill persons interested therein, by publishing
copy of this order three weeks successively
n
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Elh worth, in said county of Hanthe first day of August,
cock, prior to
i.
d.
that they
1905,
may
appear at
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
i’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
■iny thev have, against the same.
O. !> CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:—1T. F. Mahoney,Register.

V

TIBE subscriber, Ralph W. Haynes,of Waltham. Massachusetts, hereby gives notice
A.
that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Melvin D. Haynes, late of
Trenton, in the county of Hancock, State
of
Maine, deceased, and given bouds as
and
that he has apthe law directs.
pointed Warren G. Haynes, of said TrenMaine.
ton. his
agent in said State of
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
tl.e same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediatelv.
Ralph W. Haynes.
July 5, 1905.
rriHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisJL
trator of the estate of Rose D. Jordan, otherwise known as Rosalia D.
late
Jordan,
of
Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharles P. Dorr.
mediately.
July 5, 1905.
subscriber hereby
npHE
I
he has been

gives notice that
duly appointed administraof the estate of Abram Mitchell, late
of Sorrento, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requeued to |
tor

mediately.
July 5, 1905.

J hr

(

k year; 91.50
A \ri7 r> Tfi A XT
XVMEHICAN.
if paid la advance

CbviKi .Vet* *

idUiotuii

*tr «

I

[Copyright. 1W)5. by Robert McClure.]
I No r.: after what sort of bu»'.':ios3 my
employers were engaged In or the firm
pa me. It is sufficient to say that I
■was a trusted collector, and once a
■Douth I made a round of about fifty
fcnstomers and turned fa^JTroin Sl.XHtO
fto 5*2:1,000.
On one occasion 1 had a railroad jourpey of a hundred miles to make, and I
(Would -arrive, home before 9 o'clock in
evening. It had always been that
pray, and Hie watchman was instructed
kd let me into the office in order that I
(Blight deposit the money in the safe.
|I took a glance at my fellow pi.-.sen*
I entered the car, and I fraud
jgers
(Bo cause for suspicion. Indeed, in my
ear there were only half a dozen |»e>
pie, and three of them were v omen.
(One of the three men was an old man,
and 1 siHJtted him for a clergyman at
loncc. He had a seat quite a distance
(Bway. and after about half an hour I
took a second look at him, and he Iv, k
cued rde to come over.
lie made a
pi ace for me to sit beside him apd
opened the conversation by asking:
“Young man, I want to ask y >u if
grou are a resident of BlankvllleV*
“I am, sir,” I replied.
“Then you can do an old man a f \
(vor. if you will. I am not only an old
man. but wry lame to boot.
My name
Is John Scott—the Uev. John Scott—
although I retire!I from active work
1 presume you an*
years ago.
Well acquainted with your city.”
“Fairly well, sir, and I shall be glad
to oblige you in any way 1 cam”
"Thanks. I knew I could not be mistaken in you. It is this I want to ask:
JHow far is Butternut street from the

depot?”
“Only

blocks away.”
about where would

be?"
“Not

No.

224

three blocks away,” I relittle thought.
“That is well. The street, as I have
bi u told, is respectable?”
The residents are mostly
yes.
wc rkh:g people, but it is a nice street.
“You don't happen to know a marl; i i living at 224—a man named
Barrow ?“
“No, sir.”
over

plied, after

we.i.

hi

a

no

unrm

none.

1

aout

Know

but shall make his acI had a son
qi: in' nee this evening.
die in South Africa three years ago.
ai
ibis Mr. Barrow was w.th.iiim
aii ! bus written me that he can give
me full particulars.
He is to meet ice
at

<ilher.

depot

the

and

put me up f >r tb<
flight. Boor Harry! He was my only
son. sir. He went off there to seek his
fortune, and was killed by the natives
(You are not a father and you don’t
[know what it means for one to Luc
bis only child.
I assured him of my sympathy, anil
■as a matter of fact I did fool sorry
{When I saw his chin quivering.
**Oh, well, it is a cross I am called
«pon to bear,” he said after a time.
“The Lord glues and the Lord :nk
• way.
Are jjou a member of av.y
church, may I ask?”
”Not as yet. sir.”
“But you believe in the Christian
doctrine, I hope?”
“I certainly do.”
‘‘Well, let me trust that in time you
twill see your way clear to ally yourself to some church.
Religion asks
nothing of any man he cannot grant,
•nd you do not know what a consolation it Is In time of trouble.”
Later on he told me something of bis
bis lory, and I learned that he had !>eeu
a great exborter in his time, and had
bc« n the means of leading thousands
Into the true path. We fell to discussing Biblical questions, and I was sur
pfisecl and pleased at the extent of his
knowledge and the keenness of his
arguments. I offered to withdraw sever; 1
times, thinking I might weary
hi: i. but he overruled me, and so I
ro
the whole distance In bis comHe did not ask my business or
pa::;
other impertinent questions, but seemed i
fectly satisfied with what I told
hi
»

we

or

>urney

co

m

bridge,
Mr. and

Mass., are visit mg his parents,
Mrs* K, P. Stover.
Boston,

year in
with her

spending

is

her vacation

cooked food, iceream and home-made candy at the town
hall Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock, for the
sale of

a

benefit of the ladies' social
Adam# and

Mrs. Lillian

Adams, of Oakland, Cal., and
Mis# Anna Stevens, of Chicago, daughter
of Dr. Henry Stevens, are guest# of their
aunt, Mrs. Morton, at Orchard lodge.

are

priced as

Class A,

follows:

fo;

class

j
j
I
|

class C, #1.50; general admission, ;
;
There w ill be explanatory remarks by
Mr. Krehbiel.

B, f2.50:
fl.

The Y. P. 8.

C. E. of the Baptist church

give an entertainment
Monday evening, July 24.

w

chapel

in the

ill

There* will be

|

There will

be

an

old

maids'

last reached the end of
1 felt it no more than

There was a very pretty home wedding
residence of M:s. E. L. Gross, Wednesday evening, July 12, when her son,
Daniel I. Gross, and Miss Annie Parsons,
of Dorchester. Mass., wcr*. united in marriage by Rev. E. Bean. The ceremony was

to offer my

arm

to

he ;j him out of the car. We accepted
it, ;«:..l when he rose up he placed a
crutch under the other and moved

at

Kidder,
ception

Dorchester. At 9 o’clock
held, and many friends

of

was

a recame

wish the newly wedded pair a happy
The parlor was handsomely decorated with evergreen and flowers. There
music.
was vocal, piano and orchestral
Delicious refreshments were served, and
Mr.
some nice present# were received.
and Mrs. Gross have the best wishes of a
large circle of friends.
M.
July 18.
in to

future.

BLl'EHILL FALLS.
have been very

The straw berries
this

season

plenty

both cultivated and wild.

Riggs

expected at
their cottage. Seven Oaks, at the Point toDr.

and

wife

are

;
!

morrow.

Friend has

Allie
health

to take

as

much

so

improved

place as

his

in
>

hostler for

Candage again.
Mrs. Colby Hooper

I. S.

have

mother, Mrs.

with

Ske Id ing,

three}

by

the

two

servants

have taken the
owned

sons, two daughters
from Pennsylvania

Surry, have
Norcross and

son

W. \V. Norcross and Miss KatheNorcross, of Wellesley Hills, Mass.,
af
Miss Womersley.
Watertown.

and

Mass.,

are

stopping

at

Pond View' farm.

is their second visit to this

This

Mr. and

cottage.

Mrs. B. Curtis and

sons

place.

j

spending a few days of last week
with John L. Dyer.
Everett 8. Treworgy and sister Mary, of

cottage on Mill island
Nevin, of New York, for

Mrs. W. C.

Miss I a w son at the

after

j

been

Harvard
Mass. He has
leaves

S

relatives

visiting

in

Treworgy is a graduate of
divinity school, Cambridge,

Mr.

town.

Thomas,
rine

is with

May

Miss Dorothy iAw-son, of Egypt, Mass.,
to-day at the Lawson cottage.
Mr. Seagrove, editor of the Cambridge
Chrofh'c/e, returned to Boston Monday

season.

Mr. and

Last Sunday evening a party of young
people went for a moonlight sail in Capt.
Jordan's naphtha launch Volunteer. In

H.

IT.__

arrives

new

Mrs.

collar bone.

lawuon

of Dor-

Mrs.

Mrs.

around the bay and islands are very pleasant, and the few moons which come during warm weather are mad- good use of.

SOMESVIIXK.

Saturday.
and

Yachts Agatha' Gerfalcon and Similar
in the harbor Sunday, also the yacht
Lorelei, of Ellsworth.
were

sports in company with some
girl friends last Tuesday, fell, striking oa
her shoulder, sustaining a fracture of the

July

Mass., who spent two weeks
P. W. Candage, returned home

chester,

town,

athletic

Miss

Creed,

in

are

Belle J. Rich, Revere, Mass.; Mrs. Edna
Gross, Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
The central telephone office here is being
House and son J. Carleton. of Hastings-onconnected by cable with Greening's Island
the-Hudson. N. Y.; Mrs. Harry Everett.
and points along the way.
Misses Josephine Cotton and Izora Ingalls, j
Mrs. Walter Stanley and sister, Mrs.
of Walt ham.* Mass.: Mrs. Jena Ginn Gott
of Isles ford, were in town last
and son Russell, of Portland; Mrs. Marcia j Hodgkins,
friends.
Narbis Yorke and daughter Helen, of Saturday, visiting
j
Harry Fielding's Dramatic Co. presented
Augusta.
G.
I the old and much-liked play 44East Lynne",
July 18.

P. Friend.

lenders and Mrs.

Mrs.

surviving.~~

visitors

among them being Mrs. Bertha Spark*
Mallock and son Graham, of Somerville;

and son, of Bluehill,
past week in this place

the

spent

with her

to-day

July

a

church in

for that

Nebraska, and

■

■

i

Robert, Mias Howard and Miss Kim- j C. P. DeLaittre and w ife
their guests at tea Friday night. the past ten days, been the guests of Mrs.
Pond View farm, Fred Allen proprietor, ! W. H. DeLaittre at “The Willows.” Mr.
DeLaittre taught hi* last term of school !
is fast becoming a famous resort.
here twenty-three years ago. He is now I
Crumbs.
July 17.

Ney Killman, of Green Lake,

engaged

Wednesday.
Wesley jFord
from

at

and

w

ife

have

was

here

returned

Yeazie.

C. E. Scribner and Rebecca Butler
Hancock Point Sunday.

to know
of

this.

everything, had
The polios on

Tremont street knew less about it. One
tried to prove that no such library
was in existence, but a friend who had
been there only a few days before had told
us about it, and we believed him.
It was
in the vicinity of the state house, but in
Boston a thing may be right in sight and
of them

not sccable.
We finally gave the police up
ignorant mortals like the rest of
began to inquire of the baekincu.

as
us;

poor,
and

A hack-

never admits that he don’t know ; it
wouldn’t do, and so, one by one, they
sent us here and there for an hour, but
man

library.

Luckily, when
hope was almost gone and patience entirely, we met the postman, who, iharacnever

a

bit of

our

teristicallv

firm.

Borough

is

an

old

English

word

meaning a holding of land. May mean a
farm, but it must be a large farm. Also a
home where the owner is entitled to vote.
These boroughs include whole townshifie
in the early settlement of New England,
Gould selected this particular location
because it offered an outlet to the sea, and

--

NERVOUSNESS AND
WEAKNESS CURED
BY PE-RU-NA.
Mias Siutfe Robinson, 4 Rand stri ct,
Malden, Mas*., writes:
**
Peruna w as recommended to ms
about a year ape as an excellent remedy
for the troubles peculiar to our sex. and
as I found that all that was sai-1 of this
medicine was true, I am pleased to endorse It.
•*t began to use it about seven months
ago for w eakness and nervousness,
caused from overwork and sleeplessness, and found that In a few day s /
began to grow strong, my appetite Increased and / began to steep better,

consequently

my nervousness

passed

eakness In the pelvic
and / tut\e
"
been well and strong ever since.
Address Dr. S. It. Hartman, Prcsi nt
of The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
O., for free met!leal advice. All com**i> mdonee
strictly confidential.

away and the
organs

soon

w

disappeared

BCCKBPORT.

Superintendent-of-8chools Littlefield is
attending the summer school st Hampden.
boat load of excursionists who a*
i d the ball team to Casttue Thursday, came home happy. Bucksport v. n
A

com pan

by

a score

of 3 to 0.

Prof. George H.

Mass.,

has

Boyden,

been elected

of

Worcester,

the chair *>f
the seminary.

to

Greek and mathematics at

Mr. Boyden is a graduate of Harvard.
Bucksport added another to its string of
baseball victories Saturday, when it defeated the strong Dexter nine at Dexter
by a score of 11 to 8. Bucksport made
seven runs in the ninth inning.
The

power boat which C. 0. Pag- }»-•
himself was launched Saturday.

built for
She is

feet

thirty-one

long,

six end

one-

half feet beam, and is equipped wuh
thirteen-horse power Knox engine.

a

Marina A., widow of William 1‘ur r.
die Sunday morning after a long dines*.
She was a native of Bucksport, having
been born here May 4, 1828, or over s< venty-seven years ago. She leaves a half-sister, Mias Kebecca Tribou, of Buck-;* rt,
and a half-brother, Capt. F. C. Tribou, of
South Paris.

Joseph P.
Main street

his home n
in tin «**s-

Power died at

Thursday evening,

stream'that runs through the valley of
enty-fourth year of his age. Mr. Power
the West Bay settlement, and also began
was a native of Germany, but cornu t»* this
to build vessels.
We have not been able
country in early life, locating in Bm k*to locate these mills or shipyards, but
recitations.
port. He was in the carriage business many
can guess near enough.
In 1890
the government bought the
years. He had been in failing health f a
When the war of the Revolution broke
end
southern
of Great Duck
year past. He leaves a widow and four
island,
out, all business in this region ceased, and children-Frank A. and
cleared off the trees, built three dwellingPhilip E. Powvr,
somewhat abruptly, it seemed, for vesof I^amoine; Fred E. Power, of Com rd,
houses (one for each keeper), a light house,
sels were ieft on the stocks and mill
Mass., and Mrs. Carrie 8. Mitchell, of Nawhistle house, and other buildings necesponds and yards fuP of logs. No sound tick, Mass.
sary. Last year a schoolroom was finished
of, axe or hammer was again heard until
in one of
the government buildings.
John Q. Wood arrived Saturday fr -m
after the war. Gould then was financially
Three terms of school have been taught
Paris, France, where he spent the winter.
ruined and his share in the property was
>

as a

great day with the children.

in

banking

lumbering

and

at

Aitken, Minn. From here Mr. and Mrs.
DeLaittre go to Bandy Point to attend the
Castine alumni encamp ent.
Mrs. De- |
Laittre is entertaining Miss Sadie Eaton,
of Ellsworth, and gave her friends a drive ! in this

j

about the island and lunch

July

were

me that his complaint wag sciatic rheuMrs. Evan Lindsey, of New York, vismatism and that he was just now suf- ited relatives here last week.
fering from a periodical attack. He
Nathan Bogle, of Houlton, is here visithad said that Mr. Barrow was to meet
ing his cousin, C. E. Scribner.
him No such person was there. When
Mrs. Willie Stewart and son Dana were
we were satisfied of this the reverend
at her old home in North Ellsworth Mongentleman said:
"He may have made a mistake about day.
Herman Sinclair and wife and Mrs.
the time, or something has happened to
ifletnin him. Would it be asking too Stella Shaw were at Hancock Point Suna
much of one who has already favored
day.
me to ask that you walk to the corner
Mrs. Rose Young and family were in
With me? I shall be indeed grateful."
Ashville recently to visit her sister, Mrs.
Why not? Any man would have done John Tracy.
■o.
We Eet out at a glow pace, and I
Monroe McFarland, wife and children,
afterward remembered that all the from West
Hancock, visited his sister,
hacks were gone before we left tbe Mrs. Emma
McKay, Sunday.
nor
did
I
notice
a
policeman
platform,
little son
Fred Miles and wife and
•bout. The two blocks to Butternut
Elliott, of Machias, spent Sunday with
•trect were occupied by lumber yards
their parents, William Miles and wife.
and factories which were closed at that
G.
July 17._
hour. In going a block and a half we
did not meet a single persou. Then we
BRIMMER’S BRIDGE.
halted and the Kev. Mr. Scott said:
James Garland, of
Eden, called on
I will change the crutch under the
friends in this vicinity Sunday.
other arm, please."
Mrs. Addie Carlisle returned Saturday
lie stepped back of me to make the
from a visit to her sister, Mrs. Brooks, at
change, and the next thing I knew be
had bis arm around my neck, his knee Hart land.
Herbert Salisbury and wife have rein the small of my back and was doing
the garrote In first class sha|>e. I was turned from Valley Falls, R. I., after a few’
weeks’ visit to relatives and friends.
found half an hour later by a pedes
triau and removed to the hospital, and
News was received last week of the
it was two weeks before I was able to
of
death of James D. Carlisle,
Port
crawl out. It was a put up Job to get Blakely, Wash., brother of A. H. Carlisle,
I
had
in
and
the
$16,000
my of this city.
my money,
pocket Wat duly transferred. We had
The committee of the Moor reunion
the police on the case for a full year,
will hold a business meeting at John
but they never spotted ofT anybody
Frazier’s, Sterling street, Saturday evenwho resembled the slick garroter withing, July 2^. All members of the commitM. QUAD.
in forty rods.
tee are requested to be present.

about the history of your town, or any of the old men
who lived in the long ago, you will find it
in the old (tautological Historical Library
in Boston. That library isn’t so easy to
find as it might be, but it is findable.
The writer, in his first acquaintance with
Boston some years ago, had no small
amount of trouble in locating it. He
began to make inquiries on Washington
street near the Old South church, but no
Tb.»
one seemed ever to have hoard of it.
policeman at the crowing, uear Court

They spoke patriotic pieces, waving bright
have, during ! new flags and listened to interesting

were

John Marshall is employed in Brewer.

(f'n»r% the Xarragiingut Timet )
If you want to know all

the party w *re the Misses Htnnah Kiraball, Mamie Gilpatrick, Helen Bunker and
there was an immense amount of lumber
Eleanor Berry and George Kimball, Shir- j
on the tra« t.
Pine lumber then was larger
ley Graves, lawrenoe Manchester and sev- than it is now'.
It was a common thing to
eral others.
get four logs out of one tree before you got
Julv 17.
8.
the limbs. Some of these logs were over
five feet at the slump.
It was a common
I>rCK ISLAND.
The spring term of school at Duck ! thing also, in the old houses of that region,
to find the rooms ceiled with clear pine
Island closed June 23. This school was
four feet wide—lumber which, to-day, the
established in 1902 and is supported by
dealers tell us, is found only in heaven.
the State. Nine pupils, children of the
Gould did not settle on the land howlight keepers, attended this term. Five
of these, Millie Reed, Lucy Keed, Dalton ever, nor his partner, but one Francis
with Capt. William Nickels.
Reed, Willie Reed and Helen Reed, were Shaw, jr.,
The last day of They immediately built mills on the
not absent one-half
school

—-..

SALISBURY COVE.

Gordon

FRANK 1JN ROAD.

Catarrh—Found Quick
Few Days,

BOSTON-EARLY

day.

J.

18.
■■

\

place.

and

ball

Nervousness

and Pelvic

SETTLERS.

1

o'clock, in the presence of
family and Mr. and Mrs.

8

LIBRARY IN

said: “No. 16Somerset.” We
found that, and also that it was a diningroom, but the next door, on w’bicb there
is no number, proved the right one.
bert Gray and wife.
It is easy enough once you know how.
Mias A. M. Mitchell arrived last week to
You just want to take Court street, go
A liltle son arrived at the home of Norspend the remainder of the summer with
man I'aine and wife Friday night, July 14her brother, W. W. Spence, at Seaward through the middle of the court house,
and there you are on Somerset. Cross it
Miss Agnes Cousins, of the Narrows, cottage.
and turn to the right and go until you
is in Brewer, the guests of Miss Ethel
In weighing her snehor one day last
see 16, the next door is the library.
You
cousins.
week the yawl Alert became entangled in
climb two flights of stairs, and stand face
cable.
Fred
the
Island
skilful
Charles Kittridge,
and
Bear
manageBy
Haynes
to face with the whole history of old New
Richard Haynes have returned to Wal- ment no damage was done.
England, even the story of the simple, old
tham. Mass., w here they are employed in
The first of the subscription dances was
homely life of our fathers and mothers
the watch factory.
held at the Kimball house on last Monday down on the farms. The men and women
These dan-e* are among the who have the care of U are courteous and
Mr*. Elmer Sargent and Octavia Hamor evening.
recently visited friends and relatives in chief society events of the season.
will get
|rou any book you want, and tell
Prospect Ferry.
Howard Pinkham, who has been em- you anything you don't know.
^
8.
July IT.
A few hours war* dragging
on our
ployed as steward on The yacht Hespcr,
was obliged to return to his
home in hands the other day in the city, so we
LAMOINE.
Booth bay on account of ill health.
sought this place of refuge and study.
Luther Reynold* is visiting his mother.
Horseback riding is again the fad in Having had it in mind a long time to look
Mrs. C harles Whitaker.
Northeast, and Mr. Yignoles, the riding up the history of Gouldsboro, this was our
Misses Olive Coolidge and Flora Stratmaster, is kept constantly busy giving opportunity, ami we improved it; but not
ton are attending the summer school in lessons in
as we
would had there been more time.
riding, driving and jumping.
Hampden.
However, a few data are the result* of that
the
have
A
iadd,
boatmen,
Spurting
and we send them to the peoMrs. Alice Bonn, of lAwrence, Mas*., is
received a beautiful new naphtha launch. afternoon,
the guest of her sister,
Mrs.
Henry The boat is very fast, is finished excep- ple who are most interested in them.
Bartlett, for the season.
SBITLKMBNT OF GO CUDS BORO.
tionally well and does great credit to her
Albert Whitaker and wife, of Salem, ; builder. Mr. Mayo, of Southwest Harbor
Gouldsboro was settled in 1770.
The
Maas., are the guests of Mr. Whitaker's
All the naphtha and steam launches grant of land was to Robert Gould, FranCharles
and
wife.
Whitaker
cis
Shaw
and
of
parents,
others,
have been very busy in the evenings since
Boston, culled
Miss Laura L'mseott, while engaged in ! the moon became large. Moonlight sails Gould's Borough after the head of the

at the

immediate

Rev. George Harris, president of Amherst college, preached at the Baptist
church on Sunday.

opera house last Friday evening.
Levin Bros., of Bar Harbor and New
Mrs. Lulie Lurvey and little dtfhghur
York, dealers in oriental carpets, have
Yilda are spending a few days at Salisbury !
opened a branch store in the Manchester
Cove with Mrs. Lurvey’» parents, Adelj block.

sale, at which gentlemen may
partners for supper, and others may
purchase boxes and find therein a knot of
ribbon or some other token by which they
may claim their companion for lunch.

th°

summer

Freeman block.

at the

secure

performed

Huntington, rector of Grace

Dr. W. R.

WEST EDEN.

a

short programme, followed by a “box"
social, the box being filled with supplies
for two.

Mrs. Taylor, of t>erry, N. H., is visiting
son-in-law. Rev. Myles Ho men way, at
the rectory.

of

the immediate relatives

Many

Tickets for the concert of the Kneisel j
quartette, w hich w ill In* given August 4,
are

Northeast Harbor band held a social
on Wednesday evening.
Mrs. George 8. Fraser went to Winter
Harbor Friday for a week-end visit to her
niece.
her

Gross, and a son. Dennis, both of Orland
and one brother. Elisha Soper of this town’

library.
her daughter.

Miss Kdith

SADIE ROBINSON
Pretty Ctrl Suffered From

RECORDS AT THE GENEALOGICAL

FROM

Bucksport, have been church. New York, arrived last week for
the s immer.
the guests of their grandmother, Mrs.
Carolyn McKenney, a few days.
Bishop Doane preached a very interestThe death John Soper occurred Satur- ing sermon at St. Mary’s-by-the-Sea Sunday afternoon. He was a native of this day morning.
Mrs. Coburn has arrived for the sumtown, a man of good principles, and was
street, supposed
respected by all. A daughter. Mrs. Annie mer and taken up her old quarters iu the no knowledge
Raymond Gilley,

aunt, Mrs. K. G. Lord.
Mrs. John W. Kane, with her two sons,
Warren and Sidney, has gone to northern
New’ York state to visit her mother.
There will be

|

from

Miss Carol Hooper, who spent the past

1

of

Rev. Mr. Palmer and family have arrived
Milo, and are occupying a part of the
Partridge house on the Bucksport road.
Miss Margaret and Masters Herbert and

Cam-

of

BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH OF
THE TOWN.

dance at Mans..*t

critical illness.

home cottage.

wife,

fttonttstnuTu.

moulds boro.

t*' *>».Aer pa^**

The

con-

Corine,
daughter
Roy Meade
and wife, is reported mu: h better after a

George A. Clough, of Brookline, Mass.,
is spending a few days with hi# family

at

politeness

Mrs. Reuben Hutchings has been
a week by illness.
infant

Charles A. Stover and

AW*.

NORTHEAST HARBOR

fined to her home

the

here at their

puce*

ori.a:;d.

street.

I

I'M'itfna* OdmmIjv

y

John 8. Mricher left Monday for New
earthquake last Saturday morning
York on business.
>
was very preeeptible here.
The new tennis court near th? Rock End
The weekly dance was not held at Sophotel is rapidly nearing completion.
er’s grove last Saturday night.

Lizzie Mi: !i and family are occuold Colenial house on South

Mr 4.

pying

$er othrr

The

auction

two

“And

add if tonal

BLl’EHILL.
Lizzie Grindle is home from Portland for the summer.
Hon. Henry Mayo and wife were the
quests of Judge E. E, Chase Sunday.
Mis#

jttie

•ome

For

*<•'

Count* Ar*>*

NE Ws.

Go UN TV

COUNT V NK\Vb.

[The Rev. John Scott

at

Seal Harbor.

R.

18.

TRENTON.

room.
After the government had
the laud from the southern side of
Duck island, the trees standing next, left
exposed to the wind, began tb die. Then
all the best of the timber was cut and

cleared

Rodney Copp, of this place, died sud- carried away to be sawed into lumber
denly Monday afternoon, from heart fail- The trees left, being much exposed, died
ure.
Mr. Copp, who was in the seventy- tnd fell to the
ground. Bo now forty or
third year of his age, had been doing
fifty acres of land adjoining the light
some light work about his place, when he
station present a desolate appearance of
felt suddenly ill. He went to the house to I dead trees standing or fallen.
Among,
rest, and in a few* minutes was dead. He i upon and under the decaying stumps are
leaves a widow and one brother. Funeral the nests of thousands of
gulls with just
services were held at the house this fore- three eggs in each, now hatching out little
noon, Rev. J. P. Bimonton, of the Ells- gulls. This is said to be the largest hatchworth Methodist church, officiating.
ery of gulls on the coast of Maine. It is
often visited by persons wishing to see the
AMCSEMKNT NOTES.
nests of gulls with the eggs or young.
Amy.
July 17.
The Pauline Fielding Co. will open a
three-nights’ engagement at Hancock hall
SOUND.
Monday, July 31. Of the recent appearMrs. Lewis Dorr and daughter Edith
ance
of this
in
the
Belfast
company
friends

Island last

flepublican Journal of that place says:
“The company gave general satisfaction,
and will be welcomed here again.
Miss

visited

Fielding

particular merited especial
commendation, and her support was very

visiting

good.”

asthmatic bronchitis.

Tom
Waters, in the farce comedy
“Neighborly Neighbors,” will be an early

Miss Emeline McFarland, of Bar Harbor, is the guest of Miss Mildred Wasgatt.
Miss Allie Keek is spending a few days
with Miss Edith Dorr.
H.
July 18.

in

attraction at

Hancock hall.

Greening—I
son a

suppose you

are

giving

your

education. Browning—Yea;
giving me an education in liber

Greening’s

week.

Miss Mary

Murphy,
sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Alfred Higgins
her

of

Haliowell, is
Brown.

Warren
is

quite ill with

liberal

and he’s

your case,” said the
“In the meantime go

A certain

by

ality.
keeper
over

the keys.
sit down in

of

and

the shade of that chestnut tree and make
yourself at home.”

“The lady in the purple waist is out of
order,” announced the presiding officer at
recent woman's convention. “The lady
In the gray foulard has the floor.” Who
says women are not parliamentarians?

a

on

a

man

editor

was

visited in his office

ferocious-looking military gentlewho exclaimed, excitedly, as he en-

“That notice of my death in your
paper to-day is a lie, sir. I’U horsewhip
you in public, sir, if you don’t apologize
tered:

in your next issue.” The next day the
editor inserted the following apology:
We extremely regret to announce that the
paragraph in our issue of yesterday, which

stated that Colonel Brimstone
w ithout foundation

was

dead, is

the Mhaws.
After the war they began to develop the
lumber interests and tarried on a very
successful business until they died, the
elder in 1784, the younger in 1785. The
borough was then sold to W'Uliam Bhaw,
fourth son of Francis. William made a
sold to

large fortune, and sold the township to
Bingham, the owner of the Bingham purchase, lying farther to the north, but finding a most ready outlet through this

Wood will remain about two works
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Wood, after which he will return to,Parts,
NSbile
where he has important interests
here many of his relativ s will hold a sort
of reunion.
Among those expected are
Mias FI or B. Wood, of Brockton, Mass.,
his suiter. Rev. and Mr*. Maurice Prince,
of Carlisle, Pa., and John Farnham, of
Ban Francisco, Cal.
Mr.

with his

town.

asbrrtisrarnU.

INCORPORATION.

Gouldsboro
In

1789,

some

was

incorporated

as a

town

twenty years after its settle-

Hteuben was incorporated six years
later, 1795. Meanwhile
developments
along the Narraguagus valley were proceeding rapidly. Cherryfield had a minister in 1796, a church one year iater, and
here doubtless the Gouldsboro people
ment.

first attended divine service in this new
country. In 1810 a church was organised
in Sullivan, and the first minister, Rev.
Daniel M< Masters, was ordained in Capt.

Paul Simpson's barn.
The story of this town from the old days
thus recorded to the present is too long to
be told in a short paper like this, but the
mills are there still, and their work goes
on.
The shipyards have been more or le»B
all the while, and the lumber coaster,
unchanged, goes on forever. The fathers
of the hamlet sleep on the old hillside
with never a word to say now, save a a
they are disturbed by the quaint librarian
of this old society, and made to unfold a
little more definitely some doubtful tale of
the early times, resting in the kindly and
sweet repose of the years.

busy

Forced to Starve.
B. F. Leek, of, Concord, Ky., says: “For
20 year* I suffered
agonic*, with a sore on
my upper lip, ao
sometimes, that
1 could not eat. After vainly trying everything else, I cured it, with Bucklen’s
Arnica Halve.” It’* great for burns, cuts
and wound*.
At E. G. Mouse’s drug
store; only 25c.

painful,

A Safe Remedy

for He^-da-ches
Readfield Corner, Me., April 7,1904.
Dear Sirs:—
I have .been troubled with bca<•***
and a pain in my side for about three

ouyears. I commenced to take your
ters about one month ago. I feel Use
a new woman and 1 owe it all to you
medicine. I don't feel that I can say
enough in its praise.

t

MRS. EDITH A.

There’s always

Usually

in the

INGHAM.

for headache.
organs. Heat'

a cause

digestive

cur
thy bowel action the only safe heal“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters make
thy bowels.

—Dr^LaFranco's—

Compound 0"V.£?",yo
Regulator.

Safe,

Quick,

Reliable

Superior toother ivmedlM *»W »«
Cur® guarantrod. Prtc.
*vA
KUtM or Hr mail. TmUbu>i<

•fiSS

'Y.'Ai*ml

p».

